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OctaMED Studio: 

Sneak preview of the 

new music program 

FOUR disks packed onto one! 

Full details on page 9 

Inside this issue 

• Accelerator Supertest: every available accelerator 
board gets rated using realistic tests. 
• OctaMED Sound Studio: the new 
music program is unveiled.   

Complete 

Hardware 
project inside! y? 

Wficessaw software 

portable media from the 
makers of the acclaimed Zip. ^ 
• Final Data 3: new release of 
this spreadsheet/database, 
• Game Engine: has creating games ever been easier? 
• Word worth 5SE: the powerful WP for low end users. 
• Zeus: the revolutionary package for BBSs. 
• CD-ROMs: Reviews of every new Amiga CD. 
• Amiga Answers: our experts solve your problems and 
continue our How to... series with a DIY project. 
• Public Domain: the best coverage of new releases. 
• Tutorials: Can Do; HiSoft BASIC; Music; AMOS. 
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ft uantum Leap Experts in Digital Video 

Proudly present the industry standard video digitiser for Amiga computers worldwide: 

24-fat gdwil/id&y Vtytitex 

Grab pictures from any camcorder, VCR or TV directly into your Amiga! 

Wide range of applications 

Including Desk Top Publishing, Multimedia 
Presentations, Animation, Video Titling, Databases, 
Amiga Photo Albums, Newsletters, or simply Having 
Even More Fun With Your Amiga! 

Works with all Amiga computers 
A500(+)fA600,A1200TA1500tA2000tA3000>A4000/30/40 

Easy to install and use 

Simply plug the VIDI Amiga 24RT into the parallel 
(printer) port of your Amiga computer Then connect 
your camcorder, VCR, or TV tuner to the ViDI Amiga 
24RT using the cable provided The user friendly 
software and easy to follow instruction manual and 
tutorial allow you to become expert in creating 
professional quality images on your Amiga! 
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* Three Video Inputs 
Two composite (Video In) and one S-Video (S-VHS, Hi-8 etc). 

• Compatible with all television formats 
Automatically detects NTSC, PAL or SECAM. 

• Real Time Image Grabber 
Grab a video frame in a fraction of a second. 
No need to pause the VCR or hold the camera steady! 

* High Resolution, True Colour 
Capture images in 16 million colours at resolutions up to:- 
760x604 (VIDI Amiga 24RT Pro). 
380x604 (VIDI Amiga 24RT). 

W\Mm<M< £149 
Incredible value at: ^ 

VWT fifiifp tffl ^ Pro 

Highest resolution for professional use 

Dfsixnt'ti tint} numitttu lured in Scotland by: Quantum Leap Saitw arc Ltd.. Lt\ ini;.\ton EH54 6TS 

• Colour Preview 
Preview incoming video in HAM8 or greyscale. 

• Comprehensive Image Processing 
Average, Balance. Blur Brightness, Contrast, 
Edge Detect, Emboss, Gamma, Saturation, etc. 

• File Support 
All AGA Modes, ILBM, BMR TIFF etc. 

• Time-lapse and Carousel 
Choose a time-lapse between capturing frames 
from half a second up to ten hours, then 
automatically capture a sequence to the Carousel! 
Applications range from animations of plants 
flowering to security camera monitoring. 

Tel: 01506 461917 

Fax: 01506 414634 
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Whafs happening to your favourite magazine? 

Read on to find out 

There's been a resurrection of the 
WWII spirit (no disrespect 
intended) in the AS offices this 
month, and we would occasionally 
burst out into choruses of "We 

shall overcome1. It can't have escaped your 
notice that we have been hit again, this time 
with more than just the loss of pages. 

The loss of one of our Coverdisks is a big 
blow to all of us, but the distressing truth is that 
a lack of advertiser confidence is hurting all the 

Amiga titles. 
Magazines can only 
survive if they are 
profitable and 
advertising revenue 
goes a long way to 
providing this, but 
with a diminishing 
market, advertising 
prices are being 
driven down and the 

magazines along with them. 
The only solution for readers 

(unless you fancy taking out an 
advert), is to subscribe. Not only 
does it save you money on the 
issue, but it also means that 
you do get a second disk 
every month - the 
Subscribers' disk. It 
also gives us a more 

How to contact Amiga Shopper 

EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING: 
30 Monmouth Street Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. 
IT 01225 442244 Fax: 01225 446019, 
E"mail: amshopper@cix.compuIink.co.uk 
EDITORIAL: Send all press releases, feature 
submissions and ideas to David Taylor, 
E - mall: davetaylor@futu renetco,uk 
COVERDISKS: If you have a contribution, commercial 
or otherwise, that you would like to submit for 
consideration for the Coverdisks, send it to David Taylor. 
E-mail: d avetayI o r@futu re net.co. u k 
READER ENQUIRIES: Amiga Shopper is 
available for phone enquiries every Wednesday 
between 10am and 5,30pm, Please make sure your 
call is necessary tT 01225 442244, 
FUTURE NET: You can also contact us, or browse 
through a selection of Amiga articles, tutorials etc on 
FutureNeL Raint your WWW browser at: 
http 'J/www.f utu renetco.u k 

ADVERTISING: '    \ want to place an • 
advertisement in Amiga Shopper, contact Diane 
Clarke or Helen Watkins on W 01225 442244. 
E-maN diclarke@futurenet.couk 
ADVERTISING COMPLAINTS: 
If you have a complaint about an advertiser in 
Amiga Shopper, then contact Sophie Collins on 
fT 01225 442244. 
E-mail DS@futurenet.co.uk 
CUSTOMER SERVICES: W 01225 822510 
SUBSCRIPTIONS/BACK ISSUES: 
Call our hotline number below for a subscription to 
Amiga Shopper (or a back issue). If you already have 
a subscription, but have a query, write to: 
Future Publishing Ltd, FREE POST (BS4900), 
Somerton TA11 6BR, or TT 01 225 822511. 
Annual subscription rata: The subscription rate 
for 12 issues of Amiga Shopper including postage is 
£51 (UK), £58.92 (EC), £71.52 (Rest Of World). 

solid base to continue 
with. Small consolation, 
but we are providing the 
best magazine that we 
can with the budget that 
we are allowed. 

With that in mind, I still 
believe there's something 
worthwhile for everyone in this 
issue. There's one of our best 
Supertests to date, reviewing every accelerator 
we could find for the A1 200. John Kennedy has 
been busy testing every board not only for its 
official MIPs rating, but also in real life tests, 
such as DTP and 3D. We've also got reviews of 
all the latest hardware and software available, 
including a preview of the new OctaMED Studio 
program - the eagerly awaited music package. 

Elsewhere in the issue, our Amiga experts 
have been busy solving your problems and 
continuing our How to... feature. This month, 
there's additional information on AmigaGuide 
and a complete hardware project which shows 
you how to build and link up an Liquid Crystal 

Display to your Amiga, with the 
software drivers you need 

included on the Coverdisk. 
Speaking of the Coverdisk, 

there might be only one, but it s 
one of best yet. There's an 

exclusive version of the top-rated 
(     Iconian 3. a WWW page creator and 

tonnes of excellent utilities, like the all- 
new AmiCDFS 2 - the most compatible 

filing system for CD-ROM users. 
Add to this the tutorials - with the 

new AMOS column - and the best PD 
coverage and I'm sure you'll see that our 
content still has bags to offer. So turn over to 
see more about the issue and remember that to 
subscribe, all you need to do is call our hotline 
on IT 01225 822511, 

Turn the page for the ^ 

contents of issue 64 A 
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IMMS A 

FPUS 

MO 

A500+ 

DRIVES 

Itnb £39.99 
2nib £77.99 
4mb £99.99 
8tnb £159.99 

ONLY £199.99 
or £239.99 with a Squirrel or Dataflyer 
135mb EZ cartridge £15.99 

DATAFLYER *%*0t> 

4000SX 96 

33MHz 68882 FPU (pice) £49,99 
40MHz 6S882 FPU (pice) £69.99 
50MHz 6S882 FPU (PGA) £79.99 
All FPU'S are supplied with crystal oscillators 

A4000 SCSI controller expansion < 
7 SCSI devices to be connected tc 

II user manual and installation s 
drivers. Includes connecting cable 

id rear mounting bracket with a 1 
external devices. -V 

fiat allows up to 
A4000, Includes 
re Including CD-ROM 
itemai SCSI devices 
yconnector for 

DATAFLYER 4000SX 
£59.99 

ASIM 

This superb package i 
Includes CD32 & CDT 
including librarian features, Direct reading of 16bit audio ; 
samples, full support for Kodak and Corel PhotoCD Discs. 
Includes the RSHMARKET' CD-ROM disk packed with 

I pub I a domain ■ red   .[■ ;] si - • \ . 
mation packed ■ ASIMCDFS 

ONLY £49.99 
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Superb CDflOM drive system for the 
A1200. Fuliy featured, top quality 
drives in a top quality enclosure with 
buitt in power supply, All cables, 
instructions, software etc.. Included 
for immediate use. The CD-ROM 
interface supply plugs inskJe A1200 
(exceptionally easy to fit by anybody) 

/Ides a connector in the blanking plate 
, next to the j 

for the Amiga A1200 & A600 
computers come complete w 
fitting cable, screws, partition 
software, full instructions and 
months guarantee. All drives 
supplied by us are formatted, 
partitioned and have Wf^S 
Workbench (WB2 for 
and W83 for the Ai: 

y aimpte; rt you can plug the mouse 
mouse socket, you can plug 
drive into the hard drivi 

.A 600 

PLEASE PHONE FIRST. 

FREE WHILE-YOU-WAIT 
FITTING SERVICE FOR 
PERSONAL CALLERS 

85mb £89.99 

120mb£l04.99 

170mb £119.99 

250mb £134.99 

340mb £169.99 

540mb £214.99 

Order NOW for 
immediate despatch 

FREEPHONE 

0500 340548 
(credit/switch card sales only) 

for enquiries 

tel: 0161 796 5279 

fax: 0161 796 3208 

Send cheques or 
postal orders 

(made payable to 
Siren Software] 

or credit card details to:- 

SIREN SOFTWARE, 

178 BURY NEW RD, 

WHITEFIELD, 

MANCHESTER 

M45 6QF, 

ENGLAND 

Access. Visa. Switch, Delta, 
Connect etc accepted 

OPEN: 

Monday to Friday 9am to 6pm 
Saturday mornings 9am to 12pm 

Personal callers 
welcome. 

Please phone first to 
check availability 

of any item. 

DIRECTIONS: 

From the M62 Junction 17 
head towards Bury. 
We are 50 yards on 

the right hand side after 
the third set of lights. 

The door to our premises 
is next to the 

florists opposite 
the Masons Pub. 

Mi prices include VAT. Postage and packing 
will &e changed at £3.50 per order (U.K.f, 

£7.50 Europe and £12.50 rest of the wodd. 
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S h o p pe r Tutorials 
The essential magazine for Amiga enthusiasts 

Shop per Features 

Faster than light 16 
A supertest to set new standards. 

All the latest and fastest 
accelerators are put to 
the test. 

Every available board 
for the A1200 has 
been put through 
it's paces in both 
rigorous real life 

and benchmark tests. 
Don't even think about 

buying an accelerator until 
you have read what John 

Kennedy has to say about 
these fast movers. 

Shop per Reviews 

Soundstudio 25 
The arrival of this program heralds a new era in 
Amiga music. We sent John Kennedy cut to 
see what OctaMED Soundstudio has to offer 
and he finds some impressive advancements, 

Jaz Drive 26 
Iomega's Zip drive was received with open arms 
when it appeared last year. Nick Veitch finds 
out whether the new addition to the family looks 
as exciting. 

Final Data 3 28 
The easy-to-use database/spreadsheet evolves 
one step further with this new release. 
Nick Veitch finds out whether the addition of 
pictures and other features make this a worthy 
new release or merely a cash-in 

Nothing to do with music or erm, never mind, it's 
a ripping new drive anyway. 

e 

Turn to page 41 and build your own LCD. Ait the 
software you need is on the Coverdisk (page 8). 

ShopperRevlews 

29 Game Engine  
Creating platform games is easy with this new 
program, but can you produce a decent 
release? Nick Veitch finds out how powerful 
Game Engine really is, 

Wordworth 5 

Special Edition  30 
Hie new Wordworth now has a version 
optimized to run on lower-end systems. 
David Taylor asks whether you can really 
expect a package of this power to run from 
floppy disk based Amigas. 

Zeus 31 
The new package that transforms the face of 
BBSs, Darren Irvine gets dazzled by all the 
new features he has at his disposal. 

CD-ROMs 32 
All the latest releases that have dropped into our 
post bag this month get the Nick Veitch 
treatment. Worth a look? You bet! 

We have seen the future of Amiga music and we 
bring you a preview of OctaMED Soundstudio. 
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46 CanDo   
Part Two of John Kennedy's tutorial shows 
you how to build up your program by adapting 
buttons to suit the way you work. 

48 HiSoft BASIC _ 
Creating Gad too I gadgets - the easy way - 
finally comes under the spotlight in Part Four of 
Paul Overaa's BASIC guide. 

50 Music  
Trackers and sequencers are explored this 
month as John Kennedy takes you through 
the steps of breaking down a song into small, 
simple building blocks. 

Comms 52 
Darren Irvine delves into the world of Comms, 
checking out the latest news on the Net. 

AMOS 53 
Yes - it's back. Your favourite column has 
returned and for starters, Steve Bye gets you 
writing a complete utility. 

ShopperRegulars 

Coverdisk. 

News  

8 

_12 

36 
In a fix? Then turn to these pages to find all your 
Amiga problems solved by our panel of experts. 

Amiga Answers 

How to... 40 
Continue learning all about Amigaguide plus a 
look at the hardware project that lets you attach 
an LCD to your Amiga. 

42 Public Domain  
Great new programs from the Public Domain, 

Letters 56 
Win £25 for the letter of the month. 

Next month 58 
On sale, Tuesday, 25th June 1996. Reserve 
your copy today ! 

ShopperServices 

Back issues. 

Mail Order _ 

Reader Ads 

Market Place 

Ad Index 

33 

33 

34 

_54 

57 
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You want 

can have 

accelerate 

Four disks packed onto a single floppy, 
with enough software to ensure there's 
something for you to get your teeth into. 

ApplicationZone 8 
An exclusive AS version of Iconian 3, the 
best icon editor and creator for the Amiga 
as well as Web Maker, the program that 
creates WWW pages for you. 

9 Technical! 
Four very different, but equally excellent 
packages are included: the software for 
the DIY LCD project, AmiCDFS 2.14 - the 
latest version of the Amiga's best CD 
filesystem, DeepX - an on-the-fly disk 
expander and PC 2 Amiga, for transferring 
files between the Amiga and the PC 

Pro g ram m i n g Zon e _10 
All the tutorial code and a Shapes 
Manager for Blitz programmers, 

InformationZone 10 
The updated guides to all PD Houses and 
Amiga User groups around the world. 

AMKZASHOR 



ShopperCoverdjH^^ Instructions David Taylor 

Cover 

disk 

et's not dwell on the single 
Coverdisk issue here; instead 
let's take a look at the 

^^^^     masses of useful programs 
packed on here. This month 

we've managed to track down some of the 
best new PD and Shareware programs and 
utilities that have been seen for quite 
some time, Very useful indeed. 

ApplicationZone 

Iconian 3 
Author: Chad Randall 
After getting in touch with Chad Randall, he 
graciously offered to create a special version of 
this brilliant package exclusively for Amiga 
Shopper readers. This version has the 
workspace limitations normally in the Shareware 
version removed so that you can work on large 
icons. However, this means that you must not 
redistribute this version under any 
circumstances. You should also note this 

We might be down to a single disk, but there's still nearly 3Mb and 

four disks packed onto here! David Taylor introduces one of our 

finest disks of all times,.. 

An exclusive version of the brilliant Iconian 3, 

program's Shareware status and remember to 
register if you are going to use it. 

As you can see from the pictures, Iconian 
has been given a massive overhaul. It now 
allows you to design your icons using a variety 
of different drawing tools and different pen 
densities. In addition to the creation of the 
visible part of the icon, you can also change all 
of its parameters, like Tooltypes, palettes, icon 
type (for example, disk, project, tool, drawer). 

In fact, Iconian offers so many options, it's 
like a fully featured paint program for icons, 
except it offers many features that you wouldn't 
see in all but the most expensive packages. 

After you've tried it out, you'll see why it 
makes the icon editor bundled with the Amiga 
look like a poor joke. Please note that after you 
have de-archived the Iconian package, you must 
install it using the Installation icon, because your 
system needs certain files adding to it. Iconian is 
WB3 only as it has been designed to take 
advantage of all the OSS enhancements. 

Web Maker 1.1 
Author: Pascal Rullier 
HTML is the language used to create World 
Wide Web pages. It controls all the codes, links 
and hooks, and so on. What do you do if you 
want to create a WWW page and don't know 
diddly squat about HTML? Well, you turn to this 
program! Web Maker is designed to take all the 
effort out of Web page creation. 

It works through a GUI which starts out with 
the basic code for a page already included. All 
you need to do is load in your text to the 

Iconian 3 and its features 

The move con fro/ allows you to scroti around larger 
icons that don't fit in the window. 

Iconian 3 places an icon on Workbench that you can 
drop icons on to edit within the program, 

The preview window shows 
both the unselected and 
selected icons. 

The palette requester can be 
used to adjust the colours 
used within your icons. 

An information panel with a 
rolling requester for different 
parameters in your icons. 

work :July1/AS64_Appl ication Zonjl/Icon fan 
nl Untitled 

The main editing window 
with tots of toots accessed 
from the icons on the left. 

Many icons require or 
make use of Tooltypest so 
you can add those here. 

1   July 1996 I  Issue 64 



David Taylor Instructions O^tjp pe rCoverdisks 

UCM:  Ldit Minim 
IF 11 e uorfc : TOOLS/Weton<*er/Detra/tfa isson.htn 1 
 Hey I Open j £aw 

Opened 
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apply iJ' zl iJ iJ JJ ll ll  fJ =11 
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Welcome to WebMaker 

IVefjMaker is a GUI driven World Wide Web creation program that enables 
you to make HTML documents with ease. 

appropriate places or type it in directly. Should 
you want to change the font or style, simply 
select it from the menu and the appropriate 
codes are entered. Adding links to other pages 
or other sites or E-mail address is easy. Again, 
just select it from the menus. The same is true 
of adding pictures. 

If this makes it sound like you just need to 
know how to type in order to create a WWW 
page, that's because it's true. Included in the 
package is a small HTML viewer, which can be 
found in the Contribs directory. When you've 
finished your page, load it up using this to see 
how it looks. You'll be amazed how quickly you 
can now create HTML documents. Web Maker 
requires WB3 and MUI 3,1 to run. 

4 si naif example of a Web page created using WebMaker, include pictures, 
links and E-mail all at the click of a button* 

TechnicalZone 

This month we have amalgamated the Technical 
and Utility Zones. Many programs are difficult to 
define, so we've given up trying. The programs 
here should be of use to most users, but may 
include aspects that are more geared to 
experienced Amiga owners. 

LCD Daemon 
Author: Hendrik De Vloed 
This month we're very honoured to be able to 
present you with a complete DIY hardware 
package together with the accompanying 
software to drive it. This package enables you to 
build a Liquid Crystal Display that is linked to 
your Amiga (or built into it if you have a box 
Amiga), which will display outputs from 

Disk contributions 

This month's disks were compiled using files 
from Ami net and from Walton's Mountain 
BBS     0181 091 5730), and with the help of 
the authors of the programs. 

If you would like to contribute to a future 
disk, whether you have a full application, 
utility, 4 OK demo, clipart, font, 3D object, or 
even a module, send it to: 

David Taylor, 
Amiga Shopper Coverdisk Contributions, 
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. 

Please only send the minimum distribution 
archive. Also, please do not power pack 
(or similar) any files because it detracts 
from the archiving. 

The software for this month's DIY project to 
build an LCD is included. (See page 41 for DIY,) 

Issue 64 

your computer. There is the ability to 
send it text so that it can either respond to any 
pre-defined action with a pre-defined response, 
or you can use it to display reports sent out by 
programs, or you can use it as a status indicator 
- for example, ' Booting up"', which is just a 
variant on the first option. 

The documents explain the actual building 
of the hardware and use of software, Hendrik 
has also written a brief explanation for Amiga 
Shopper readers which can be found in our 
How to.,, series this month, on page 41- 

AmiCDFS 2.14 
Author: Martin Berndt 
AmiCDFS is a very popular file system for 
Amiga CD-ROM users and it has now been 
completely re written to be 'lthe fastest and 

most compatible CD-ROM filesystem for the 
Amiga." Add to this the fact that it allows you 
to read Mac disks with compatible disk 
drives, and you can see why it's the one 
John Kennedy recommended in our Amiga 
Answer s last issue. 

Martin has re-written the code from 
the original AmiCDFS written by Frank 
Munkert. It's now faster than ever and 
offers support of hybrid CDs as well as 
handling audio CDs (there's the excellent 
MCD audio CD player included). It can 

deal with normal ISO 9660 single and multi- 
session CDs. Rockridge Interchange Protocol 
and Macintosh HFS discs. 

It has been tested with IDE/ATAPI, PCMCIA 

July 1906 I 

and SCSI drives and there's even a version 
optimised for 68030 machines. Given all the 
work that Martin has put in, please respect the 
Shareware status and register. The details are 
given in the documentation. 

DeepX 
Author: Adam Ci a rein ski 
The speed at which a hard drive becomes full is 
frightening. Even large (1Gb) drives can soon 
become stuffed with programs that you are 
loathe to delete. Before you decide that the only 
solution is to ditch your drive and fork out for a 
new, bigger one, you could make use of a disk 
expander. Disk expanders transparently intercept 
read/writes to a drive and pack files and 
programs so that all you notice is a slight pause 
while a program loads or a file is unpacked. 

DeepX is one such Mon-the-fly" expander 
that makes use of one of the best compression 
systems around - the xpk libraries. In order to 
use this expander, you need to have xpk 
installed, together with some of the numerous 
packers Different packers are available for 
different types of files: some are excellent at 
dealing with sound samples, while others are 
ideal for executables. The interface then offers 
you the choice of which files to pack and which 
packer should be used so that you can choose 
one that best suits your needs. 

PC 2 Amiga 3.32 
Author: Michael Kara 
With more and more users possessing both an 
Amiga and an IBM PC compatib^ the desire to 
transfer files between the two platforms is on 

AmiCDFS 2A4 is the fastest and most 
compatible CD filesystem for your Amiga. 

AMKZAi 
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Shape 1 of 13 Grid Off 

Handle L Hipe 

ft 
Handle I Hornat Horizontal iave 
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Above: Blitz Shapes Manager is an excellent 
tool which programmers can use to edit shapes. 

Below: In BSM's Edit Mode, you 
can alter, and even animate, your shape. 
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the increase. The enormous interest that has 
been shown in Hi-Q's Siamese System and the 
amazing response to our Siamese competition 
(whose winner will be declared as soon as the 
Surfin' Squirel is available) confirm this. While 
no software can offer the power and flexibility of 
that commercial hardware and software solution, 
you could always transfer files using a simple 
serial link and a Comms package. 

PC 2 Amiga radically improves this solution, 
by setting up a link where the PC serves as a 
slave to the Amiga, and the Amiga can access 
its files directly using CrossDOS as though it 
were a volume mounted for the Amiga. 

ProgrammingZone 

Those of you who have kept Royal Mail in 
business by writing to ask us to continue an 
AMOS column can stop now. AMOS is back 
with a brand new column taking you through the 
creation of a program. The code, which is 
supplied here, has been written by AMOS guru 
Malcolm Lavery and the tutorial itself has been 
written by our AMOS columnist Steve Bye. You 
can check out the tutorial on page 53. 

Also on the tutorial front, we've got the 
code that accompanies this month's HiSoft 
BASIC tutorial, which can be found on page 48. 

Blitz Shapes Manager 
Author: John Cassar 
This is a utility for use by Blitz BASIC 
programmers. It allows the user to grab, paste 
and edit shapes. No function is given for 
creating drawings of shapes. This is best done 
using one of the many drawing packages, such 
as DPaint or Brilliance. 

Once your shapes are drawn, they are 
saved as an IFF screen. These screens are later 
loaded into this program and the shapes objects 
grabbed either manually or automatically. Having 
grabbed your objects, you enter the Edit Mode 
where you can cut, paste, flip, rotate, trim and 
even animate your objects which are then saved 
ready to be used in your Blitz programs. 

InformationZone 

This Zone goes from strength to strength, 
containing, as it does, the guides and text files 
that hold all the information about PD Houses 
and User Groups. As usual, the guides have 
been updated with new entries and 
amendments and can be viewed easily by 
double-clicking on them. If you don't have the 
appropriate text viewer, then you can load the 
text versions into a normal word processor. ■ 

Subscribers disk 

If you're downhearted about 
the loss of one of our 
Coverdisks, then you'll be 
glad to know that there is 
still a way of getting two 
disks with AS. Subscribers 
receive an extra, exclusive 
disk absolutely free. Being a 
subscriber saves you money 
on each issue of AS as well - 
offering you exclusive money 
saving offers on products 
and the right to discounts on 
our mail order. 

It also gives AS a 
sounder reader base with 
which to continue. So if you 
want to see your favourite 
mag survive and do yourself 

a favour at the same 
time, then subscription 
is the answer. 

This month's Subs 
disk contains some 
excellent utilities, 
including the flexible 
Tiny Meter, an Imagine 
object path editor, 
more Blitz code and 
some programming 
utilities, Assign List 
manager, UnZip 512x, 
3D objects for Imagine 
and Lightwave and 
another half a dozen 
utilities. Oh, and a rather 
snazzy picture that would 
have won our Amiga Answers 

AMIGA 

competition this month, if 
we'd had the room to have 
one, that is. (Stifle sniffle.) 

Don't delay, call our Subscription Hotline on « 01225 822511 for details. 

Beginners, look! 

Before using either of this 
month's Coverdisks, please 
be sure to back them up - 
just in case. Simply follow 
the easy instructions below. 

o . Sy*t»r» 

Shell Format RexxMa&t 

c»i JEi \AAA^.\ 
F IxFonts NoTaTFHeri    !nt#U Iroot -£ 

nfloor up from your Workbench disk or 
partition, double-click on your Shell 

icon - to be found in your System Drawer. 

?eWorkbenc K7^C d » s" kcopy  from dfi:   to dfO 

□If you only have one disk drive, type in 
the following line and then press Return. 

If you have two drives, place the Coverdisk in 
DFO: and a blank in DFI:, then type in this 
line instead: 

□Follow the on-screen prompts and 
remember that the Coverdisk is the 

source disk and the blank is the destination. 
□If you used the two-drive method, 

remember to rename the copy by 
clicking on its icon and pressing right-Amiga r. 
BIf you have two drives, you can also 

copy the disk from Workbench by 
dragging the Coverdisk icon over the 
destination disk s 

□Then place either of the Coverdisks in 
DFO: and reset the Amiga to boot it. It 

is best to boot disk 1 (or the Subs disk if 
you're a subscriber). This will let you install 
all the disks to either floppy or hard drive. 

Dodgy disk? 

To avoid errors when installing to floppies, 
ensure that your destination disks are of 
high quality. If an error occurs, try re-booting 
and using a different spare disk - the 
majority of errors are caused by faulty 
destination disks. 

If your Coverdisk absolutely refuses to 
work and you are certain it is faulty, please 
return it, along with an S.A.E., to the address 
below. Please do not send faulty disks to 
the Amiga Shopper offices. 

Amiga Shopper Coverdisk 
(insert the name of the disk), 
TIB pic, TIB House, 
11 Edward Street, 
Bradford 
BD4 7BH. 
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And the winner is... you. 

With 13 major awards (including, of course, best 

picture), we're fast becoming a screen legend. 

But there's a lot more to our market-leading 

monitors than meets the eye. Because behind 
the screens, our technical crew is on call to 

give you on-site support for a full three years. 

And let s not forget the rest of the supporting 
cast. Our notebook PCs, CD-ROMs and hard 

disk drives possess the same star quality, 

Samsung. Now showing at a dealer near you. 
Call 0800 521652. 
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The latest information about 

VIScorp and its plans for 

: the Amiga; new hard 

: drives; Photogenics 2 on 

: floppy; books for beginners 
: and more... 

What is VIScorp' 

vision for th 

S 

e Amiga? 

| ollowing the announcement last 
m o nth th at Amiga Tech n o I og ies 

^^^^ is to be bought by American- 
based interactive TV developers, 

VIScorp, we bring you all the details and 
decisions that have been made. 

Although the deal is not yet signed and 
sealed, it is anticipated that there will be no 
problems and Amiga Technologies expect to 
announce the completion of the buy-out at a 
press conference planned for the end of May. 

The day after the initial announcement on 
1 2th April, Amiga Technologies' MD, Petro 
Tyschtschenko, gave a speech at a press 
conference at the World of Amiga Show in 
London, outlining the reasons for acquisition. 
This is what he had to say: 

"In 1 995, when Escom took over 
Commodore, Escom was in good shape 
financially. 1994 had been excellent and the 
corporate policy was set to expansion. A 
multimedia company was formed and Escom 
saved the Amiga. 

"Amiga Technologies was founded and 
Amigas were brought back to a demanding 

"We are all Amiga 

lovers here." 

Carl S assert rath, Director of Software* VIScorp 

market. Strategic decisions were taken to 
ensure the venue of new technology based 
models as soon as possible. We have achieved 
all this, but it was clear from the beginning that 
it would take some time for a financial break- 
even point to be reached. The company was 
created in May 1995, but could only begin with 
sales in mid-September. We have sold 40,000 
A 1200s, 13,000 monitors and 2,000 A4000T 
machines worldwide until now, which is a 
satisfying result. 

"But Escom is now facing financial 
difficulties - a bad Christmas season and 
inventory write-offs being the main reasons for 
this. Escom currently does not have the financial 
resources needed to support the still ongoing 
costs of Amiga Technologies1 advertising and 
research & development. 

"To continue a successful Amiga business, 
a solution to this situation had to be found and 
VIScorp is it. 

In December last year, a license agreement 
was signed between Amiga Technologies and 
VIScorp, for the Amiga set-top box. This product 
is network oriented and needs a system like the 
Amiga with its video abilities and tight operating 
system. The relationship between Amiga 
Technologies and VIScorp, built up from this 
time on, became closer and closer. 

"VIScorp is primarily a research and 
development company. Their research efforts 
are based on the Amiga technology for use in 
set top boxes. Former Commodore engineers 
work for VIScorp, which will be an appreciable 
synergy for the development of the Amiga 
in general. 

"The set-top box market is huge and will be 
a fantastic engine for our activities. This 
procedure is not affecting our daily business 
and ongoing projects - we want the migration 
to be made as smooth and transparent as 
possible, for our company and also for our 
business partners and the Amiga community, 

"I am confident that this is a good chance 
for us to be successful in the future. When this 
deal will be finalised, the Amiga technology will 
return to an American company, which 

Biii Buck gives Petro Tyschtschenko a pat on the back. 

understands our technology and its 
manufacturing." 

Once Petro had finished, it was the turn of 
Bill Buck, VIScorp's Chief Executive Officer, 
who gave a speech loaded with enthusiasm 
although a little low on content. Not surprising 
perhaps, since the deal was still being 
negotiated and no time had been available to 
determine concrete plans. He did go on to 
answer questions from the press, assuring them 
of the Amiga's continued development Perhaps 
most significantly, he told Amiga Shopper that 

Press conference latest 

Only minutes before we went to press, we 
finally got confirmation of the delayed press 
conference date. It will have been held (by 
the time you read this) on the 19th May in 
Toulouse, France. Suggestions for the 
discussion will have been submitted by 
those in attendance so that all questions 
can be answered. VIScorp, represented by 
Bill Buck, Carl Sassenrath and Raquel 
Velasco amongst others, will introduce their 
set-top box at the same time. It will be the 
first time that developers and the Amiga 
community will have been con suited about 
plans for the machine and its new owners 
obviously hope this will help them buifd a 
successful strategy. 

Rest assured, we'll have been there so 
we can bring you a full report on the 
outcome in the next issue. 
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The low-down on VIScorp 

Visual Information Service Corp: 
Founded in 1990, the company's 
mission is "to be a world leader in 
providing easy-to-use and 
affordable technologies and 
services that permit the average 
television viewer to take 
advantage of the internet, World 
Wide Web, on-line services,, and 
interactive television {iTV). " 

VlScorp's main concern is the 
iTV set-top device, ED (Electronic 
Device), which will use existing 
technologies of television and 
telephone to provide most of the 
web functions of a PC. By the end 
of this year, VIScorp aim to have 
launched the first EDs, as well as 
other peripherals. 
Hie people behind 
VIScorp 
Carl Sassenrath, 
Director of Software 
An ex-Commodore man (Manager 
of Operating Systems), Carl is well 
known for his work on the Amiga's 

OS and he helped develop the 
CDTV for which he created the 
CDXL motion video formal 

Commenting on VlScorp's 
imminent ownership of the Amiga, 
he says: "I have been telling 
people not to worry. We are all 
Amiga lovers here. Unlike Escom 
or even Commodore, VIScorp does 
not have a single IBM PC person 
in the group. We are all solid 
Amigans from the very beginning. I 
don't plan on killing the Amiga, In 
fact, if they ask me to take over 
system development, you'll see 
one killer Amiga!" 
William H. Buck, 
Chief Executive Officer 
With a military background - 
serving as captain in the US 
Military Academy, West Point, from 
1977-1937 - William has plenty of 
skills in the team leading field. 

With a long record of senior 
positions in interactive television 
and investment banking, with 
companies such as CBS, NTN 

Communications, ICTV Inc, US 
Wests Interactive Enterprises and 
the Times Mirror Company. 
Roger Remillard, 
Founder, Inventor and Member, 
Board of Directors 
One of the founders of VIScorp 
Roger is the inventor of the 
Electronic Device (ED) interactive 
television appliance- 

He has been awarded several 
patents in the field of iTV which he 
has assigned to VIScorp. 
Previously he worked in research 
and development specialising in 
the field of two-way, rapid cellular 
telephony and data-radio 
com rn u n teat ion s. 
Jim Good now II, 
Senior Software Engineer 
Jim has a long string of 
applications he has written, 
including Aztec C - a complete C 
language development system for 
the 6502, 80X86, and 660X0 
processors which was the first 
third party C development system 

for the Amiga, and Rez - a utility 
which allows applications on the 
Amiga to remain resident in 
memory for faster execution times 
and allows multiple executions to 
share code and save memory. 
Don Gil breath, 
Vice President of Engineering 
Another ex-Commodore man! 
during his 11 years with the 
company Don played a major role 
in designing CDTV. He also 
developed a 1200 baud modem, a 
3.5 inch floppy disk drive and RGB 
video card/RAM expansion, 
among many other achievements. 
Curtiz J. Gangi, 
Chief Operating Officer 
A former member of the Chicago 
Board of Trade, Curtis was part of 
the launch team for Commodore's 
CDTV, responsible for world-wide 
titles sales efforts. He was also a 
Director for Cinemaware, 
responsible for the introduction of 
the first successful CD-ROM title, 
Defender of the Crown, 

VlScorp's interactive TV would incorporate the 
Amiga OS and be capable of running the wide 
range of Amiga software. 

There was, to his mind, no sense in denying 
users the advantages of the Amiga computer. 
Although you shouldn't base a supposition of 
future plans on an off-the-cuff response, it would 
seem that VIScorp recognise that the Amiga per 
se is not succeeding in re-gaining its market 
using the current models^ 

The iTV device could be sold to millions of 
homes as such, with the user finding out about 
its actual computing abilities as secondary 
importance- This was the aim with the ill-fated 
CD32 games console, but an interactive TV 
could do the job much better, taking the Amiga 
into more homes than ever before. This would 
not mean a desertion of the Amiga as a 
standalone product, which is a separate project, 
but it would be an important evolutionary step to 
secure its future. Steve Kreckman's words (see 
below) seem to echo this sentiment. 

Keeping promises 
The main question on everyone's minds has got 
to be 'Will VIScorp keep those promises made 
by Amiga Technologies concerning research and 
development of the Walker and Power Amigas 
expected in early 1997?' 

Steve Kreckman, Vice President of 
Hardware Engineering for VIScorp, commented: 
"We are not just another faceless corporate 
entity looking to disembowel companies for a 
profit. The principal people (myself included) 
involved in VIScorp are ex-Commodore folk, 
both managers and engineers. We're the same 
group who brought you CDTV. 

4We have no plans for scrapping any 
projects in the works. We're not out to radically 
alter or gut Amiga Technologies. We need to 
keep our developer happy and thriving. 

"Believe it or not. there are people in charge 
of the Amiga that actually care about the 
technology. One of the main reasons we 
considered what some might call a 'dead1 

"The vision 

isn't dead, 

it's being reborn." 

Stove Kreckman, Vice President, VIScorp 

Petro spiffs the beans at the World of Amiga. 

platform for our set-top applications is that there 
is still a huge, loyal developer base on tap. We 
plan on making the best use of available 
applications and talent. 

uOur set-top boxes are architecturally similar 
to the current Amiga products, so anything we 
do to promote the current Amiga lines only 
helps us in the long run. We intend to continue 
production of existing models and we will 
consider the development of new machines. 

"Any improvements to the chipsets that we 
make can and will be applied to all the product 
line. We want to keep the Amiga architecture 
intact, not take it in a radically new direction. If 

How to contact VIScorp 

Anyone wishing to find out ongoing details 
of VlScorp's plans should contact their Web 
site at http://wwwHvistv.com 

we change the architecture, we break a lot of 
existing software and that's like shooting 
ourselves in the foot. 

"We will grow the computer side of the 
business along with our own set top boxes. 

"Our primary purpose for wanting to acquire 
the technology is to support it properly, improve 
the chipsets, and apply the technology in new 
markets. Things that the old C never wanted to 
do. The Amiga architecture is the key to our own 
products and we wanted to insure its future. 

"We like the Amiga and intend to keep up 
production of the current models. The vision 
isn't dead, it's being reborn" 

Refreshing attitudes 
So, the Amiga is to have yet another master, but 
the enthusiasm of the new company for the 
platform is a refreshing change of attitude. The 
question remains as to what they will achieve, 
but in their favour VIScorp have definitely been 
more responsive and pro-active than Escom. 
Over the past month, they have been racing 
around the world negotiating. Deals with 
software developers are in the pipeline. 
Optonica, for one, were cited by Bill Buck at the 
press conference, somewhat to the surprise of 
Optonica s Carl Gamble as he is tied by a non- 
disclosure agreement. Any talk of the show with 
Carl has been restricted to discussing the 
frightening quantities of alcohol consumed, 
when you can tell he is really itching to give you 
details of the deals. 

Still, some things have definitely been 
progressing as can be seen from ATs 
appointment of a parts distributor in the UK. 
Hawkes Technologies Limited (HTL) are now 
stocking a full range of parts for the Amiga and 
will be able to supply local retailers with any 
parts they need. HTL are available on ^ 0181- 
5741581 or Fax: 0181-5741595. 

We cannot know yet what the future holds 
for our favourite machine, but at least there now 
seem to be some people in charge who know 
what the Amiga is and what it can do. 

AMIGA SHOWER 13 
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Titbits 

Upgrade offers 
A1 200 owners looking to upgrade 
to a much bigger, faster machine 
are being offered £200 as a trade- 
in against the A4000T. A500 
owners have not been forgotten, 
either, with £1 00 trade-in offered 
for their machines. 

Bhttersoft, in Milton Keynes, 
have also reduced the price of the 
A4000T to £1999,95. ft is the 
040 version, complete with 1Gb 
drive, 2Mb Chip, 4Mb Fast RAM 
and full software packages, 

For more details on this, and 
other offers, call Blittersoft on 
-a 01908 261466. 

Get the picture? 
If you're into graphics, then you 
must be at least a little frustrated 
by the standard monitor that 
comes with your Amiga. But all 
that can change with the DblScan 
4000, distributed in the UK by 
Blittersoft. 

It's designed to upgrade the 
A4000,s PAL/NTSC screenmodes 
m a way that regular 
VGA/SVGA/multisync monitors are 
able to show them, and is 
completely compatible with all 
Amiga programs. 

You can only use DblScan 
4000 if your Amiga has a video 
slot. Once fitted in the video slot, a 
standard VGA connector is used 
for the RGB port and, if a graphics 
card with a pass-through option 
for Amiga output is being used, for 
example, Picasso II, you can 
connect this straight to the 
DblScan output. 

Priced at £1 49.95, call 
Blittersoft on -a- 01908 261466. 

Photogenics 

on floppy 
Since we announced last month 
that a new version of the popular 
Photogenics package was to be 
launched on CD-ROM, its makers, 
Almathera, have confirmed that 
they will also be producing a 
floppy disk version. 

It will cost the same as the 
CD-ROM version - £99.95 {or 
£59.95 upgrading from the Lite 
version and £44.95 from 
Photogenics versions 1.0 to 1.2a). 

For more details on 
Photogenics 2, call Almathera on 
» 0181-687 0040. 

inn o H niiifg—im 

Easy hard drive 

Hanker after a hard drive, but worried about losing your 
Amiga's warranty if you open up its case? Eyetech are 
selling an InstantDrive package which can be installed 
into A600s and A1200s without case modification or 
hole drilling - just pop it into your Amiga. 

Available with either 1.1 or 1 3 Gb AV drives 
(£219.95 and £249.95, respectively), the InstantDrive kit 
comes with antistatic protection for the installer and a 
36-page manual of pictorial instructions, Eyetech reckon 
the manual is so clear and easy to follow that even a 
complete novice could install one (it took only three 
minutes for one of their team to install a hard drive on an 
A1200!), but that doesn't mean they're low-end drives. 

The drives have Workbench 3 pre-installed, 45 
PD/shareware utilities installed and configured and a 
fully licensed copy of Optonica's MM Experience 
software {multimedia authoring package) pre-installed. 

Installing any hard drive involves breaking the seal on 
your Amiga's case which may have implications on your 
warranty. But Eyetech's MD, Alan Redhouse, says: "In 
law the manufacturer/retailer has a statutory duty to 
correct defects of manufacture or failures through normal 
use within 12 months of purchase. It is strictly down to 

them to prove if any failure has been brought about by 
unauthorised modifications. In practice, engineers will 
interpret this by whether the modifications have been 
carried out professionally or have been lbodged'. As the 
InstantDrive package does not involve any modifications 
to the Amiga, it will not result in any warranty being 
voided if fitted in accordance with the instructions 
supplied." You just need to connect it correctly. 

For more information on the InstantDrive, contact 
Eyetech on ^ 01642 713185. 

Beginners start here or over here! 

If the words Workbench, Shell and windows are 
double-Dutch to you, and you can't get to grips 
with ordinary manuals or instructions, a real 
beginners book is what you need to get you taking 
your first steps using the Amiga. 

And that's exactly 
what a new book by 
Amiga Shopper's 
regular contributor, Paul 
Overaa is called. First 
Steps Amiga covers all 
the essential things a 
beginner needs to know 
and because no prior 
computer knowledge is 
presumed, it presents 
them in a way which is 
easy to understand. 

Priced at £6,99 it is 
published by Bookmark 
Publishing, * 01 525 71 3671 

With the Internet being the 
'thing1 at the moment, 
Bookmark also reckon that 
Amiga owners should be 
helped to get in on the act 

First Steps Amiga Surfin' 
takes you through the basics of 
the necessary hardware and 
software and explains how to 
install and configure them to 
your Amiga. Written by Karl 
Jeacle, it costs just £6.99 from 
Bookmark Publishing who are 
available on » 01525 713671. 

Epic Encyclopedia 

Epic Marketing have released a new interactive 
encyclopedia on CD-ROM. An AGA title with film clips 
and sound samples as well as images and up-to-date 
information, it is available for £29.99, » 01 793 49098B. 
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They think it's 
all over when in 
actual fact it 
isn't, June's 
AMIGA POWER is positively bursting with good 
health this month thanks to the football special 
contained within its hallowed pages. 
GOAL! Domark's rather fab new footy action game 
Total Football is reviewed along with XP8, a vertically- 
scrolling shootJem-up, and the long-awaited Primal 
Rage. GOAL! A complete review of football games - 
but on the Amiga is presented and we even go to the 
lengths of discovering if footy manny sims reflect or 
invent reality. Erm, GOAL! 

Be sure you're not just a face in the crowd on 28th 
May. AMIGA POWER - it's in a league of its own. 

An editor 

We are not alone. In fact    JH M ^BJV^0^ 
there are quite a few of ^HwMM^^MM^k 
us And we want FORMAT 
control, more power and 
more freedom. Above all, we want to talk to each 
other. Thankfully, my owner and his clever friends are 
going to show us all how we can be connected 
together, whether it's just for file sharing, accessing 
the Internet, playing games or infiltrating huge PC 
networks. Join us, and discover how our power is 
multiplied when we are united in a common cause. 
We shall achieve our ultimate and rightful position 
as...oops, got a bit carried away there. But join us in 
AF next month - we should be talking to each other, 

Nick Veitch's Amiga 
pp Nick Veitch 
Amiga Format 
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infinitiv 

suitable for aii AMIGA™ models 
through mainboard exchanging frame 

drive bays expandable as you like 
only limited by your controllers' capabilities M 

modular expandable 
through Top-Case™ system 

easy access from all directions 
through SNAP and CLICK system 

wplug and play* drive mountin^frames 

And now for some technical specifications 

the ieft pictures give you an imagination of the internal 

struction of the infinitiv™ tower system. The red marks anc 

lines show some extended drive frames in both the front- anc 

the back area of the tower. Further, you can see an Top 

Case™, mounted on the towers' top, which explains the 

expandability of our solution. Each Top-Case™ expands your 

infinitiv™ tower for an 5,25"/ 3,5" drive bay, ready to use 

and easy to assemble, Additional drives such as CD-ROMs, 

harddisks, streamer tapedrives etc. will snap in easiely by 

using our sophisticated „click and snap" system. 

micromk accessoires 

RAM card, expandable up to 8MB, 
incl. clock and math co-pro socket with standard 
PS/2 SIMM modules £ 42 

RAM card with 4 MB RAM, 
Incl. clock and math co-pro socket ! , £ 109 

PC-keyboard interface for the AMIGA™ 1200, 
Installation through solderfree flexcable £ 42 

AMIGA™ 1200 Interface/keyboard extension, 
installation through solderfree flexcabte, both inter- 
faces are connected through an 5 pole plug £ 55 

3-way ROM^wfech for the AMIGA™ 1200, 
suitable for ROM V 1.3, 2.Ox & 3.0 or 3.1 (pair). I 20 

AMIGA™ 1200 battery backed up realtime- dock, 
(prevents your A1200 from beeing loosing its" mind after 
restart! ) £ 8 

Double IDE-bus harddrive adapter „ 
for using 2.5" und 3,5" harddisk drives at 
the AMIGAT"1200. incl. powercable L 10 

Keyboard case for AMIGA™ 1200. 
for the original keyboard, solderfree assembly £ 29 

Keyboard case for AMIGA™ 1200, 
incl. Interface, spiral cable and flexcable for external 
connection of the original internal keyboard £ 75 

micronik infinitiv - tower 

AMIGA™ UOO internal keyboard, 
original keyboard for the A1200 ... 

infinitiv™ A 1200 tower, £ 169 

infinitiv™ PCtoww, £ 169 

infinitiv™ A 1200 Z tower case, 
incl. ZORRO -II™ bus board, PC Keyboard £ 295 

£ 20     A1200 infinitiv™ tower, {AM IGAnkevb ^Interface) . 190 

VGA-adapter for AMIGA™ 1200/4000, 
from 23 pole on 15 pole muki sync/VGA £ 8 

POWERSTATION external powersupply, 
for the AMIGA™ 1200 ( i.e. A500, A600, through 
standard plug ), 23 amperes, featuring on/off-switch 
and additional con nectors for 1 x 3,5"and 3 x 5t25" 
devices ! £ 55 

A 1200 internal original disk drive, 
suitable for the A1200, 880 kb, incl. 
mounting material  £29 

External disk drive, 
suitable for all AMIGAs™ ( maximum 4 drives ). 
featuring on/off switch and connector for aditional 
drives on the back, 880kb £ 38 

A1200Z MAGIC infinitiv™ tower, 
featuring 5 ZORRO™-ll slots and 3 PC-ISA 
slots, 170 MB hdd. magic software-package £ 680 

BUS 1200 Z1, AMIGA™ 1200 bus board, 
featuring 5 ZORRO™-ll slots and 3 PC-ISA slots £ 169 

BUS 1200 Z2, AMIGA™ 1200 bus board, 
featuring 5 ZORRO™-ll slots. 3 PC-ISA and an optional 
video-slot, additional this version contains even an 
PS/2 - SIMM-socket £199 

A4000 infinitiv™ tower, 
featuring 7 ZORROm-ll slots. 3 PC-ISA and 
an video slot £ 275 

BUS 4000 Z, AMIGA™ 4000 bus board, 
featuring 7 ZORRO™-ll / -III slots. 6 PC- 
ISA and 2 video-slots ..,.„JC 169 

We arc present at THE WORLD OF AMIGA in London /11th to 14th April! 

we accept the following payment: 
Prices subject to change without notice. All 
prices include VAT but exclude delivery ! 
All trademarks acknowledged. 

Tel 00 49 2171/72 45-60 
Fax 00 49 2171 /72 45-90 

MicroniK Computer Service 
BruckenstraBe 2 • 51379 Leverkusen 





John Kennedy Accelerators 

n the corner of my office sits my 
very first A500. When 1 first bought 
my machine, it was a very fast 
system and I was the envy of many 
of my friends. Now, of course, the 

A1200 has an faster 68020 fitted as 
standard and my friends have other things 
to worry about (like hair loss). 

The moral of the tale is that despite what 
you might think, the native Amiga 1 200 is 
actually quite a fast computer, helped out with 
an efficient operating system and a set of very 
capable custom chips for handling sound and 
graphics. It can run a lot of software right out of 
the box, and many users are happy and find they 
don't need to spend any more money on it. 

Of course, techno freaks like you and I know 
different. We know that on an expanded A1 200 
there are problems as the custom chips need to 
share the same memory as the CPU. The result 
is a reduction in performance. 

Faster Memory 
The easiest way to speed up the A1200 is to 
add some extra memory to the trapdoor. This is 
called 'Fast memory1 because it is only used by 
the CPU, and not the custom chips. Adding 
extra memory like this usually instantly doubles 
the speed of an A1200, and makes it a lot 
easier and more enjoyable to use. 

Adding a faster processor is another way to 
improve performance, and there are many third 
party cards to choose from. Some use a faster 
version of the existing processor, and others use 
different members of the Motorola family. The 
A1200 has a 68020 as standard, but many 
cards replace this with a 68030, 68040 or 
68060 (there was no 68050). 

All these CPUs are compatible, but use 
different hardware designs to run faster and are 
available in different speeds. The 68040 and 
68060 have a floating point processor built in, 
with the other processors it takes the form of an 
optional separate chip. The 68030 and above is 
also available with an integral MMUr which is 
useful for some virtual memory tricks and 
debugging utilities. 

With enough spare cash, you can increase 
the processing performance of a stock A1 200 

Jargon 

MIPS - Millions of Instructions Per Second, 
a measure of the number of internal 
instructions the CPU can process. 
M FLOPS - Millions of FLOating Point 
operations Per second. A test of the FPU 
(from Syslnfo's point of view) and 
mathematical operations (from AlBB's point 
of view). 
Mhz - Mega Hertz, a measure of frequency. 
A CPU operating at SOMhz is receiving a 
time signal which changes 50 million times 
a second. 
CPU - The Central Processor Unit is the 
chip which runs all the programs, keeps the 
OS going and determines how fast the 
computer goes. 
FPU - Floating Point Unit. The chip which is 
especially good at hard sums such as those 
performed by raytracing software. An 
optional extra for 68000, 68020 and 68030 
processors, but an integral part of 68040 
and 68060 processors. 
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If you haven't got an A1 200.. 

All the boards on test in this feature are for 
the A1200- We were hoping to be able to 
include a piece on the accelerator for the 
AG00, but to date, we haven't had a 
functioning one in for review, 

A1500 and A20DO owners should note that 
there Is a new accelerator available for their 
machines, the Tekmagic 2060. It is available in 
both 040 and 060 versions and was reviewed 
in Amiga Shopper last issue (AS63) receiving 
a 90 per cent Star Buy, The Tekmagic is 

available from Power 
Computing, call them on 
w 01234 273000, 

Incidentally, it was 
incorrectly stated in the 
review that the 
accelerator fits into 
the Zorro slot; it 
does, of course, use 
the CPU slot Graeme 
has been disiplined. 

by at least a factor of 30. The only snag is that 
the custom chips always plod along at their 
original speed, and so the graphics performance 
can't increase at a similar rate. 

Future possibilities 
But the future for speed freaks is bright. The 
Amiga Walker features a fast 68030 processor 
as standard, and development of Amigas based 
on the PowerPC is continuing. 

Those though lie in the future and existing 
Amiga owners want to know which board is 
best suited to their needs now, So, AS has 
scoured the country and rounded up every 

available accelerator board, ranging from simple 
RAM board to the monster 68060. 

Over the next five pages we examine each 
card separately and give you the results of a set 
of identical tests performed on each machine. 
We've gone a lot further than simply running the 
boards through system analysing utilities - 
we've tested each board in real life situations 
too. Sor you will not only find the MIPs and 
similar ratings, but also the performance when 
the accelerator is used in DTP and 3D 
rendering. A detailed explanation of the tests 
used can be found on page 1 9. 

Without further ado, on with the (fast) show. 

A1200 Price: £399 
CPU: 68020 

The base machine that all these cards used is CPU speed: 14Mhz 
our beloved A1 200. Even in its unexpanded FPU: n/a 
state, it's no slouch and can perform very well FPU speed: n/a 
indeed for home users, Ex-A500 owners all SIMM sockets: none 
praise their upgrade, never having realised the SCSI interface: none 
speed at which an Amiga can run. But even they PCMCIA friendly: n/a 
find themselves craving faster machines and Battery backed clock: n/a 
thankfully they can have them. Whether the Tests 
A1 200 was your upgrade or your entry level Final Writer test: n/a 
Amiga, further expansion is everyone's goal. This Imagine 4.0 test: n/a 
Supertest will help you decide which is the most Syslnfo tests 
suitable board for your needs. Syslnfo MIPS: 1,34 

Syslnfo FLOPS: n/a 
Syslnfo Dhystone: 1284 
AIBB teste: 
Write Pixel: 2.96 
Mem Test: 2.72 
FLOPS: 2,07 
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Power 4Mb RAM Expansion 

This is Power Computing's latest 
memory only expansion. If s a small 

card, with 4Mb of RAM in the form of 
some large, fat chips soldered directly 
onto the board. There is a PLCC socket 
for an FPU, and although the tested 
unit was a prototype, the finished unit 
will have a socket for an FPU oscillator 
You can see that even adding nothing 
but memory makes a huge difference to 
the speed of the A1200. If you have an 
internal hard drive, expect it to speed up 
as well, once extra memory is present. 

Recommended 

John Kennedy 

Price: £100 (including 4Mb) 
Power ratio: 29.1 
CPU: n/a 
CPU speed: n/a 
FPU: Option 
FPU speed: Option 
SIMM sockets: None - 4Mb of RAM is 

surface mounted 
SCSI interface: No 
PCMCIA friendly: n/a 
Battery backed clock: Yes 
Tests 
Final Writer test: 86,36 
Imagine 4.0 test: 3:19 
Syslnfo tests 
Syslnfo MIPS: 2.91 
Syslnfo FLOPS: n/a 
Syslnfo Dhystone; 2793 
AIBB tests: 
Write Pixel: 4.31 
Mem Test: 5,87 
FLOPS: 3.59 

Magnum RAM 8 Board 

Price: £49.99 
(£119.99 with 4Mb) 

Power ratio: 24.00 
CPU: n/a 
CPU speed: n/a 
FPU: Option 
FPU speed: Option 
SIMM sockets: One {2Mb, 4Mb, 8Mb) 
SCSI interface: No 
PCMCIA friendly: Only with 4Mb or less 

installed 
Battery backed clock: Yes 
Tests 
Final Writer test: 87.02 
Imagine 4.0 test: 3:19 
Syslnfo tests 
Syslnfo MIPS: 2.88 
Syslnfo FLOPS: n/a 
Syslnfo Dhystone: 2764 
AIBB tests: 
Write Pixel: 4.28 
Mem Test: 5,83 
FLOPS: 3,57 

This board is another memory only card, 
but it is considerably larger than the 
Power Computing unit because it features 
a 72-pin SIMM socket This is capable of 
accepting 2,4 and 8Mb memory modules 
and you'll need to set some small jumpers 
accordingly. In tests it was slightly slower 
than the Power board as well as slightly 
more expensive, although the expansion 
options make it more attractive 
- if you remember that 
with 8Mb it clashes with 
the PCMCIA expansion 
port. It, too, has a PLCC 
socket for an FPU, complete 
with oscillator socket. 

mm 

 ^   4> 1 -* -rV 

Price: 

Power ratio: 
CPU: 
CPU speed: 
FPU: 
FPU speed: 
SIMM sockets: 
SCSI interface: 
PCMCIA friendly: 
Battery backed clock: 
Tests 
Final Writer test: 
Imagine 4.0 test: 
Syslnfo tests 
Syslnfo MIPS: 
Syslnfo FLOPS: 
Syslnfo Dhystone: 
AIBB tests: 
Write Pixel: 
Mem Test: 
FLOPS: 

£99.99 
(£199.99 with 4Mb) 
22.25 
68020 
25Mhz 
68882 
25Mhz 
One (1 Mb or 4Mb) 
No 
n/a 
Yes 

60,26 
1:49 

4,45 
0.71 
4270 

5.25 
877 
5.39 

Apollo 1220 

The Apollo 1220 uses the same 
processor already present in the 
A1200, but increases the operating 
Speed to 25Mhz. In theory, this 
makes it more compatible with 

software than an 68030 based 
card, but in practice it makes 

little d iff ere nee, Using a 6 a 020 
does, however, keep the price 
down. The inclusion of an FPU 

 as standard is good to see as it 
adds little to the price but makes 

all the difference to budget conscious 
image render fans (compare it to the 
memory-only cards). The design of the 
board means that large SIMM modules 
may not fit, so be careful. 
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John Kennedy Accelerators 

Make sure you get what you've paid for 

When you are buying a board, 
make sure you are getting exactly 
what you have paid for. Confirm 
that the processor is not 
overclocked' (running at a speed 

beyond which it was designed for) 
and that it is a brand new 
component. Confirm the speed of 
any SIMMS supplied, and that 
these, too, are brand new. 

If you have a heavily expanded 
A1200, you may need to uprate 
your power supply to take into 
account the extra power required 
by the new processor. 

Pricei C 1 1 Q QR 3J 1 1 9.9J 
(£199 95 with 4Mb) I JL» 1  ZJ ZJ   Z7 <^J   Willi   *T 1VI\JJ 

Power ratioi OR Qfl 
PPI l« oouou 
PPI 1 cnaorl' zorvinz 
rrU, Doooz lopiionai; 
FPU speed: 28Mhz (optional) 
SIMM sockets: One (2, 4, 8, 16. 32, 64, 
128Mb) 
SCSI interface: Optional - £79.95 
PCMCIA friendly: Yes 
Battery backed clock: Yes 
Tests 
Final Writer test: 60.52 
Imagine 4.0 test: 1:45 
Syslnfo tests 
Syslnfo MIPS: 5.18 
Syslnfo FLOPS: 0.75 
Syslnfo Dhystone: 4970 
AIBB tests: 
Write Pixel: 3.68 
Mem Test: 6.40 
FLOPS: 5.66 

Viper MK 11-28 

The results of this card made interesting reading, 
especially when compared to those of the Apollo 1220. 
Although the Viper uses the 68030, performance wasn't 
markedly faster than the Apollo 1220 board - 
demonstrating how processor speed is important in 
the 88020/68030 war. The AIBB 
results were particularly _  ^ 
disappointing. In its fJ.W*    *Hv5sf" ^-Z-^JJ^a 
favour, the Viper is a E* .Wjbl" v^^^S- -m 
more flexible card, with W^^.^i^^^^^y^^^^ 
better support of SIMMs    iKgfijiragl fllhf^Pftf 
(up to 128Mb!), PCMCIA-     H >^H | Jffltt ~" 
friendliness and an rl 1       lt§[s i 
optional SCSI interface. 
When comparing them, K^-y^'. 
remember the Apollo BUB!    * ^ 
includes an FPU as Hti((P5r 
standard - buying one for    *    * JZZll rf^" 
the Viper could add 
between £20 and £90 depending on speed. 

1 

s BE* • 3 

How much power? The tests 

Everyone wants their Amiga to 
go as fast as possible, but 
realistically and in all honesty, 
how much power do you really 
need? Do you really have to 
spend the price of the A1200 
over again on one small 
expansion board? 

The unexpanded A1200 is 
great for most games: shoot-em- 
ups, football management 
games and platformers will 
usually not benefit much from 
adding extra memory or speed. 
Some won't even Know the 
faster processor or memory is 
present and will run at exactly 
the same speed. 

The story is different for the 
serious games player, though. 
More and more games are 
starting to demand extra 
processing power in order to 
work. Players looking to run 3D 
games such as Alien Breed, 
Breathless or Gloom will soon be 
crying out for a fast 020 or 030 
card, at the very least 

Everyday Workbench stuff is 
perfectly acceptable on the stock 
A1200, but run a few small 
applications at once or one big 
one and you soon overstretch 
the system. Word processing 
with packages such as Final 
Writer or WordWorth usually 
requires only additional memory, 
although for larger projects or 
Desktop Publishing an 030 or 
even 040 is sometimes necessary 
- however, as demonstrated by 
the Final Writer test in the round- 
up, the increase in performance 

is not as dramatic as you might 
hope. This could be due to the 
heavy use of Chip RAM by fonts, 
and the reliance on the graphics 
hardware for screen updates. 
Perhaps surprisingly, using the 
Amiga in a MIDI music 
environment isn't particularly 
stressful as long as some Fast 
memory is present. However, if 
you plan any involved sample 
manipulation or creation, lots of 
memory and a 68030 will help a 
great deal. 

Having serious hardware 
needs a good excuse. Anyone 
who uses the Amiga to generate 
rendered images will already be 
looking at the 040s and 060s, 
and it's not hard to see why. An 
Amiga with an 040 will render 
images 10 or more times faster 
than an A1200 with only Fast 
memory. That means an 
animation which takes a day on 
the 040 system takes a week and 
a half on the slower system, so 
it's easy to see that an 040 can 
pay for itself very quickly. (In 
some circumstances it can 
actually be cheaper to buy a 
second Amiga and kit it out, so 
do your sums carefully). 

Few people really need the 
extra power but it's hard to do 
without it once you have tried it. 
As a final word of advice: get a 
system which is slightly faster 
than you think you need, with 
more RAM than you think you'll 
use. Then make sure you have a 
fast hard drive, a good power 
supply and sit back and enjoy. 

Imagine test 
Render an image of 256 x 256 
pixels in full trace with shadows. 
If there is an FPU, use the FPU 
version of Imagine, otherwise 
use the Integer version. Times in 
minutes and seconds. 

Final Writer test 
Load a document, select it, 
justify it in different ways and 
alter the font size. This should 
test common actions such as 
processing the text and re- 
drawing fonts on the screen. 
Times in seconds and 
hundredth's of seconds. 

Power ratio 
A value invented for this round- 
up, calculated by taking the 
MIPS figure divided by the price 
of the board when supplied with 
4Mb of RAM, then multiplied by 
1,000 to make a decent number 
for comparison purposes. Testing 
without 4Mb of RAM is useless; 
with no Fast RAM, Sysinfo 
reports that the Blizzard 060 is 
working at 1.06 MIPS! So, the 

Not the most exciting 
render, but the 
Imagine test used 
gives an indication of 
a processor's ability 
to handle 3D jobs. 

ratio includes the current prices 
of 4Mb of memory. The bigger 
the result, the better. 

Syslnfo 
A popular program for quickly 
determining the speed of an 
Amiga. Although often criticised 
for inaccurate results, the MIPS 
result is usually reliable and was 
used to calculate the power ratio. 

Amiga Intuition Based 
Benchmark (AIBB) 
A respected program for testing 
the characteristics of an Amiga. 
We used it to test the speed at 
which the OS writes to the 
display (WritePixel - showing the 
speed advantage in agmes like 
gloom and also how the custom 
chips can hamper results), moves 
memory around (MemTest) and 
performs floating point 
calculations. All AIBB results are 
compared to standard 7Mhz 
A600. Because of incompatibility 
problems, the 68060 result was 
achieved by fooling AIBB into 
thinking it was a very fast 68000. 
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Accelerators John Kennedy 

Price: £139 (£209.99 with 4Mb) 
Power ratio: 31.71 
CPU: 68030 
CPU speed: 40Mhz 
FPU: 68882 (optional) 
FPU speed: 33Mhz (optional) 
SIMM sockets: One (1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32. 

64, 128Mb) 
SCSI interface: Optional - £79.99 
PCMCIA friendly: Yes 
Battery backed clock: Yes 
Tests 
Final Writer test: 49.64 
Imagine 4.0 test: 1.24 
Syslnfo tests 
Syslnfo MIPS: 6.66 
Syslnfo FLOPS: 0.96 
Syslnfo Dhystone: 6384 
AIBB tests: 
Write Pixel: 4.33 
Mem Test: 7.77 
FLOPS: 7.40 

Viper MK 11-50 

Price: 
Power ratio: 
CPU: 
CPU speed: 
FPU: 
FPU speed: 
SIMM sockets: 

SCSI interface: 
PCMCIA friendly: 
Battery backed clock: 
Tests 
Final Writer test: 
Imagine 4.0 test: 
Syslnfo tests 
Syslnfo MIPS: 
Syslnfo FLOPS: 
Syslnfo Dhystone: 
AIBB tests: 
Write Pixel: 
Mem Test: 
FLOPS: 

£199.95 (£289.99 with 4Mb) 
30.62 
68030 
50Mhz 
68882 (optional) 
50Mhz (optional) 
One (2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 
64. 128Mb) 
Optional - £79.95 
Yes 
Yes 

42.48 
1:04 

8.88 
1.24 
8515 

4.88 
9.71 
9.26 

Price: £179.95 
(£269.90 with 4Mb) 

Power ratio: 36.68 
CPU: 68030 
CPU speed: 50Mhz 
FPU: 68882 (Optional) 
FPU speed: 50Mhz (Optional) 
SIMM sockets: One (2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 

64. 1 28Mb) 
SCSI interface: Optional - £89.95 
PCMCIA friendly: Yes 
Battery backed clock: Yes 
Tests 
Final Writer test: 34.88 
Imagine 4.0 test: 0:56 
Syslnfo tests 
Syslnfo MIPS: 9.90 
Syslnfo FLOPS: 1.33 
Syslnfo Dhystone: 9489 
AIBB tests: 
Write Pixel: 8.92 
Mem Test: 12.66 
FLOPS: 10.64 
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John Kennedy Accelerators 

Price: 
JSMHQ 90 with 4Mh) 

Power ratio: 38.09 
CPU: 68040 (060 available) 
CPU speed: 25Mhz 
FPU: 68882 built-in 
FPU speed: 25Mhz 
SIMM sockets: One (up to 32Mb) 
SCSI interface: Optional - £29.95 
PCMCIA friendly: Yes 
Battery backed clock: Yes 
Tests 
Final Writer test: 28,62 
Imagine 4.0 test: 0.29 
Syslnfo tests 
Syslnfo MIPS: 18,66 
Syslnfo FLOPS: 4.41 
Syslnfo Dhystone: 1 7883 
AIBB tests: 
Write Pixel: 10.26 
Mem Test: 1 0.88 
FLOPS: 17.12 

Falcon 040/060 ^^^^^^^ 

The Falcon is a big 'I \ tli,t \ M 
brute of a card: you'll    ^■Jffl^fc lf^^^^^^ * 

the fan is screwed In to v^^fe^SS®SiSsSS^^ 
t h If th     jBHHBsf' jfll^^ft 1 ^1 

fine. The SCSI option is 
cheaper because the SCSI controller chip is present on the 
board already, and the 68040 is socketted which means it 
should be possible to upgrade it to 68060 class if you need 

more power. 

Apollo 1240 Turbo 
This is the very latest 

kfffi;B ■   accelorator card from the 
. ^^^^^^L^y Apollo stable, and it's 

l^i^^^.C^riiitf^j <v    staggeringly fast. It uses 
0*^ the 68040 processor which 

IZTO tllfbiSm   's not known *or hanging 
around. The times it 

■ME^T   returned make it a 
*'   desirable piece of 

-T-^  hardware - certainly worth 
HLjflH   considering if you are in the 

market for an A4000. The 
Q cunning design allows the 

surface mounted 68040 to have 
a tiny fan fitted on top and 

there is still space to replace the 
trapdoor. The 68882 maths processor is 
built in and powers through ray traces 
and other maths intensive operations. A 
25Mhz version of the card is available for 
£339.99, and an 060 is now available too 
- It costs £574.99 for a SOfAhx version. 
The only snag is to check that your 
power supply can handle the extra 
demand the 68040 places on it. 

Trade-ins 

Before you buy you card, ask your dealer if 
they allow a trade in allowance: some 
dealers, such as Gordon Harwood, can 
make it easy for you to upgrade your 
Blizzard boards and it is worth asking. ~ Recommended 

Final Writer and Imagine test results 

A 1200 

Power 4Mb RAM 

145.28 sees 

86,36 sees 

87.02 sees 

60.52 sees 

49.64 sees 

42,48 sees 
1:04 Min/secs 

Blizzard 1230-IVI 

Falcon 040 

Apollo 1240Turrx: 

Blizzard 1260 

34.88 sees 
0:56 Min/secs 

28,62 sees 
0:29 Min/secs 

23.1 2 sees 
i Min/secs 

18.16 sees 
0:14 Min/secs 

The Imagine and Final Writer 
tests are shown graphically 
so that you can see the 
difference between the 
boards for yourself. 
Obviously, the smaller the 
bar, the faster the machine. 
As you can see, the Al200's 
own speed was too slow to fit 
in fully at this scale; it would 
extend out by another third. 

Price: £449.99 
(£529.99 with 4Mb) 

Power ratio: 56.52 
CPU: 68040 
CPU speed: 40Mhz 

(other available soon) 
FPU: 68882 built in 
FPU speed: 40Mhz 
SIMM sockets: One up to 32Mb 

(second socket optional) 
SCSI interface: Optional - £79.99 
PCMCIA fnendly: Yes 
Battery backed clock: Yes 
Tests 
Final Writer test: 23,12 
Imagine 4.0 test: 0.1© 
Syslnfo tests 
Syslnfo MIPS: 29.96 
Syslnfo FLOPS: 7.60 
Syslnfo Dhystone: 28705 
AIBB tests: 
Write Pixel: 13.28 
Mem Test: 15.27 
FLOPS: 2737 
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Accelerators John Kennedy 

Blizzard 1260 

Recommended 

^^■■^■^^^^^^^ Hold onto your hats, as we 
"'^^^^^^^    finally come to the 
i^^^^       I   breathtaking power of 

•'.gSb-.-^aSL- *m   Motorola's last processor, 
J   the 68°60' The Blizzard 

*'T%'i'uK&'^i   1260 W3S reviewed in AS60» 
•  nj^;     ^       i f and it s stil' the on,y 060 

. m w! I we've seen in the Amiga 

staggeringly fast, of course, 
but it is also the most 

expensive card on test - and that means the Power 
Ratio is considerably less than that of the Apollo 
68040 card. The Amiga OS never quite caught up with 
the 68060, and special software is needed to patch 
some features: without it, the Final Writer test takes 
19.66 and the Imagine render takes an amazing time 
of 2:06 - slower than the Apollo 1220. 

Price: £599.95 
(£689.90 with 4Mb) 

Power ratio: 56.12 
CPU: 68060 
CPU speed: 50Mhz 
FPU: 68882 built in 
FPU speed: 50Mhz 
SIMM sockets: One (up to 64Mb) 
SCSI interface: Optional (includes 

2nd SIMM socket) 
PCMCIA friendly: Yes 
Battery backed clock: Yes 
Tests 
Final Writer test: 18.16 
Imagine 4.0 test: 0:14 
Syslnfo tests 
Syslnfo MIPS: 38.72 
Syslnfo FLOPS: 27.76 
Syslnfo Dhystone: 37101 
AIBB tests: 
Write Pixel: 15.62 
Mem Test: 13.14 
FLOPS: 60.55 

Best of the bunch? 

If you are on a tight budget, you won't do worse 
than the Power 4Mb RAM board. Although it 
can't be expanded, it is one of the fastest and 
cheapest memory-only boards around and it will 
make a heck of a difference to the speed of a 
standard A1200. 

If you have a little more to spend, the 
Magnum 030/40 is a good choice, with an 

excellent balance of performance and price. For 
power users, the Apollo 68040 card is a 
surprisingly good option, and it still leaves quite 
a large jump in terms of cash to the top-of-the- 
range Blizzard 1 260. 

Obviously, if you're after real raw power, 
then the 68060 based Blizzard is the way to go. 
It's the fastest A1200 card currently available, 
as you can see from the power ratio, but it isn't 
priced in the realms of science fiction. 

Suppliers 

Please contact the following suppliers for 
prices and availability. Remember memory 
prices are prone to change very quickly. 
• Blizzards, Gordon Hardwood: 
« 01773 836781 
• Apollos, Siren Software, •• 0161 796 5279 
• Magnum, Wizard Developments, 
» 01322 527800 
• Viper & Falcon, Power Computing, 
tr 01234 273000 

MIPs and AIBB test results AS Power rating 

A1200 

Power 4Mb RAM 

Magnum RAMS 

Apollo 1220 

Viper MK II-28 

Magnum 030 

Viper MK 0-50 

Blizzard 1230-IV 

Falcon 040 

Apollo 1240 Turbo 

Blizzard 1260 

1.34 MIPS 
2.96 AIBB 

2.91 MIPS 
g|B 4.31 AIBB 

2.88 MIPS 
~ 4.28 AIBB 

4.45 MIPS 
5.25 AIBB 

5.18 MIPS 
3.68 AIBB 

Power 4Mb RAM 

Magnum RAMS 

Apollo 1220 

Viper MK 11-28 

Magnum 030 

Viper MK ll-5( 

Blizzard 1230-IV 

Falcon 040 

Apollo 1240 Turbo 

Blizzard 1260 
6.66 MIPS 

8.88 MIPS 

Above: The power rating is explained in the 
test box on page 19. Here you can see how 
the boards compare in terms of price and 
speed. The higher the rating, the more MIPs 
you get for your pound. 

Left: The MIPs 
and AIBB 
Write Pixel 
test results 
show the 
incredible 
power of the 
boards, and 
also how the 
custom chips 
can hamper 
some 
performance. 

18.66 MIPS 

29.96 MIPS 

38.72 MIPS 
15.62 AIBB 
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WHILE-U -WAIT" 
r—i That's 
}      a promise 

COMPUTERS AND MONITORS - 

NEW LOW FIXED PRICE Attention Dealers 
Ring/Fax Now for best trade prices 

and terms on Repairs, Spares, Floppy 
Drives, Hard Drives, CD Rom Drives 

and Memory Upgrades.   

* FAST TURNAROUND 
- 90 DAYS WARRANTY ON ALL REPAIRS!! 
•* £10 EXTRA CHARGE FOR WH ILE-U-WAIT SERVICE 
* COURIER CHARGES £7.05 EACH WAY 
* A1 SOO/A2OO0/A3OOO/A4OOO £QUOTATION 

A500, A500+ & A600 

£59.95 £49.95 

A1900 

2-5" HARD DRIVES 
For A600 & A1 200 

80Mb £69.95 170Mb  £99.95 340Mb £169.95 
120Mb  £79.95 250Mb £129.95 540Mb £199.95 

All hard drives are pre-formatted, partitioned with Workbench 
loaded and include 2-5" IDE cable and software 

2-5" IDE Cable and Software (if bought separately) £9-95 

Apollo 1220 . . £99.95 

SIMMS £P0A 

BABT Approved 

MODEMS 

+ NCOMM Software 

14.4k £99.95 

28.8k £149.95 

SIMPLY THE BEST AFTER-SALES SERVICE 

MEMORY UPGRADES 

A1900 33MHi FPU plus CrrilJl  

INTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 

A500/A500+ £29-95  A600/A1200 .. .£34-95 

flMITflR ^JJJ1 Genlocks 

Including QUAD SPEED Hama 291 £280O° 
Squirrel   _ _ _ _    _       LSOO f70.00 

SCSI 

Interface £199.95 

L1500 £175.00 

L2000S . . . £150.00 

CHIPS * SPARES * ACCESSORIES 

Meg Falter Agnus   
2 Meg Falter Agnus   
8362 Denise  
8373 Super Denise  
5719 Gory  
8520 CIA A5Q0/A500+  
8364 Paulo A500/A500+   
Kickstart ROM 1 -3   
Kkkslart ROM 2 04   
Kickstart ROM 2 05   
A500/A500+ Keyboard  
6570 Keyboard Chip  
68000 Processor  ., 
Power Supply A500/A600/A1200 
Exchange A200Q/A1500 Power Supply... 

* All chips are availa 
* Please call for any 

£1 9 00 8520 CIA A600/A1 200   
£24-00 8374 Alice Al 200   
.£9 00 8364 Paulo A600/A1200   
£1 8 00 Video DAC A1200   
.£7 50 A600/A1200 Keyboard   
£15 00 LisoA1200   
£12 00 Goyle A600/A1200   
£15 00 Budgie A1200   
£22 00 Mouse (290dpi)   
£29 00 SCART lead   
£50 00 Mouse Mot   
£20 00 10 Boxed Branded Disks   
.£8 00 Printer Cable  
£35 00 100 Disk Box  
£70 00 Squirrel SCSI Interface   
ble ex-stock 
chip or spare not listed here 

£14-50 
£30 00 
£16-50 
£19 
£60 
£35 
£25 
£30 
£15 
£15 
.£4 

..£6 

..£6 

..£7 
£59 

A1200 without hard drive  £299-95 

A1200 with 170Mb hard drive ...£379-95 

A1200 with 340Mb £449-95 

ANALOG   Analogic Computers (UK) Ltd 
ANALOGIC unit 6, Ashway Centre, Elm Crescent, 

LOGIC Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey KT9 6HH 

A1200 with 540Mb  £549-95 

* Call for more good deals 

Open Mon-Fri 8 oo.im 5 30pm, Sat 9 00am 5 00pm Fax: 0181 541 4671 
* * NEW OPENING TIMES #* NEW OPENING TIMES ** 

Tel: 0181 546 9575 
* AH prices include VAT * Ail prices subject to charge without notice * Fixed charge for repair does not include disk drive/keyboard 

*- We reserve the right to refuse any repair ★ P&P charges £3 50 by Royal Mall or £7 05 for courier ★ Please allow 5 working days for cheque clearance 
+ All sales are only as per our terms and conditions of sale, copy available on request. 



GASTEINER 

18-22 Sterling Way, North Circular Road, 
Edmonton, London N18 2YZ 

TEL: 0181 345 6000 

FAX: 0181 345 6868 

Open   Monday   to   Saturday   9am   to 6pm 

MEMORY SIMMS 

f    LOWEST PRICES 
GUARANTEED 

SIMMS FOR A4000, VIPER. APOLLO. 
MAO MM, HAWK AND MANY OTHER 
CARDS PHONE FOR DETAILS TODAY 

72PIN 32BIT 
2MB £39 
4MB £44 
8MB £79 
16MB £179 
32MB £359 

30PIN 16BIT 
1MB £15 
4MB £70 
LIMITED STOCK SO HURRY!!! 

V FOR FPU SEE OUR OFFER!!!!!!!!!!!!! y 

ACCELERATORS 

f   LOWEST PRICES ^ 

GUARANTEED 
VIPER APOLLO AND MANY OTHER 

CARDS PHONE FOR DETAILS TODAY 
VIPER 
28MHz 50MHz 

0MB £119 £199 
4MB £163 £243 
8MB £198 £278 
16MB £298 £378 

BLIZZARD1230 50MHz 
0MB £189 
4MB £233 
8MB £268 
16MB 

APOLLO 
£368 

28MHz 50MHz 
0MB £95 £199 
4MB £139 £243 
8MB £174 £278 
16MB £274 £378 
APOLLO 040 COMING SOON RING 
FOR PRICE 
VERY LIMITED STOCK SO HURRY!!! 

A600 Accelerator £99 J 

MODEMS 

MOTOROLA 28,8 FAX & MODEMS 
LIMITED STOCK ONLY 

NOW WE ARE SURF! 

£149.00 

PRINTERS 

COLOUR II 
COLOUR IIS 
PRO XL-A3 
STYLUS COLOUR II 
PRO A4 

EPSON 

320 
660 
i850C 

HEWLETT PACKARD 

El 99.00 
£243.00 
£1009.33 
E339.5B 
£457.OS 

£198,58 
£29900 
£486.58 , 

RAM EXPANSION 

LOWEST PRICES 

GUARANTEED 

HARD DRIVES 

A1200 RAM CARDS WITH CLOCK 
& FPU SOCKET 

2MB 
4MB 
8MB 

A600 RAM CARD 
1MB 
1MB WITH CLOCK 

A500 RAM CARD 
1/5MB 

A500 PLUS RAM CARD 
\1MB  £20 

£89 
£94 
£149 

£20 
£35 

£15 

FPU M ATHS-CO P RO 

FPU INCREASES SPEED ON AMIGA RAM X 
CARDS & ACCELERATORS 

28 MHz £20 
33MHz £33 
50MHz £69 

Buy FPU with any of our RAM cards & 
get FPU for half price 

MONITORS 

MICROVITEC 1438 
SAMSUNG 15" 
SAMSUNG 17" 
SONY 17" 
SONY 15" 
GASTEINER 14" 
GASTEINER 15" 
GASTEINER 17" 

£259 
£319 
£519 
£679 
C399 
£299 
£379 
£469 

CARTRIDGES 

r 
SYQUEST CARTS 

EX VAT VAT \-n 
44MB £25,00 £4.39 £29,38 
88MB £27,95 £4.90 £32.85 
105MB £2500 £4,30 £29.38 
200MB £42.95 C7.52 £50.47 
270MB £39.95 £7.00 £46.95 
EZ135 £13.50 £2.37 £15.87 

ZIP CARTS 
100MB 

\JAZZ 1GIG 
£10.50 £1,84 £12.34 
EPOA EPOA EPOA 

REMOVABLE MEDIA 

f SYQUEST 
INTERNAL & EXTERNAL 

89MB EXT. 
200MB EXT. 
270MB INT. 
270MB EXT. 
E2 135 EXT. 

ZIPP 100MB 
JAZZ 1GIG INT. 
JAZZ 1 GIG EXT. 

V SCSI CARD OR SQUIRREL IS NEEDED TO RUN SCSI DEVICES ON AMIGA , 

£233.83 
£351.33 
£269.08 
£351.33 
£163.32 
£163.32 
£445.33 
£480.58 

CD-ROMS & CD WRITERS 

new 2 speed 
new 4 SPEED 
NEC 6 SPEED 

PINNACLE 
RICOH 2SPEED 

CD-ROMS 

CD-WRITERS 

£116.33 
£198.58 
£351.33 

£739.07 
£927.08 

SCSI CARD OR SQUIRREL IS NEEDED TO RUN SCSI DEVICES ON AMIGA 

f       IDE 2.5 HARD DRIVES FOR 
A600. A1200 SX1 & SX32 

40MB £45 
60MB £60 
80MB £69 
120MB £89 
170MB £99 
210MB £109 
250MB £119 
340MB £129 
540 MB £189 
800MB £249 
COMPLETE WITH SOFTWARE & CABLES 

STOP! & THINK 
DO YOU REALLY WANT SOMEONE TO 
INSTALL WORKBENCH & 100MB OF 
PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE AND 
CHARGE MORE FOR IT Ml BUY FROM 
US AND SAVE MONEY 

3,5" SLIM IDE HARD DRIVES 
FOR A4000 & A1200 

540MB £139 
850MB £159 
1,3GIG £179 
1.6GIG £199 
2GIG £289 

COMPLETE WITH SOFTWARE & CABLES 

SCSI HARD DRIVES 

100MB , £49 
540MB , ...£139 
1GIG £219 
2GIG , ...£399 
4GIG £799 
EXTERNAL SCSI CASE WITH POWER SUPPLY... £59 

SCSI CARD OR SQUIRREL IS NEEDED TO RUN SCSI 
v DEVICES ON AMIGA 

SCSI CARDS 

^ FOR A600 & A1200 
SQUIRREL 
SQUIRREL SURF 
SQUIRREL MPEG 

£50 
£95 
£195 

£99 
FOR A1500, A2000 & A4000 

OCTOGON 4008 
SCSI CARD OR SQUIRREL IS NEEDED TO RUN SCSI i 

v DEVICES ON AMIGA  J 

H80 sen many consumables - 

DELIVERY CHARGES 
SMALL CONSUMABLES AND SOFTWARE ITEMS UNDER THE VALUE OF 
C59 PLEASE ADO C3.50 P&P. OTHER ITEMS EXCEPT LASERS, COURIER 
SERVICE E10 PER BOX. OFF SHORE AND HIGHLANDS. PLEASE CALL 
FOR A QUOTATION. IN ADDITION WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING EXPRESS 
SERVICES; SATURDAY DELIVERY NORMAL RATE PLUS C15 PER BOX. 
MORNING, NEXT DAY NORMAL RATE PLUS C10 PER BOX. E&OE. PRICES 
ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE. ALL TRADEMARKS 
ACKNOWLEDGED 
WORLDWIDE DELIVERY AVAILABLE. 
GOVERNMENT AND MAJOR PLC PURCHASE 
ORDERS WELCOME. 
TRADE ENQUIRY WELCOME. 
TEL : 0181 807 2000 



John Kennedy Music ShopperPreview 

OctaMED 

Sound 

Studio 

The sound tracker is dead! 

John Kennedy examines the 

future of Amiga music. 

The future of Amiga sound 
programs is coming, and it's 
going to be in the form of 
Sound Studio. The team which 
brought us OctaMED has been 

creating what looks to be the most 
exciting development on the audio front 
since, well, the original Amiga. 

A demo version is now available, and 
although bearing an uncanny resemblance to 
the latest version of OctaMED, SoundStudio 
works in altogether different way. OctaMED, like 
all sound tracker programs, ties the sound 
output tightly to the output device: namely, the 
Amiga hardware. Since the Amiga has four 
channels of 8-bit sound, most trackers can play 
four sounds at once. With a little twiddling and 
clever programming you can fake extra channels 
of sound, but the quality drops as a result. You 
don't get something for nothing. 

Third party hardware 
SoundStudio divorces the sample replay 
software from the hardware, and adds an 
abstraction level in the form of a 'virtual mixer'. 
The sounds are triggered from the tracker 
system in the usual way, but before they can be 
heard, they pass through the mixer routines. The 
mixer combines the samples and generates the 
output. The output could be standard Amiga 
audio hardware, or it could be external hardware 
such as the Aura unit from HiSoft or the 
Toccata, Maestix or Delfina 16 bit audio cards. 
At last - usable sequencing software for add-on 
third party sound hardware! 

Virtual mixing makes extra tricks possible. 

The Amiga's processor is effectively doing the 
job of a DSP, so it's possible to add digital 
effects like echo. The combination of the 
samples is performed at a user-specified mixing 
frequency, constrained by the limitations of the 
output device. Each instrument can also be 
given a position in the stereo image, and 
panned from left to right. As an example of its 
speed, the A3000/25 can play 10 channels at 
48kHz through the Toccata Zorro card. If any 
future Amigas feature DSP chips, SoundStudio 
will be ready to take advantage of them. 

Up to 64 independent audio channels are 
provided, and 8 or 16-bit samples supported. 
Samples can be stored in Fast RAM, making 
much longer sounds possible. You can play 
samples backwards, or ping-pong them back 
and forth. SoundStudio can also sample directly 
to disk, again in 8 or 16-bit resolution, and with 
special interpolation routines for high quality 
samples. This feature opens up amazing 
possibilities, such as re-sampling a SoundStudio 
block of tracks as one long sample, effectively 
freeing up three tracks for more sounds. 

SoundStudio is packed with other features 
too: support for S3M and FastTracker 1.0 

modules, a notation editor, ARexx support, 
improved MIDI controller options and dozens of 
other additions and tweaks. The author, Teijo 
Kinnunen, has listened to users and added as 
many of their requests as possible - which is 
why there is a built in 'MIDI slave' mode for 
using an Amiga as a remote sample player. It 
will still function perfectly as a normal tracker 
program, as the mixing can be switched on or 
off as required. Extra functions, such as note 
search-and-replacmg and the ability to pop-up 
an AmigaDOS shell on the OctaMED screen 
will make it easier to use and more powerful 
than any other tracker available. 

Smart stuff 
The demo version looks extremely smart, and 
the full version is due in late July. The price to 
registered V6 users will be £35, and £70to 
everyone else. Meanwhile, you can contact RBF 
Software by email (rbfsoft@cix.compulink.co.uk). 
You can visit the Web site at http://www. 
compulink.co.uk /-octamed/ where you can 
download the demo and give it a test run. It will 
also be on the next CD of Amiga Format. ■ 

Left: Existing 
features (such as 
MIDI support) 
have all been 
improved. 

Right: 
SoundStudio will 
sample to disk in 

8 or 16-bit 
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ShopperReview 

Iomega JSSJS 

The removable media market 

is getting very exciting. 

At least, Nick Veitch 

thinks it is. 

R 

ecent 
excitement 
concerning 
this new 
storage 

device is certainly 
unusual, but the Iomega 
Jaz drive is hoping to 
build on the reputation 
and phenomenal response 
to its smaller cousin, the Zip. 

Iomega are intent on wrestling a large 
share of the removable media market from 
Syquest, and so far they have been doing pretty 
well. The Zip drives were selling faster than they 
could be produced last year, and although 
Syquest hit back with the EZ drive, Iomega have 
now attracted a bit of a following. 

The reason is simple - cheap, reliable and 
relatively fast storage. Whatever you use your 
machine for, you will eventually discover that you 
don't have enough hard disk space. While the 
best solution is obviously to get a huge, fast 
hard drive, this isn't the most affordable answer. 
It is far better to have a drive with removable 
cartridges which are relatively cheap, and that is 
exactly what the Jaz is. 

Money matters 
The drive itself is not exactly inexpensive - 
£530 would certainly buy you a bigger, faster 
SCSI drive, but this is more than compensated 
for by the fact that the cartridges cost only 
£100. As each cartridge holds exactly 1Gb 
(1024 Mb), that means you are getting just over 
10Mb for every pound you spend. 

The SyQuest alternative 

Syquest aren't taking n\1 this 
activity from Iomega lying down. 
They rapidly launched the EZ135 
drive in response to the Zip, 
and now the Syjet is about to 
take on the Jaz. Strangely, 
the Syjet is styled more like 
the Zip than the Jaz is - 
which is especially surprising 
considering how tediously 
dull all of the other Syquest 
hardware is, 

But, so they tell me, 
performance is more important 
than looks. The Syjet has a larger 

"The reliability 

factor could be the 

key to this market" 

capacity than the Jaz, with 1.3Gb 
of space on each cartridge. This 

is not a trifling difference, as it 
has important implications 
for CD mastering - a 1*3 
capacity would allow space 
for two cd-sized partitions. 

As far as speed is 
concerned, there probably 
won't be very much in it, 
and although a price is yet 

to be set for the UK market 
it looks like the new Jaz drive 

is going to be up against some 
very stiff competition. 

26 July 1996 

The cartridges 
themselves are 

scarcely bigger than a 
standard floppy disk, 

though they are about five 
times thicker. The workings 

are shielded in tough plastic, 
but I get the impression they 

are not quite as indestructible as 
the Zip cartridges - the sliding 

metal protector seems a little too 
flimsy for my liking. 

Having said that though, the 
cartridge we have been rather 

exhaustively testing here is about the 
only SCSI device which hasn't failed in 

some way or another over the last two 
weeks. The reliability factor could be the key 

to this market - Syquest may have a big name 
and an established market, but their older 44 
and 88Mb drives didn't exactly have an 
unblemished record in the reliability stakes. 

Quicker than most 
The most surprising thing about the Jaz is the 
transfer speeds it can maintain. Usually, 
because of the mechanics of removable drives, 
their performance is drastically below that of a 
traditional hard drive. All that changes with the 
Jaz, which is actually considerably faster than 
the average hard drive, with a sustained transfer 
rate of around 6Mb/second. The only downside 
to this is the rather loud noises the drive makes 
in operation. Fortunately in our office this is 
drowned out by Graeme's ridiculous "music", 
but if you need peace and quiet, maybe this isn't 
the mechanism for you. 

Personally, I think that the smaller Zip drive 
is probably more use to most people. Although, 
in the long run, it would be cheaper to buy a Jaz, 
not many people have the need to store such 
huge volumes of data But for people involved in 
video or music work, or for those needing to 
master CDs the Jaz may well be a very 
interesting option. ■ 

Iomega Jaz  
Price: £529.95 
 £99,95 per 1 Gb cart 

Supplier: HiSoft  
Contact: 01525718181 

Verdict: 91%        star buy 



NO W EVEN MORE LOWEST PRICED TOP QUALITY PRODUCTS 
official Gov™1 

& Educational 

INCLUDING RIBBONS, INKJETS, TONERS, DISKS, ETC orders welcome 

P rin ter Ribbon s 
m.v, K Laii 

*ms!rad DMKflJiKJ .11 KM I 2JWJ 
Anulrad DMP4000 3 66 
Amsirad PCW82K/LQ3500 Fab 2 85 
Anulrad PCW9S12 M/Strlke 240 
Bn rfrn*r M1009/ 1LU4 I UK* LL'<i4 :i'K I 
I in/en IZOO/LSPlO/Swtrt 24/9 H-H3 
i . muHHliiw MPS1220'12:«J 4 =v(i Epson LQ100 4 10 
Epson LQ20W4QQ/5W/&00/R50 3-45 
Epson FX/MX/IOUO/FX'LXBOO ' 2 90 
Epson LX80/S6/90 212 
M.mnesmann Tally 80/8 I 3-90 
NFC Pin writer P22O0/P2- 303 
OW MLI82/183/192/193/195 3-17 
Plutonic KXP1123/1124,1 HO 3 46 

2l it 2-fiS 24S 
3 SI 131 
2 70 2 50 
2 45 2 25 
375 3 55 
2-70 2-50 
4 35 4 15 
395 3-75 
3 30 310 

7n a-ss 
197 177 
3 75 3 55 
Ml 24tt 

2X2 
3 11 

225 
1 11 
230 2 05 
335 
230 
3-95 
355 
2-90 
235 
1 67 
335 
2 48 
243 

Panasonic KXr'lLWU 1 l*J W 
Panasonic KXP2123/2124/2180 
>Hk..*r,.iM.!Ni Hi :>." M 
Star IJC 10/20/100 
Star LC200 
Star LC24 -10/20/200 
Star LC240C, LC24-30 
Taxan Kaga KP810/815/910/9I5 

CCHJOUB 
Citizen 224.240. Swift 24/9 
Panasonic KXP2123/2124. 21H0 
Star LCI0/20/100 
Star 1X200 
Star 1X24 - 10/20/200 
Star LC. 240C. 1X24*30 

iilff 2± 2 89 2 74 
4 95 4 80 
S-70 5-55 
229 2-14 
300 2SS 
286 - 7 L 

7fi0 
314 2-99 

1 off 2_t 
1195 1140 
1063 10-48 
600 ^85 
9 78 963 
963 948 
<>JII 4 or, 

254 234 
440 440 
5 35 515 
1- 94 184 
2 MS J Ti 
j r.| J U 
7-40 7 20 
2- 79 2 59 

1160 1L20 
tfiS 525 
9-43 903 
9-28 888 
845 845 

Thla U just a araaJl wh-rtion of our Ribbons - Rintf for them' not listed 

Ring us and WE WILL BEAT ah other Ribbon prices 

31" Disks 
Bulk 

DD HD 
10 Disks 
25 Disks 
,10 Disks 
1110 Disks 
17A) Disks 
r>(lll Disks 

Branded 

DD MD 
£6 £9 £5 £6 

£10 £11 
£16     £18 £24 
£29     £33 £41 
£65     £76 £96 

£125    S118 £187 
All Disks Certified 100% 

ERROR FREE and INCLUDE 
FREE Label* 

£36 
£66 

£153 
£288 

Disk Boxes/Drawers 
L'J-J 

) Capacity Box 
Capacity Box 
) Capacity Drawer 
') Capacity Drawer 

Other Boxe* & WaJlets 
I [> Capacity Boxes     1.50 

" 6 Capacity Wallrti 3.99 
Loclmtali? CD Driwgra 

lla,M.m II. 
Joysticks & Mice 

Qu ults hot Apac f\e 1 ti 89 Quicks hot Python IM 
flicks hoi Aviator 25.99 Qukksbot Starflgliter I 8.49 
Quick*hoi Intruder I 22,99 Qulcluhol Turbo II       8 49 
QuickshotMavrrk'klM 12.49 M<»u*r 11,99 

Dust Covers 
CPU & Monitor 6.44 Munitur 14 - 
Mini Tower 5,99 Atari ST 
80 Column Printer 3.99 Amiga 50U 
132 Column Pr Inter 4.99 Amiga fiOO 
PC Keyboard 3.99 Amiga 1200 

3 99 
3.99 
i 99 

Inkjet. Bubblejel Cartridges 
L off 2± Jb Apple Sty lewr I ter 17 54 17 24 16-84 

Canon BJ I0.10ex. 20 17 54 17 24 1684 
Can*i>n BJ M tth 70 Blk i Pk.i Refill ■ t f> ]4 Hfi 14-60 
CHNHB)2(Mi 19-90 19-50 19-00 
C.inurc ail' <iiH>Fil.«-k<I>oLihlpCap;. 11 ">n 11 27, lnlHi 
Cum BJC 6IK» lilac k (Single Cap i E 0G 5 BO S SO 
Canon BJC 600 Cyan, Mag or Yellow 8 50 8-30 A-Ofl 
Canon BJC 40011 Black throw away 29-00 28-60 28-20 
Canon BJC 400G Head-Blk-Col Refill 42 00 41 20 4040 
Canon BJC 1""ti Mark Relill 8 SO 8-3(1 8-00 
Canon BJC 4000 Colour Refill 14 50 14 25 13-90 
Commodore MPS 1270 1213 1193 1163 
Epton Stylus 100/flrtn 9 99 9-79 9-49 
Elisor Stylus Colour Black 14 00 13-75 13-40 
Epion Stylus Colour Colour 30 00 29 50 29.00 
Epson Stylus 820/Coh wr II IS Blac k Ring for pi ices 
Epson Stylus tatyCotom II IB Colour Ring tor prices II' Dt-^iet "i'Mi Hi .Hi in r*i iM BU k 22 IM> 21 to 21 25 

1 Off 2x fa HP DeskJet 5(30/40/50/60 TrVColour 26 00 2565 25 25 
HP Deskjet Portable, 310 18 00 1770 17 30 
IIP Deskjet 600 660C Black 2650 26 15 25 75 
HP DeskJet 600/660C Til-Colour 28S0 28-15 27 75 
HP Deskjet 850C Black 2600 2565 2525 
HP Deskjet 850C Trl-Colour 2500 2465 24 25 
HP ThinkH-t. Quletje* 1213 1193 1163 
MNwM JP350-ISO (T>ouWeC*p) Black 36 50 3600 3^50 
Staj SJ4S 17 54 17 24 16 84 

Kinij (or Cartntlyt s not listed 

Miscellaneous Items 
|0HSinglf( olm.. 3   Disk l.;iheJs 
I000 Single Colour 3- Disk Labels 
1000 Muhti-Colour 3: Disk Labels 
1000 White Tractor Peed 3J" Disk Labels 
3r" Disk Cleaning Kit 
Parallel Printer Cable -t t Km i 
Mouse Mat h mm Thick - 2 w 
Mouse House 
2 Piece Universal Printer Stand 
14715" Optical Glass Screen FVher 

10 99 
i ii 

t-3 99 
299 
599 

16-99 

Paper & Address Labels 
2000 Sheets 11 x M, 60 gram. 1 box - 22-99 

Mlcru Perforated, listing Paper 2* boxes - 17 99 
.rKiM> Single ShtM-t:* A4. HO gram, Laser I pack - 9-99 

Paper (suitable lor Inkjet printers) 2- packs - 6 99 
Tractor Peed Address Labels, 500-449 

1 across width, 3 * I j 10GC - 7 49 

Inkjet/Bubblejet Refill Kits 
Suitable for most Printers 

rrlC.ilaur Inkiel Huhblejet Kt'illl Ki1s ll.lKN-.ich 
(20ml of eacb colour - I.e. cyan, magenta, yellow) 

Large Inkjet BobblejeI Refill Kits 
! 10ml HK| .ir:\ oi the Ukmllil i nli UJfs : 

Black. Cyan, Magenta. VUOW, Ked, Blue, Bruwn, 
Light Green. Dark Green, and Gold, 

1 Pack il 1 00.1* Pacta SlfJ-Wl 5. Pacta £9 95 each 
Rin^ for details if you arc not sure if your 

cartridge can be refilled. 

Laser Toners 
HP LMwrtet II in HP Lisef|et IIP111P HP Laserjet 4U 4LM 
HP Laserjet A, AM IBM 4019.402H, 4029, 4030 
Kyocera F1000,.'1010/1200, P20OO k.•• i CM i -ii i •-. i Ksxno 
(>ki<>l.41KPWO0 
Panasonic KXP-4410/4430 Panascjnic K.XP-14lN) S4(Nl 
Ricoh LP6000.1060 Sharp JX9S00 

Ring for Toners not 

40 00 each 45.00 each 
SI oo tmtt 71.00 each 
90 00 each HJ0«kdi 24 00 eacb 
21,00 each 26 00 each 
17.00 each 
I&JMJM h 
2". IHic-.SCh 

isted 

All Prices INCLUDE VAT (@ 171%) & FREE UK Delivery 

01543 250377 Ring us or send cheques to:        Q1543 250377 

Owl Associates Ltd, Dept 459, Owl House, 

5 The Brambles, Lichfield, Staffs WS14 9SE 

Over £1,800 of Star Trek 

videos to be won! 

WHAT? WHY? HOW? WHERE? 

WHEN? & MOST IMPORTANTLY., 

WHO? 

As DOCTOR 

WMO RETURNS, 

PLUS! 

COMPLETE WITH A US MAKE-OVER, 
WE INTERVIEW THE CAST AND CREW 

<m THE X-FILES <£? HIGHLANDER 

- THE SERIES ^ WES ''NIGHTMARE ON 

ELM STREET" CRAVEN ^ BARB WIRE 

Amiga 

Animation  

& Video Sale 
Shakti Productions has the following used Amiga work stations and 
related equipment on offer at very low prices. These units are all in 
excellent working condition. Items can be mixed and matched. 

One Amiga 3000 Tower with 240 HD, 1 GIG HDf 
WARP Engine 040/SCSI 2, Mac Emplant Deluxe, 
21 Megs RAM, OS 3.1 .   .£1,750 

One Amiga 3000 Tower with 120 HDP 2 GIG HDr 
Warp Engine 040/SCSJ 2, Mac Emplant Deluxe, 
48 Megs RAM, OS 3.1, Picollo display board  £2,700 

One Amiga 4000/040 with SCSI 2r 240 HD( 2 GIG HD, 
16 Megs RAM, Mac Emplant Deluxe, OS 3,1  f 1,750 

DPS Personal Animation Recorder & Capture 
Card with 1.7 GIG dedicated drive £2,500 

Sunrize 16 Sound Card /Extras £575 

Enlan Network Cards £175 

17 inch Eizo Monitor £475 

21 inch Super Match Monitor ..£975 

4 GIG Hard Drive £750 

Single Frame Recorder - ,..,......,..,.£200 

We also have loads of powerful Amiga Software with original 
disks and manuals and other Amiga gear. Call us with your 
requirements. Prices include VAT, 

Tel 0141 333 1411 Fax 0141 334 6321 



Shopper Review Database Nick Veitch 

FinalData3 

Stop falling asleep - databases 

can be exciting. Nick Veitch 

says so, so it must be true. 

Databases are hardly the 
most glamourous of 
applications. You can't really 
imagine inviting your mates 
around to see the 

particularly spectacular video collection 
catalogue you may have created. However, 
they are incredibly useful, and bizarrely, as 
they are probably the oldest true computer 
application known to man (IBM started off 
by doing the U.S.A. census), they are also 
under almost constant redevelopment. To 
prove this point, I now draw your attention 
to Softwood's Final Data 3. 

Final Data now has two more column types. 
The first of these is the RCalc column which is a 
rather simple spreadsheet style cell. Basically it 
holds a numerical value which is based on a 
calculation - which can involve values held in 
other numerical columns. This may sound 
complicated, but essentially it allows you to 
create databases for chequebook accounts, or 
more meaningful stock handling. 

Noteworthy Addition 
The second new type is actually more useful 
than it may sound. A "memo" field allows you to 
store large amounts of text with a particular 
record. Obviously it would be inconvenient to 
store these notes in a regular text column, and 
yet it is useful. For example, in your CD 
collection you may like to include notes of 
particular interest like: "The helicopter sample 
used in Waking the Witch was taken from Pink 
Floyd's The Wair or something. Three asterisks 
appear in this column if a memo is present, and 
if you should click on it, a window will pop up 
allowing you to read the text. 

F MI Dote - ntiMtf i   E 01 QIC rtwrr       Sub-Cotowr                 I taeuntllfet** T 1 inilftfl i4.li Month'* Itrvtot Ok 
2 CNrctinj fecowt 
1 ottwtf J*oni i till! TDD* Uho'i Tolkim' 
3 •4 Dm Out 
4 mt Dm* Out <11.M TowPhn 7 od 6roe*f»> KUI • «4 Gra«rif i 
t ft hrthdgt tlUI loot far rton 
» ♦231.81 HflTd ttrnf* .blv 'Sporl 
12 MT-ft Suildms P<rtf r»o It 
y *t»?/Sport ILlUt Nti1 Prrdt bum KrichM ***rU* 13 U MM TON :ow To* F«dM*l 1 Hfl-ES St<rt# 34HS *M43,W CKnt 1354 M 2UI Ct*ck mi 

77>e "Running calculation" field makes this sort 
of accounts nonsense a doddfe. 
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Final Pert a - Release 3 
a   Untitled (11) 

File 

3   E 17BITGIF:GIFS/R£NDERED/FftNTftSY/ftLTflR,GIF 

flFCDa3D/lno9esAi9htwaue/bladefiUNNER.iH 
AFCD2:3D/1wq9es/T-i9htwQve/t]scouer.jpg 

|Notes 

ie 
11 

Left: Support for 
datatypes means 
that your 
database can 
now be fitted with 
sound and 
graphics, or 
indeed anything 
efse you can find 
a datatype for. 
Below: Powerful 
query functions 
make data easier 
to manage. 

:S5 fi«di_Bath*i□rd^ Pool .      Price; OWC ; Qtf 

A few annoying omissions from 
previous versions have been cleared up, 
and thankfully being able to select 
multiple, non-continuous records is one 
of these. Now you can simply shift click 
on any records in the database you wish 
to select and it doesn't matter 
whereabouts in the list they appear, 
Also, there is now a proper Query facility 
which can handle more complicated 
searches such as finding every video in 
your collection featuring Denise Crosby 
which isn't an episode of Star Trek. All manner 
of logical operators are accounted for and there 
are some powerful functions such as Range, 
which checks if a field value falls between a 
given range. 

Just my type 
The big news for many users is that the 
database now supports datatypes. This means 
that sound and image files can also be attached 
to your database. The data files are not included 
in the database itself, but their paths are stored, 
so if you do include files, remember not to move 
them around. 

The datatype files are included into the 
database simply by entering the pathname into a 
normal column. To process the file {i.e. play it or 
view it) simply select that field and chose "View 
Datatype" from the menu. You may specify 
whether graphics are displayed in a window on 
Final Data's screen or on their own separate 
screen - obviously depending on your screen 
preferences for Final Data, you are more likely to 
want to use a new screen. 

For big databases of graphics, there is a 
new "Slideshow" menu command which enables 
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the user to simply go through showing each of 
the datatype graphics in the entire database. 
Obviously the ARexx support for the software 
has been extended to include all of these new 
functions too. 

Datatypes only became available with 
AmigaDOS 3.0, so, although the rest of the 
program will work perfectly happily on a 2.0 
machine, these users will not be able to use the 
datatype facilities. 

There isn't really much else you could want 
from a simple home database - Final Data 3 is 
certainly powerful enough for many small 
business applications too. The program doesn't 
offer the graphical flexibility of Digita's 
Datastore, but it is fast, easy to use and offers 
some very advanced features. If power means 
more to you than pretty things, this software is 
well worth considering, ■ 

Final Data 3 
Price: £39.95  

Supplier: Gordon Harwoods 
Contact: 01773 836781 

Verdict: 86% 
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ShopperReview Nick Veitch Subject 

Game 

Fancy yourself as a Bitmap 

Brother? Nick Veitch 

wouldn't mind being a Bitmap 

second-cousin by marriage... 

Generating your own games is 
one of the most popular 
reasons for getting into 
programming. Think about it. 
How many word processors 
have you ever seen 

programmed in AMOS? It isn't surprising 
then, that development engines 
specifically geared to producing games are 
always popular, and indeed, many have 
been quite good. 

The creation system itself consists 
essentially of five modules, where different areas 
of game design are considered. The most 
important ones are the Object and Map editors. 

The Object editor is really a specialised 
paint package, which helps the user to generate 
small tiles or objects. These are then used to 
create the playing area of the game and the 
characters that inhabit it. The drawing controls 
are simple but effective, and when combining 
them to create game maps, you can also 
attribute characteristics to surfaces, which can 
then determine the movement of your character. 

Engine 

Confused? You probably will be, and the manual 
is sadly deficient in this area. 

Create your very 
own platform 
games with style, 
panache, and a little 
help from all the 
demo objects 
provided. 

Listen, it's a block of ice OK? Well, I don't care 
what you think really 

Issue 64 

There isn't really much to the Background 
editor, which is easily the weakest part of the 
system. Basically, this is used to program 
copper effects, so you can have multicoloured 
(i.e. weird) or gradient effect backgrounds. 

Getting Animated 
The Animation editor is used to define 
sequences of animated shapes, which become 
the characters which inhabit your game world. 
The Animator can only load in previously saved 
Game Engine animations, or individual frames 
from the Object editor. If you have an animbrush 
(and it is a lot easier to create animation frames 
in DPaint or Personal Paint) then all you can do 
is lay down all the frames in a single IFF and 
load them into the Object editor. This editor is a 
bit finicky when it comes to converting the IFFs 
to blocks, so study the manual carefully - 
fortunately there is a demo image provided to 
show you how it's done. 

The Construction editor is used to build all 
the levels together, add soundtracks and effects, 
and fiddle around with other behaviour 
parameters. It can be a little confusing to work 
out what is going on though, even after reading 
the manual, so the best thing to do is load in an 
example and work it out from there. 

The manual is not great, it has to be said. 
There is little more than an explanation of all the 
tools, buttons and menu items. A simple tutorial 
would have been useful, especially for the 
Construction editor. 

Learning the game 
Many programmers may tell you that you will 
learn nothing useful by creating a game in such 
a way, because you won't discover any of the 
cunning tricks necessary to make technically 
excellent games. While this is true to an extent, 
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The main Loader screen controls access to the 
other modules of the system. 

they are also neglecting the one thing that sadly, 
many game publishers also neglect - gameplay. 
No game is good for more than a few hours, no 
matter how excellent the graphics are, or how 
cunning the special effects are - if you don't 
enjoy playing it. Gameplay is something you can 
explore quickly and easily with this system. 
Although it is rather restricted to platform 
games, novices can still learn a great deal. 

You will obviously be able to create much 
more original games using a development 
system like Blitz Basic, but you will also have to 
invest a lot more time in learning how that 
language works. Game Engine allows you to 
easily produce interesting, challenging and 
pretty platform games, and that has to be worth 
something doesn't it? You can try out all the 
parts in the demo that was included on Amiga 
Format's Coverdisk, Issue AF84. ■ 

Game Engine 
£24.95  
Aspire 2 

Contact: 01352 761798 

Verdict: 78% 
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ShopperReview Word Processing David Taylor 

Wordworth 

David Taylor takes a look at 

the Special Edition version of 

the powerful Wordworth 5 

document processor. 

T 

he release of a cut down 
version of the Amiga's all 
singing, all dancing, WP 
confuses me a little. I can see 
from Digita's point of view, 

that they need to make sure their product 
is available to as wide a user base as 
possible, but the thought of a program 
designed to offer masses of features being 
stripped down for lower end usage seems 
a trifle bizarre. Surely, you could just make 
do with an earlier version or, if this version 
is really that good, then why buy the full 
version - surely everyone could make do 
with the SE? 

It's not as simple as that though. Wordworth 
5 (the full monty) does have more features than 
this special edition, but version 5 SE still 
contains the important additions that set it apart 
from version 3. (You will remember that version 
4 was never released except in the Amiga Magic 
bundle and hence the new version was called 5 
to avoid confusion.) 

Differences 
The major difference between the two versions 
is the system requirements. Wordworth 5 
requires a hard drive or two floppies with 3Mb 
of free RAM, while 5 SE works on a single 
floppy system with only 2Mb of free RAM. In 
practice, two floppy drives are really a minimum 
for even the SE version, never mind the full 

Morduorth 5SE I 19% hyta International 
:  untitled 1 ED O 
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Left: The Text Effects (TM) 
allow you to add manic 
effects to the page easily. 
Below: Simply enter the text 
and choose the effect - 
either pre-defined or from 
the list supplied. 

Amiga Sho| 

Fron Left: 8.59 in Fron Top: IM in Cotum 1 Page 1 
Eft jftlli Po»1   

product. Which comes down to the fact that 
Wordworth is a professional level program and 
you cannot expect it to run on a minimum spec 
machine. If you are serious enough to want the 
advantages of 24-bit graphics, style sheets, font 
effects and the like, then what are you doing 
without a hard drive? The same goes for 
memory. Putting together a magazine requires 
machines with over 32Mb of RAM. Now some 
of that is down to huge system requirements 
and some to large document size, that most 
users won't need, but there's no escaping the 
fact that 2Mb is not enough. 

With all that said, I'm sure there are people 
with standard A1200s who want the power of 
Wordworth 5. If I haven't convinced you to 
upgrade your hardware or your bank manager 
simply won't let you, then SE is the compromise 
for you. It offers the majority of the features that 
you are likely to need. 

The Text Effects and Style Sheets, which 
are two of the main features from 5, are here in 
full. Text Effects allow you to create stunning 
shapes like word spirals, while Style Sheets 
allow you to set up parameters for fonts, 

I UoroWth 5SE I t9% hyta International 
untitled 1 

Right: The Style 
Sheets are still 

available in this 

Shannon Book 
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Left: Fonts can be adjusted in many ways: size, kerning, 
width, colour, background and style. 

paragraphs and tabs to drop onto text instantly 
rather than redlining them each time. 

Cut backs 
The Special Edition also allows you to import 
24-bit IFFs, but doesn't support other file 
formats like GIF, PCX or TIFF which the full 
version does. Neither is there any ARexx 
support, although I can't say I missed it. In fact, I 
can't really see how you could make use of it on 
a floppy based system. More importantly, the 
font support is pruned in the SE version. You 
don't get the 50 scalable fonts that come free 
with version 5 and it can't use all the different 
font types that 5 can. 

When using SE, although you might not 
miss any of the features, you will find you are 
being let down by the constraints of your 
system. Running from floppy disks, the machine 
constantly accesses the drive to get font 
information and changing the fonts or setting up 
and using Style Sheets becomes extremely 
time consuming. 

It keeps coming back to the inescapable 
conclusion that Wordworth 5 SE is a damn fine 
product, but that you've got to have adequate 
hardware. Yes, it is technically possible to run it 
from floppy, but you have to have the patience 
of an angel. Perhaps, I'm just too used to a hard 
drive now and maybe dedicated floppy users are 
well accustomed to waiting for disk access. If 
that's the case then SE is for you. If, however, 
you are drawn to SE rather than the full 5 
because of the price difference, thinking that 
you don't need the extra features, then I'd 
recommend that you take advantage of one of 
the numerous upgrade offers Digita have run in 
many magazines (including AS63) which will let 
you get it for less than the RRP of SE! ■ 

Wordworth 5SE  
Price: £39.99 (but see above)   

Supplier: Di; i 
Contact: 01395 270273 

Verdict: 89% 
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Darren Irvine ShopperReview 

Has Zeus got what it takes to 

make it as the future of BBS 

software? Darren Irvine takes 

a good look. 

In the past, BBS software has been 
largely preconfigured, and the 
SysOp was only allowed a very 
limited degree of freedom to decide 
on the way in which the board 

would operate. Sure, you could change the 
menus and, of course, it was up to the 
SysOp to determine file and message 
areas, but the overall feel was the same 
with every board running a particular piece 
of BBS software. 

Zeus has taken a totally different approach 
from these older structured systems. Everything 
about Zeus is SysOp definable, with the whole 
shebang controlled with useful and familiar 
ARexx scripts. Everything about Zeus has been 
given a modular approach, so that you can run 
whichever bits of the system that you need at a 
particular time. 

One Step Forward 
Apart from its novel approach to the overall 
design and function of the board, Zeus also 
offers built-in support for just about everything 
you could want in addition to normal BB S 
operations. From full Fidonet support, to 

ZMM Bulletin Board System (c) IM2- 1995 Ala* May & Nick Loman 
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Left: The modular 
approach to Zeus' 
display meant it looks 
very different from other 
BBS systems. 

Below: Adding 
message areas of all 
types is extremely 
simple with Zeus. 

built-in gating for Internet Email and Usenet 
newsgroups - Zeus has it all. 

As if this wasn't enough, Zeus also has a 
completely new concept for Bulletin Boards in 
the form of its ZAPP system. This is a BBS 
equivalent of the Internet HTTP system for 
transferring World Wide Web pages, and it 
enables the BBS users to have their own Web 
Page on the BBS, which can be displayed with 
a standard Amiga Web browser (Aweb. 
Voyager, and so on). 

This is an exciting step for BBS systems, 
because to a certain extent it removes one of 
the arguments in the continual "My network is 
better than your network" debate between 
Fidonet and Internet aficionados - that is, that 
the Internet is inherently better simply because it 
has pictures. In theory, you could use this Zap 

Left: Installation of 
Zeus is fairly 
straightforward, and 
the result is a set of 
very nicely designed 
icons. 

Below: As well having a comprehensive 
collection of options, the user editor is also very 
dear and straightforward to use. 

Above: Zeus initially comes with an existing 
BBS setup (the WedlockBBS In Sweden) and 
you can use this as a starting point for 
designing your own board. 
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system to make your entire board run as if it 
were a series of Web pages. 

How Zeus Compares 
There are a number of other BBS systems 
available for the Amiga, but only two stand out 
as being any sort of competition for Zeus, and 
both of these have their flaws. Firstly, Xenolink. 
The development of this system has changed 
hands completely, thus its development has 
slowed down considerably, as the new team try 
to get to grips with the task of changing and 
improving someone else's source code. Zeus 
already has all the existing features of Xenolink, 
and more besides. 

The other contender is Excelsior. This is a 
largely pre-configured system, and its userbase 
is dwindling - many Excelsior SysOps are 
already opting for the flexibility of Zeus, and the 
consensus of opinion at the recent World Of 
Amiga Show is that Zeus is the way forward for 
BBS software. 

In operation, the sheer configurability and 
flexibility of the Zeus script system means that if 
there's something Zeus can't do, you can write 
a script to make it do so. But because of this 
flexibility, Zeus is definitely aimed at the first time 
SysOp who has played around with MAX's BBS 
and decided they want a real board. 

You'll also need fairly extensive ARexx 
knowledge to get the most from the Zeus 
scripting system. Zeus still has a few bugs, 
mostly in the area of the Fidonet Mailer, but the 
development team are confident that they can 
sort these out. So, if you're looking for a high 
specced BBS system, and you've already got a 
certain amount of BBS experience, Zeus is 
definitely the package for you. ■ 

Zeus BBS   
£99 

Supplier: Zeus Developments 
Contact: 01273 474352 ~~ 

Verdict: 90% Mar buy 
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ShopperReview £V^jp| CD-ROMs Nick Veitch 

out 

Another basketful of CD-ROM 

releases fall under the watchful 

gaze of Nick Veitch. 

very month more and more 
CDs are released, making it 
the fastest growing sector of 
the Amiga market This time 
we'll be taking a look at 

three very different and unusual releases. 

1078 Weird Textures 
Well, they're not lying, TTiese are rather weird 
textures, and there are 1078 of them. Stored in 
a variety of formats (GIF, JPEG and IFF 
amongst others) these images are all designed 

to tessellate - i.e. they can be endlessly 
repeated with no apparent seam. 

This would maks them ideal 
for some raytracing 

applications, if 
only the 

textures were 
just a bit more 

normal 
Accompanying 

the CD is a rather 
attractively produced 

24 page booklet with 
thumbnails of all the 

images, so you don't have 
to wade through them all 

to find one you like. All the 
images are 256x256, which 

is the unofficial standard for 
tessellation maps, but doesn't 

really make it easier if you want to use 
them for something else. 
While this collection of images can't be 

faulted on a technical or organisational level, 
most of the images are very strange and 
wouldn't suit many traditional texture 
applications such as backdrops for multimedia, 
or surfaces for rendering - unless of course, you 
wanted to make some very strange animations. 
The pictures here are best described as a series 
of visual representations detailing the thought 
patterns of people who have listened to too 
much rave music, 

1078 Weird Textures 
Price: £9,99  

Suppler: Ground Zero Software  
Contact: 0117 9076733 

Verdict: 72% 
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Just some of the 
unusual backdrops you 
could have on your 
Workbench screen. 

Magic Workbench 
Enhancer 

Well, you aren't expecting to find anything on 
here that will radically alter the way you live 
you're life are you? Goodr because you won't 
find it. You may find something that will change 
the way you look at your Amiga though, because 
this disc is crammed with all sorts of icons, 
backdrop patterns and utilities to support the 
rather excellent looking Magic Workbench, 

As it would be a little difficult to fill an entire 
disc with different marbled textures, you will also 
find a huge array of Workbench utilities, hacks 
and tools, some of which follow the general 
Magic WB theme (like Iconian) and some of 
which don't (like the latest version of Term). 

Strangely a lot of the good pictures are 
hidden away in archives, and the organisation of 
some bits of the disc leave a bit to be desired. A 
thumbnail index for the pictures, and perhaps 
even the icons, would have been a great help. 

Overall, there is a lot of fun to be had with 
all the icons and pictures, and certainly after a 
few days with this disc1 your Workbench will be 
unrecognisable. 

Magic WB Enhancer 
Price: £1799  

Sappier: Epic Marketing  
Contact: 01793 514188 

Verdict: 86% 

Scene Storm 
This is not, as Graeme first suspected, a huge 
collection of Lightwave scenes, but it will cause 
a considerable amount of excitement amongst 
fans of the demo scene. 

Amongst lots of other things you will find 
loads of disk magazines, slideshows, reports 
and demos from dozens of demo parties which 
have taken place throughout the world. Of 
course, there are also plenty of other demos 
here, loads of sound modules and even some 
useful source code 

One of the more bizarre items is a small 
collection of UFO pictures and text files, and I 
have to confess that after seeing them, I am 
convinced. Not in the existence of alien life 
forms, just convinced that there are a lot of very 
strange people around. I'm sorry, but aliens who 
travelled the stars in super-tech spacecraft 
would not have zip-up spacesuits - not with sad 
loop tags anyway. 

But back to the demos. There is an 
impressive collection, and although some of 
them do not, as claimed, run directly from the 
disc, most that don't are worth the effort of 
installing onto disk anyway. 

It is a bit of a shame that, for example, the 
main assign script asks for some strange volume 
and some of the icons don't seem to have been 
set up properly, but all in all, there is a lot for 
demo fans here, ■ 

Scene Storm  
Price: £19,99 

SijjpBtr: Active Software  
Contact: 01325 352260 

Verdict: 80% 

The Scene Storm 
CD contains toads 
of demos, sounds, 
diskmags and 
some great 
pictures too. 
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Phase 1, 2 and 3 
E. M .Computergraphic s 
excellent CDs are full of 

fonts, clipart and 
images. Save £4 
off each CD or 
£15 when you 
buv all three! 

AMOS Pro Compiler 2 

we pave u a 

Speed up your AMOS 
programming with the AMOS 
Pro Compiler 2 from 
Europress, which Fl 
Licence ware have re-released 
for a limited period. If you 
warn to kin »\\ more about the 
program, we ran a r eview of it 
in the April 1996 issue, where 

respectable 87 per cent. 

Description AMOS Pro Compiler 2 
AS price £14.93 
Order code AS/AM /I 
Special subscribers poce £13.99 

Mini Office 
A collection of 
database, spreadsheet. 
graphics and woi d 
processor programs 
from Europress that 
you shouldn't be 
without. It can be especially useful if you 
are planning to set up a small business. 

Description Mini Office 
AS price £24.99 
Order code CB95 
Special subscribers price £22.99 

Description Phase 1, 2 and 3 
AS price Pack ol inree £59.99 (RRP £75) 

(AS price Per CD £21.99 (RRP £24.99) 
Order code AS/PH/1 
Special subscribers pnee Pacfc of three £56.99 
Special subscribers pnee Per CD £19,99 

Mega Mouse 2 and 
scanning pad 
Broken your mouse? Why not replace it with 
the Mega Mouse 2, And our new pad will 
help make your scanning a doddle. 

Description Mega Mouse 2/scanning pad 
AS pnee Mega Mouse £8.50 
Special subscribers price Mega Mouse 2 £7.99 
AS pnee Scanning pad £6.99 
Special subscribers price Scanning pad £6.50 
AS price Mega Mouse 2 and scanning pad £14.93 
Special subs pnee     Mega Mouse 2 and scanning pad £14.20 
Order code Mega Mouse 2 AFMM02 
Order code Scanning pad AF5P02 

TUrbotech Clock Cartridge 
Your Amiga will always know what day it is with this handy device - 
even when it's switched off! Once the software is installed, boot up 

ami the time 
and date are already set. 
Fits into the disk drive 
port (or on the back of 
your second drive). 

Description Turbotecti Clock Cartridge 
RRP £19.99 
AS price £17.99 
Order code ASCLO 
Special subscribers pfice £16.99 

Amiga Shopper reader offer order form 

Amiga Shopper back issues 
• Up to issue 46, back issues are £3 each (ones with Coverdisks are £4 
each). Back issues from issue 47 onwards are all £5 each. 
• Prices are per copy and include postage and packing. 
• Do not send cash through the post with your mail orders. 
• Please make all cheques payable to: Future Publishing Limited. 

□ 47   D48   D49       50        51       ] 52   □ 53 54 
□ S5  OSS   DS7   DsS    I] 59   □ 61   □ 62   □ 63 
Amiga Shopper mail order 

Name 
Address 

ues 

Don ft despair if you missed an 

issue of your favourite Amiga 

magazine. Just fill in the coupon 

below or call our special order 

hotline on ™ 01225 822511 

63 
Our experts give you the 
lowdown on both 2D 
and 3D animation and 
take you, step-by-step, 
through creating 
credible animations as 
well as rating all the 
software. There's also 
a guide to DTV and the 
Amiga for all levels. 
The Coverdisks have a 
usable version of 
Word worth 5 and 
much more. £5 

61 
The essential guide to 
souping up your 
Amiga; an interview 
with Amiga 
Technologies; games 
creation feature; 
loads of reviews, 
Including, the Canon 
BJC-610 and the 
Four Square drive; 
plus the start of our 
Hi Soft BASIC 2 
tutorial. £5 

AMS64 

Post Code 
Phone Number .  
Customers outside the UK add £4,00 for overseas delivery. 
Method of payment    Access      Visa Cheque 
Please make cheques payable to: Future Publishing Limited, 
All prices include posting, packing and VAT* 
Credit Card no 

PO 

Description Price Order Code4 

£ 
£ 
Total order £ 

r 

"SUBSCRIBERS: Please place a Q before each order code. 
Tick here if you don't want to receive special offers from other 

specially-selected companies. 

Expiry Date      I    I     I    I I 
Send form to: Amiga Shopper, Future Publishing Ltd, FREE POST 

(BS4900), Somerton, Somerset TA11 6BR 
Do not send cash. Use the methods of payment listed above. EEC 
customers registered for VAT, please quote your registration number: 
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Turn your excess equipment into cash, or find a true bargain. Sell, buy, swap, exchange... no matter 

what your intentions are, these are the only pages that reach the truly devoted Amiga users. 

FOR SALE 

• Ami-File Safe user v2.2, boxed. 
£18; Syncro Copier, £8; 80+ 
magazines with over 120 Coverdisks, 
including Imagine, DOpus, etc., £28; 
Games and CDs for sale, including 
Liberation. Phone John 
u 01908 691439. 
• Amiga 1200, £200; 030 8Mb 
accelerator, £285; Citizen 24-pin 
colour printer, £90; three external 
drives, internal and external h/d. Vidi-12, 
plus much more. Please call 
» 0956 558024. 
• PagaSetter 2 manual, £6; DTV 
Video Vol. 1, Vol. 2 and multimedia 
video, all three. £25; 14-inch monitor 
stand, new, £10, boxed. Douglas 
Kilpatrick, 72 Victoria Street, Dyce, 
Aberdeen AB2 0EE. 
• A4000, 1Mb Chip, 4Mb Fast RAM, 
420Mb hard drive, stereo colour 
monitor, games, etc., £1,000 ono. 
Phone ^ 01427 615584. 
• Amiga Tower 500 upgrade, 
GVP. 40MHz, 040 card, 4Mb RAM, 
52Mb Quantum drive, 1Mb Chip RAM. 
loads of software. Offers. 27-mch 
monitor. Offers. Call Andrew 
tr 01895 834413 or tr 0374 493493. 
• Amiga CD32 with Network CD 2 
and cable plus 14 games, Multimedia 
Toolkit, encyclopedia, two joypads, five 
cover CDs. £175 Offers considered. 
Call Tom *r 01296 688048 after 
4.30pm. 
• CBM1942 monitor, £175; 
MBX1 200 Co-proc + 8Mb RAM, 
£200; Vidi 24RT and Take 2, £160; 
ImageFX (1.5), £95; Audio Engineer, 
£50; some games, software, AMOS at 
various prices. All boxes and manuals. 
Call = 0181 300 7431. 
• 2Mb A500+, A1 condition, boxed 
with manuals, including utilities, games, 
joysticks, 30+ magazines, dust cover 
and disc box, £170 ono. Call » 0181 
289 0214 {Bromley), evenings only. 
• Amiga 1942 monitor, still boxed 
with manual, drivers disk and adaptor. 
Very little use, in mint condition, £195. 
Call (Swansea) = 01792 459044. 
• 4Mb PCMCIA Fast RAM (for 
A600 or A1200). eilher £100 or swap 
for hardware (possibly an accelerator). 
Offers? Paul at 45 Earldom Drive, 
Bumgreave, Sheffield S4 7GB. 
Possibly other software or hardware 
considered, 
• A1200, 50MHz, 6BO30 FPU, 
MMU, 420HD. 10Mb RAM, M1438S 

monitor, Epson GT6500 scanner, 
Imagine 3, AdPro, Brilliance. All boxed, 
manuals and loads more. Quick sale 
£800. tr 0956 652126, will call back. 
• RAM for sale. 72 pm SIMMs, 4Mb. 
£60; 8Mb. £1 20 plus PAR Phone 
Gordon on tr 01928 714651, or after 
6pm on n 01928 771483. No time 
wasters please and no offers 
• Panasonic KXP2135 printer, 
spare ribbon, £100; Viper accelerator 
28MHz. 4Mb RAM, as new, £170; 12- 
inch multisync monitor, £100. Phone 
Chris on* 01743 356430. 
• Star LC20O colour printer, 
uprated chip, printer driver, ribbons, 
little use, as new. printer stand, £100. 
tt 01443 203022. 
• A600, 2Mb with Transwrile, Pmball 
Dreams and Lemmings, Will sell for 
£200 ono. Bargain! Buyer collects. 
Phone Darren on « 01703 327067 
after 7pm. Also various other software 
for sale. 
• Amiga 1200, 549Mb hard drive, 
14-inch Microvitec colour monitor and 
stereo speakers, Blizzard 1 220/4 turbo 
memory board, external disk drive, three 
mice, two joysticks, serious software, 
games, demos, books, utilities. Over 
200 magazine Coverdisks. Worth over 
£1,200, sell for £900, Call Matthew on 
tr 01234 271022. 
• Amiga 1200 with colour monitor, 
printer and second disk drive, loads of 
games magazines and Easy AMOS, 
£350 ono. Call tr 01252 659494. 
• Amiga 500+, 2Mb. WB 2.1, 
modulator, mouse, PSU, Workstation, 
GVP530 Turbo, 40MHz accelerator, 
120Mb HD, DPamt 3, Final Writer 3, 
Penpal discs, mint condition, boxed, 
£350. tr 01443 203022. 
• Supra fax modem for sale, v32 
bis, 14.4kbits/sec, £70. Phone Mario 
on w 01 203 386947, evenings. 
m Overdrive external hard drive 
for Amiga 1 200/600, plus lots of PD 
software, 250Mb, £160. 
• 01703 841952. 
• Emplant BASIC with E5B60X PC 
module including BIOS £180. Also 
various CDs, games and serious 
software. Write for list. Contact Martin 
McKenzie, 2 Wardie Road, 
Easterhouse, Glasgow G33 4NP. 
• Power PC 1204. 4Mb RAM 
expansion, £50. Call Phyllis w 01349 
882909, evenings. 
• Apollo 1230 Lite accelerator with 
4Mb, 28MHz 030 and FPU, plus SCSI* 
2 controller on board, £200. Hawk 

Trapdoor 4Mb expansion, £130. Both 
boxed. Phone Keith « 01689 673979. 
after 7pm. 
• A50O+ 2Mb RAM, Cartoon 
Classics, onginal software, only used 
once tr\ two years, everything perfectly 
wrapped and boxed, pristine condition, 
selling because moving abroad. 
Telephone * 0141 776 1070 ask for 
John Bass. 
« Amiga 4000/040, 6Mb RAM. 
270Mb H/D full of games and utilities, 
extra internal HD disk dnve, quad- 
speed CD-ROM, boxed, manuals, keys, 
as new, £1,199 TT 0181 679 8988. 
• A120O, 50MHz, 58030 + MMU, 
6Mb 32-bit RAM. FPU slot, spare 
SIMM slot, 250Mb internal HD (plus 
loads of software). Very good condition. 
Goliath PSU. Worth £1,100+, sell for 
£650 ono. Phil = 0121 449 6975 
E-mail:px b@cs. bham.ac. u k. 
• Amiga 124 Commodore 10845 
monitor, boxed, manuals, leads, disks, 
keyboard. £850. *r 01726 70506. 
• Amiga Video Backup v. 3.0 and 
v1.5, store 150 disks to tape or back 
up HD, £25 P&P free, 
tr 0161 790 0962, 
• A1200, 120Mb HD, still under 
warranty. Viper 68030 28MH?, 6Mb 
RAM, 68882 FPU. games, software, 
books, computer desk. Excellent 
condition. Worth over £1,100. bargain 
£500. Phone Rich on 
*0121 444 7605. 
• A1200, only £199 post free, or 
£250 with 2.5-inch 120Mb hard drive, 
at 01964 543592. Also Datel Micro 
MIDI cable, Music-X, £25. Boxed 
games (WB1.3), 10 for £25. 
• Music! Datel Micro MIDI, plus 
cable, Music-X, disks and manual. £25. 
tr 01964 543592. 10 WB3.1 + boxed 
games, £25; 200 disks (used). £199 = 
A1200, Wordworth, games, PPaint, etc. 
• Imagine 4, brilliant! £75, save 25 
per cent. Also LW3D at a bargain price. 
Call » 01405 860798. 
• Accelerator, GVP A1230 II, 
40MHz 66030, 4Mb GVP RAM, £200. 
Zappo CD-ROM drive, dual speed, 
three CDs, £90. Phone Paul « 01923 
462008, or E-mail 
pawar@moose.co.uk. 
• Amiga 500 with WB3.0, GVP 
HD8+, 120Mb hard drive, 4Mb RAM 
and 240C Citizen colour printer, £200 
the lot. Call • 0141 639 1 268, ask for 
John. 
• Amiga A1200, 200Mb HD. 
50MHz 030. 6Mb RAM, Goliath power 

supply, stereo colour monitor, original 
software, includes Datastore. Sim City 
2000, £675 ono, Phil on Sheffield 
rt 0114 268 3393. 
• Alfa power A500 or A500+ 
controller with 425Mb, 3.5-incb drive, 
much software, pre installed, boxed 
with manual and installation disk, £180. 
Phone « 01762 344641. ask for Bill 
• Warp Engine lor all 4000s, 3-4* 
faster memory, four SIMM sockets, very 
fast SCSI-2 interface, complete fan. 
SCSI lead, manual, software, only 
£549 with, 8Mb £449 without. 
^0181 679 8988 
• Amiga 1200 with two disk boxes 
full of games, also three joysticks, 
£250. Call • (Lincoln) 575242 
• Wordworth 3 word processor with 
many scalable fonts. Boxed, in excellent 
condition Needs WB2, 2Mb and HD. 
or two floppies. £25 ono. Phone 
• 01361 810268, 
• Amiga 1200, 540Mb HD. 
Microvitec 1436 colour monitor, 
speakers, Blizzard, 4Mb second disk 
drive. Citizen Swift 200C colour printer, 
games, demos, books, utilities, three 
mice, two joysticks, over 200 
Coverdisks. Worth over £1,300, sell for 
£900 Phone tr 01234 271022. 
• Magazine Coverdisks for sale or 
swap. AF, AC, AS, AUI. CU Amiga, AP, 
Amiga Action. Used DS/DD (old 
Coverdisks, old software, PD disks). 
Offers please, David tr 01904 624637, 
• Amitek external floppy drive 
£25; A1200 PSU (lightweight), £20; 
Amiga to SCART lead, £5; SCART 
switch box (two-way), £10; RF lead (no 
audio), £5. Phone David on 
tr 01904 624637 
• A1500, 8Mb RAM, 030, 2Mb 
Picasso, 2x 120Mb hard drives. 1084 
monitor, Star printer, loads of software, 
especially Imagine, objects, textures, 
etc .. £700 ono. Call Chris after 7pm. 
tr 01509 646716. 
• DTV software: WJeotitler 3D plus 
Lights! Camera! Action" Presentation, 
original disks and manuals, £15: TV 
Text Pro magazine disks official manual, 
£5, plus P4P. Call George Aldndge on 
a 01573 224632 anytime. 
SIMMs, 72-pin, 4x1 Mb, £60 for four. 
Phone « 01265 321404 any time. 
m Amiga 500+ 1 Mb RAM. some 
software, £80 ono. Call Ian 
tr 01753 662426 
• SCSI CD-ROM, Toshiba model, 
4101B internal, two-speed with audio 
output, as new, two available, 1200 
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compatible, £50 each plus £5 COD 
KS2.04 upgrade chip, £1 5 plus COD. 
» 01782 334827. 
• Amiga 4000/040 2+4Mb 
Microvitec 1440, 28MHz Warp Engine, 
1 0Gb SCSI-2 HD, 4xspeed Toshiba 
SCSI-2 CD-ROM, Picasso II, wave 
tools, 16-bit sampler, cost £4,000+, 
sell for £1,900. Call    01844 21 2325. 
• Complete DTV system: A1200 
HD, Rendale 8802FMC genlock, 
Rocgen RGB Chromakey Scala 500, 
quality titling software, DPaint Vidi 1 2 
video digitiser, Music-X MIDI 
sequencer, £500. * 0171 278 3572. 
• Amiga 1200, 4Mb RAM exp.. 
50MHz FPU, 420Mb HD. 24-pin colour 
printer, modem, games, software, 
accessories, etc. Only £700. Phone « 
0141 563 2521, ask for Pally. 
• Amiga 1200, 175Mb drive, colour 
monitor, games and office software 
disks, disks all boxed, all cables, 
manuals, handheld grey/scale scanner 
Commodore 64/128 transfer system,. 
£305 ono.    01582 595467, evenings 
or weekend. 
• Citizen 24-pin colour option dot 
matrix printer, suit Amiga or PC, all 
cables and manuals. £175 ono. » 
01582 595467, evenings or weekend. 
• Amiga 40O0/03O, 6Mb RAM, 
40MHz FPU, 250Mb HD, 1942 
monitor, Opalvision 24-bit board, 
£1,100 ono. Call » 01763 208032. 
• 40OO 040, 340Mb HO, Microvitec 
1438 14Mb RAM, PageStream 3, 
AMOS, Devpac 3, Blitz v2, Multiface 
card, extra fast port for printer, games, 
books, disks, b/w scanner, £2,000 ono. 
Nicholas ■ 01709 700255. 
• Memory for Amiga 500, 2Mb 
unit with thru port and disabling switch. 
Plugs into side expansion port. Perfect 
condition, £50. » 01 536 513406 
(Northants). 
• Hllsea Udo £9.99, Sim City 2000 
£15, AMOS Pro £15. Gloom £12, 
Roadkill AG A £10, Tornado AGA £10. 
Contact Dave Hogben at 128 Gaston 
Way, Shepperton, Middx. TW17 8ES. 
• A1500, WB2.05, GVP 030 qilh 

5Mbs Fast RAM, sngle speed internal 
CD-ROM drive, 170Mb hard drive. 
Power 1.7Mb internal high density 
floppy. £45 ono. Also software for sale. 
Call Chris ■ 01260 276866. 

WANTED 
• A1200 with HD. Will trade PC 
games - loads of new CD-ROMs! Call 
Mark on * 0117 968 4481. 
• Amiga CDs and hardware. 
Please send lists and prices to: 
B. Goodwin, 6 Peter Street, 
Whitehaven. Cumbria CA28 7QB. 
• Roland TB-303, Novation 
Bassstation and other ""Acid" type 
samples (IFF) needed. Also any MED 
(Octa) modules. Cheers! Postage paid 
and all disks returned, Barry Best, 91a 
Plungington Road, Preston, Lancashire 
PR1 7UE. 
• AMOS contacts, for new user- 
group. Friendly, experienced advice for 
beginners to experts. To swap 
programs and ideas. Contact Will, 52 
Samt Oswalds Road, York YQ1 4PF. 
• Keyboard for A40O0, no A3000 
keyboards- must be white and in 
perfect condition. Can P/X my A3000 
keyboard if required. Phone Dave on « 
01 253 595300, or -a 01 253 691082. 
• I'm looking for RPGs, 
adventures, wargames, even old ones. 
In particular SSI's AD&D series (Pool 
Of Radiance, etc.). Send list to; Andrea 
Campanim, Via Fratelli Rosselli, 45, 
47100 Fori., Italy, 
• GVP A530 HD/accelerator wanted 
Any spec, any condition, even broken1 

Call Kerth on * 01567 820816 now! 
• Wanted: Workbench 3.0 OS. Write 
to; Marcus Lord, 60 Bedford Avenue, 
High Crompton. Shaw, Oldham, Lanes. 
OL2 7DW. » 01706 840116 between 
5pm-6pm. All week. 
• Wanted: Powerscan 4 colour, or 
Epson II at bed, Pro Grab 24RT and must 
be latest version, A1200 Blizzard 030 
accelerator, with or without RAM. Call 
Paul before 5pm on * 01 13 255 5585 
• A2000/3000MOOO keyboard, 
reasonable price paid. Any condition 

Warning 

No trade advertising will be 
accepted for this section. 
Some people are still trying to 
sneak them in and we will 
weed out any we find. This 
includes PD advertising. 

We will also remove any 
that appear of dubious 
legality. Pirated software is 
illegal and sales within these 
pages will not be tolerated. 

Please do not attempt to 
abuse this reader service. 

considered. « 01 203 675299. 
• Wanted: ADI Junior reading 4/5 
6/7. Please write to: Randall, 107 
Homhill Road, Maple Cross, 
Rickmansworth, Herts WD3 2TG. 
• A3640 040 daughterboard to 
upgrade 4000/030 to 040CPU. Cash 
waiting for your chance 1o upgrade. 
Call David « 01247 274408. 
• Amiga 500 users from anywhere 
as contacts or would sell or swap. Lend 
me an operating manual for the Zappo 
SCSI 3 5-inch 

PERSONAL 
• Pen tri soft, the programmers' user 
group. Advice, contacts, distribution for 
all languages, at all levels. Free 
membership. Write to: Mark Harman, 
3 Highlea Close, St. Leonards-On-Sea, 
East Sussex TN37 7SS. 
• Imagine BBST bringing you the 
best in Amiga software 24 hours a day! 
28K, IT 01772 4351 50. Over 1,000 
files on-line, mail networks, games. 
Don't delay, call today! 
• Amiga contacts wanted. PD, 
swapping, etc, Contact Steven. 225 
Trowell Road. Wollalon, Notts 
NG8 2EP. 
0 Pen pals wanted to swap games, 
software and tips for Amiga 1200. 
Send your lists to: Zoe Green, 35 

Constantine Place, Baldoek, 
Hertfordshire SG7 6ST 
• Want to get more from Blitz 
BASIC? Write to: Blitz, M. Tillet. 27 
Hillside Avenue, Worlingham, Beccles. 
Suffolk NR34 7AJ. Monthly magazine 
printed on paper. 

FANZINES/BBSs 
• Guru medication, BBSI, Fido, 
Aminet, Over 1,000+ files on-line. 
Speeds up to 14,400. Fido points 
available free of charge. Call w 0181 
401 2502. 24 hours. Node 2 from 
May 1996, 
• Visions. A new S F/fantasy/horror 
fanzine (printed) needs fiction and 
artwork for issue one. Send S.A.E. for 
full details to: S. Kennedy, 41 Larwood, 
Worksop, Notts S81 0HH. 
• No Limits BBS 01293 413668, 
v34+, 1.2Gb. Xendrix Pro software, 
very friendly SysOp, free call to other 
Eurobell subscribers, complete Fidonet 
backbone, many other networks, perfect 
for points. Binarynet HQ! 
• Echoes BBS. Camberley, Fidonet, 
Sportsnet, plus many more. Always the 
latest Aminet CD-ROM online. Free 
pointing all networks, Xenolink Pro 
software, friendly, helpful SysOp, All 
welcome, 24 hours 01276 62099. 
• Entity is a new diskmag that aims to 
keep Amiga alive by getting you 
creating. Issue one and two ready. 
Contact: Jono, 25 Denness Place, 
Llandudno LL30 2UX, for more info. 
• New Amiga diskmag. £2 for two 
disks on AMOS, Imagine, PD and more, 
Jono, 25 Denness Race, Uandudno, 
Gwynedd. Wales LL30 2UX. 
• Mogsy's BBS. Contact Anthony 
Morris on *r 01772 496590. Amiga 
only! Over 1,000 files on-line and CDs 
to choose from! Speeds 2400 to 
28,800. 24 hours. Call today' 
• Black Magic BBS. Online 
midnight till breakfast. 14400. full 
graphic {IFF) adventure game with 
sound. Online soon! It's a new BBS so 
spread the word, w 01482 473456 ■ 

Sell your used hardware and software in Amiga Shopper... for free! AS64 

The editor reserves the right to refuse or amend ads. We accept no responsibility for typographical errors or fosses 
arising from the use of this service. Trade ads will not be accepted, including PD advertising. 

Name:  

Address; (Not for publication). 
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Date 
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ShopperAnswers Q&A David Taylor 

Views on video 
I'd like to put some intros. demos 
and parts of games onto video. I've 
tried to connect my Philips' 
monitor cable with SCART 
connection into my VHS VCR, 

without results. Can I connect my A2000 
directly to my VCR? If so, what is the wiring 
diagram to ensure I have sound and vision? 

R. Danker, 
Hansweert, Holland 

Mono output, modulator, genlock (plus sound 
o/ps). You can connect an A2000 directly to 
your VCR but you 'II only get a mono picture 
because the only video output you can connect 
from is the A2000's composite video output. 
Although the Amiga has an RGB output, and 
your SCART wiring diagram shows it has RGB 
connections, your VCR will still be incapable of 
recording it. It is better to connect a modulator 
or genlock to the Amiga's RGB port. Both a 

genlock and a modulator will convert the 
Amiga's RGB video output into a signal which 
can be recorded by your VCR. A modulator will 
also have an audio output, but if you use a 
genlock you'll need to connect the Amiga's 
audio outputs and the VCR as well. Genlocks 
usually offer better output quality and more 
features (graphics superimposition over video, 
etc) than modulators but are more expensive. 
But a modulator may be all that's needed. 

Some demos may not transfer to video as 
they can sometimes illegally affect the Amiga's 
internal video hardware to achieve their effects. 

Gary 

That syncing feeling 
Every time I boot my A1200 with 
the newly acquired monitor, a 
Taxan 580 Plus, switched on I 
receive no picture at the end of 
the startup-sequence. I have to 

switch off the monitor manually and then back 

The experts at hand to help you. 

Whenever you try 

out something 

different with your 

Amiga, or buy a 

new piece of kit, 

you might come 

across problems that you don't 

know how to solve. That's 

what these pages are here for 

- to guide you through your 

difficulties and get you using 

and enjoying your machine to 

the full. We've got a great 

group of experts to hand with 

their own in-depth knowledge 

in special Amiga areas. So put 

them to the test, and send 

your queries in. 

Paul Overaa is our 
Operating Systems 
programming expert. He 
has written several books, 
including: Mastering Amiga 
Assembler, Mastering 
Amiga ARexx and 
Mastering Amiga C. When 

he's not drinking red wine or wind surfing, 
Paul can be found making music and 
designing programs on his Amiga. 

Gary Whiteley is our expert 
on video and graphics. He 
regularly produces work for 
t iInis and TV. Gary has also 
written several books on his 
favourite subjects - among 
them is Amiga 
Desktop Video, published 

by Future Publishing (call « 01225 822511 to 
order a copy). Gary also regularly reviews 
new products for Amiga Shopper. 

on again to get a picture. And the same thing 
happens every time I reboot. I have tried altering 
the screen mode preference settings and then 
rebooting - all to no avail. I have also tried the 
Power Computing VGA adaptor pin 
assignments and all the wires seem to be 
soldered well and in their correct places. I also 
checked the connection of the pins. 

David Perry, 
Stoke on Trent 

When the Amiga is switched on and in the 
process of booting up, it is by default sending 
out a PAL signal. This 15kHz signal seems to 
be confusing the monitor to the extent that even 
when a more friendly video signal comes along 
it cannot re-sync and display an image. Instead 
it needs to be started from scratch. This is one 
of those "features" which you'll sadly have to 
live with. If you had a big box Amiga and not 
an A1200, the video output from a graphics 
card, flicker-fixer or scandoubler card would 

John Kennedy is our 
hardware and music expert. 
He has written Supei tests 
and features alike for 
Amiga Shopper in the past 
- this month he's put 
together the accelerator's 
Supertest starting on page 

16. He's also teaching everything you need to 
know about CanDo on page 46. and he 
previews a brand new program - Octamed 
Studio - on page 25. 

Larry Hickmott is our DTP 
and word processing 
expert. He produces his 
own DTP magazine called 
Em and has written several 
books, including 71M 
Wordworth Companion for 
Digita and Future 

Publishings books division. 
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solve the problem (albeit in an expensive way). 
But there isn't a lot you can do except to get 
into the habit of switching on the monitor after 
the Amiga has finished booting. You may want 
to experiment with a utility program such as 
PicBoot which displays a picture early on in the 
startup-sequence: this might reduce the time 
you spend waiting. Check also that you have 
the VGAOnly driver present in the Workbench 
drawer "Monitors" (it is inside "Devs"). 

John 

DesignJet for The Amiga 
I want to buy two Hewlett-Packard 
plotters, the DesignJet 230 and 
the DesignJet 250C. But I cannot 
find a Workbench printer driver for 
this printer and Hewlett-Packard 

were unable to help me. I also tried to get help 
from some PD libraries without luck. 

Paul Grey 
Swansea 

/ checked out an Aminet site in the UK, then a 
list of printers supported by a popular printing 
enhancement package and also various other 
printer driver disks. On none of these is a 
DesignJet driver. That isn't to say one doesn't 

JSLCLEL/ri.ri.r 

I 

ProDraw 3 is the only program I know of that 
supports Hewlett-Packard plotters. Maybe other 
readers can fill us in on other Amiga programs 
that have this option? 

exist as someone may have produced one but 
not released it for general use. If any reader 
knows of oner please write in. 

Hewlett-Packard told me you need a 
special vector based driver that supports the 
HP-GL plotter language. Although no general 
printer driver came to mind, it did remind me of 
a print mode in Professional Draw 3 which 
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supports HP-GL commands. These are bound 
to be basic compared to the commands now 
used by modern DesignJets, but may be of 
some use to you. If a program like ProDraw 
supports plotters, you may well find other 
programs do as well. The favourites I would 
expect for this, would be CAD type programs. 

Larry 

The good old 1960s 
Could you possibly advise where 

I/   ilk    we can get repair information 
: *'    (such as a service manual) for the 

Commodore 1960 multiscan 
monitor? We have tried CPC, but 

to no avail. It's a pity to let a good monitor die! 
Vic Truman, 

Nottinghamshire 

As my trusty 1960 monitor has also given up 
the ghost (thanks to a rather nasty video signal 
from a PC - serves me right) I, too, have been 
looking for service information. My first guess 
would have been CPC as they used to stock a 
wide range of Commodore and Amiga spares. 
Perhaps an Amiga Shopper reader can come to 
the rescue once more ? 

John 

Murky Colours 
I have a problem concerning 
colour printing quality. I am using a 
KXP-135 24-pm colour printer with 
an Amiga 600, I was told that this 
printer is one of the better printers 

on the market, but it seems as if I have wasted 
my money as I now don't bother printing colour 
pictures. Could you advise me on what settings 
I should be using and also what printer driver is 
best? If not, is there anyone out there who could 
help me as I think I've bought a white elephant. 

Paul Mackel, 
Tyne & Wear 

Looking at your sample printouts, the problem 
is quite clear. Printing using a new ribbon, will 
usually result in colours which are nice and 
clean but as you continue to use that ribbon, 
the colours on the paper become dirty as the 
colours on the ribbon become contaminated. 
Take a close lock at your ribbon, especially the 
yellow strip, and you will see smudging on tit. 

This is something that all pin printers suffer 
from and is one reason why the colour ink-jet 
has proved so popular. With an ink-jet, each 
time you print, the colour is fresh and unmarked 
from contamination with other colours. This is 
just one reason why colours from an ink jet 
printer are so much stronger and vibrant than 
those from pin printers. The printer driver you 
use is not going to improve the contamination 
you get on the ribbon. 

Using a better print driver witi, however, 
give you better control over the way the dots 
are placed on the page, and therefore produce 
pictures that are not so dark. Looking at printers 
supported by various packages, though, I can't 
see any that mention your printer. This makes 
me think that maybe what you are getting is as 
good as it's going to get 

Anyone looking to buy a colour printer, and 
wanting near photographic output with colours 
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that resemble those on-screen, really does 
need to look at ink-jets such as the Epson 
Colour Stylus, the Canon BJC-610, and so on. 
Not only are they very good printers, but there 
are many printer drivers and print 
enhancements packages for them. 

Pin printers are now a dying breed, used 
mainly for specialist tasks when an impact type 
print head is required or where a person s 
budget can't meet the cost of an ink-jet I 
wouldn't recommend a pin printer if print quality 
is what you are after. 

Don't just believe what you hear though. 
Do your homework by looking at the printing 
enhancement packages like Studio and 
TurboPrint and see what printers they support. 
That should give you an idea of what printers 
are fully supported on the Amiga and what 
aren't Both do not seem to support your printer 
although they may still work with it Why not 
test your printer with the TurboPrint Coverdisk 
which came with Amiga Shopper issue 67 ? 

Larry 

Multiple Questions 
A. How can I import a graphics 
chart from Final Calc to Final 
Writer version 4 other than in IFF- 
Format? Final Calc can save the 
graph as a PostScript file, but Final Software 

Writer does not recognise it. 
B. When I try to open a large image in ImageFX 
2, although I have virtual memory of 200Mb, 
ImageFX reports an 'Out Of Memory' message. 
How can I solve this problem, because as you 
know in DTP we use large size image files? 
C. I can't use Magic Menu with Final Writer v4, 

Theodoropoulos Kostas 
Greece 

A. Final Calc cannot export graphs as EPS 
files, necessary for use in Final Writer and other 
programs. So says Softwood technical support 
in the UK. With careful use, coloured 
illustrations such as graphs that are in a bitmap 
format such as IFF-ILBM, can be printed 
without any jagged edges. Though I understand 
that this does put limitations on what you can 
do with the graphs and I can only advise you to 
write to Softwood US and ask for this feature 
to be implemented. 

B. Although ImageFX supports virtual memory, I 
would not recommend relying on it Not only 
does it slow down the program and operations 
within it, it is not uncommon for images to 
become coirupted when spooled to disk. Then 
you risk damaging your hard drive if your 
machine crashes while the program is writing 
data to the hard drive. 

My advice is to use the virtual memory 
option only when you have to and even then, 
not to rely on it. Try adding much more memory 
to your Amiga for dealing with high resolution 
images. With RAM having come down in price, 
now is a good time to buy. Not only will 
ImageFX be happier, but other programs will 
run better with more free memory to play with. 

Most high end DTP workstations working 
with images 2,000 x 3,000 pixels, would have 
at least 24Mb of memory even if virtual memory 
is present. 
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C. Final Writer 4 does not like Magic Menu. 
Softwood technical support in the UK say you 
should avoid using the two together. Version 2 
of Magic Menu is supposedly better, although 
this has not been confirmed by Softwood. 

Larry 

No Printer Under 3.1 
Since upgrading from Workbench 
2.04 to 3.1, I have not been able 
to use my printer I have installed 
the Generic printer driver into the 
Devs/Printer drawer. When I try to 

print. I get the message, "Printer Trouble, Check 
Cabling and Printer". I use Protext and ProData. 

K Wynn 
(address not supplied) 

To test your parallel port, use the Shell and the 
Type command to print a text file to your printer 
To do this, create a file with some text and save 
it to disk. Then type into the Shelf: 
Type FROM Filename TO Par: 
where Filename is the name of your text file, 
This will dump the text file down the parallel 
port to the printer If aff is well, the printer 
should work. Try printing again normally and if 
your Amiga still won't print, try reinstalling 
Workbench. Another check to make is to 
ensure the file, "printer.device* is in the Devs 
drawer. Also make sure you haven't installed a 
program that is using the printer.device 
preventing other programs from accessing it 
Check the PD utilities you're using. If all else 
fails, consider sending it to a repair shop. 

Larry 

DICEC 
"™™ r I have Dice v 3,01 installed on my 

LLfll        hard disk in a dh1: directory called 
»WK    DICE. Both the 2.0 and 3,0 
PrflJ*       includes are present in the include 

Software   directory and if the compiler looks 
for a header in 3.0 (eg, datatypes) it can't find it. 
I think that this is because it looks in 2.0 only 
and to avoid this I've set up these two assigns: 
assign dinclude "amiga2.0" ■amiga3. 0* add 
Is there any way around this? I'm also having 
trouble compiling examples from MUI v3.1' 

D Ba tern an 
(address not supplied) 

You don't need to use both the 2.0 and 3.0 
headers. Use the 3.0 forms and to get Dice to 
do this just select OS Target 3.0 in the VOpts 
settings window. This causes a -3.0 entry to be 
set in the decopts environment variable which 
in turn causes a "dindude:amiga3.0/ 1 include 
fife path to be set up and the appropriate 
includes located automatically 

On the occasions where you want to create 
programs that run under 2,0 as well just restrict 
yourself to using onfy those library functions 
that were available with Release 2 of the O/S. 
Occasionally when you want the 2.0 headers 
used (perhaps when working on code originally 
written using the 2.0 include definitions) just 
change the Target O/S setting to 2.0! 

ff you really want both sets of headers 
searched then set the VOpts Target OS setting 
to 2.0 and add an entry for the 3.0 headers in 
the Include File Search options. Any file 
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references not resolved within the 2.0 header 
fife set are searched for in the 3.0 includes. But 
this is not a good idea because if you think 
about how the files are searched, you'll see it is 
tantamount to using one set of include fifes that 
is a mixture of both 2.0 and 3.0 headers, f can't 
help with your MUt problems I'm afraid - I've 
not seen the code you mention! 

Paul 

 a 
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Dice's include fife compiler options are best set 
directly from the VOpts utility. 

Amstrad and the Amiga 
I've seen a printer (Amstrad DMP 
31 60) and would like to know if 
it's compatible with an Amiga 
1 200, and if so, which printer 
driver I should use. 

Roger Parkinson 
(address not supplied) 

It's unlikely there is a dedicated Amiga printer 
driver for that printer, but check the printer's 
manual to find out what emulations it is capable 
of, and you may find an emulation that will 
work with the Amiga. Many ink-jets can emulate 
the Hewlett-Packard DeskJet series, for 
example, and so you can use an Amiga 
DeskJet driver with them. Likewise with many 
pin printers, where Fpson emulation is popular. 

Personally, I would steer clear of any 
printer which doesn't have a dedicated Amiga 
driver. This is because, although you may be 
able to use it under emulation, there may be 
features for that printer that are not usable 
under emulation and therefore you won't be 
getting the best from it Stick to wetf known 
brands tike the Hewlett-Packard series of ink- 
jets and lasers or the range of printers from 
Oanon and Epson. 

Larry 

Version Crashes 
Every time I use DOS or DOPUS 
to find out the version of the 
mathieeedoubbas library my 
machine Gurus. I found this out 
when trying to discover why two of 

my spreadsheet programs (Analyse! and 
Maxiplan) hang up or refuse to carry out simple 
calculations in some cells but not others. 

If I boot from my original Workbench 3 
master disk I can find out that it, and my hard 
drive libs directory, have mathieeedoubbas 
library version 38 2. Using SnoopDos I have 
identified that VirusChecker and Maxiplan both 
call for the mathieeedoubbas library, but the 
version that gets loaded into memory, according 
to Syslnfo, is version 38,1 not 38.2, 
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I thought I had cracked it and that the library 
is resident in the ROM. Hence I deleted the 
mathieeedoubbas library from my hard drive libs 
directory. Virus checker appeared to work 
satisfactorily with version 38.1 showing in 
Syslnfo. But Maxiplan refused to load and gave 
a message saying it could not find the 
mathieeedoubbas library. So where did Virus 
checker get v38,1 from and why can't Maxiplan 
use it if it is already in use by Virus Checker? 

If I copy the mathieeedoubbas library back 
to the libs directory, Maxiplan loads and runs OK 
but v38.1 still shows in Syslnfo and I'm back to 
where I started with occasional Gurus, etc. I 
have thoroughly checked all my hard drive 
directories and files to ensure that no add-hoc 
copy of v38.1 is lurking around. My startup 
sequence is identical to the original Workbench 
3 apart from a line added by MagicWorkbench. 
My user startup has some assigns and aliases 
but I have prevented both this, and WBStartup, 
from being executed during startup to no avail. 

It may be possible that v38.1 is resident in 
the ROM chip, but that Maxiplan, being an old 
program, is not compatible with Workbench 3 
and needs it in the libs directory, but that still 
wouldn't explain why the version command 
causes a Guru, presumably due to two versions 
38.1 and 38.2 being available from somewhere. 

Unfortunately I do not have a copy of v38.1 
or I could try copying this to the libs directory 
and perhaps resolve the conflict that way, but 
then wouldn't that mean that future library 
versions could also not be used? 

Keith L Richards 
Tockington, Bristol 

The mathieeedoubbas library isn f in ROM and 
there will not be two versions of this library in 
your system. But there is a problem which 
causes the Version command to crash when 
the mathieeedoubbas library is the target. Both 
my A4000 and A1200 behave in the same way 
as your machine and I've had no sensible 
answers from Amiga Technologies about why. 
Either the Version command has a bug in it or, 
as I think more likely the mathieeedoubbas 
library has some anomaly in its structure. 

Ignore anything that SnoopDos says about 
library versions - it doesn't mean anything. 
When a program makes an exec OpenLibraryO 
call it provides an integer version number as 
one of the parameters. Providing the library 
being opened has a version number equal to or 
higher than the one specified in OpenLibraryO, 
then the exec function succeeds, ie the library 
gets opened. 

When monitoring the OpenLibrary function 
using SnoopDos you are not being provided 
with the library version number as such - you 
are just being given the minimum allowable 
version number that was specified when the 
OpenLibraryO call was made. But Syslnfo, gets 
version information directly from libraries 
present in memory (it searches the system 
lists). I have no knowledge of the internal layout 
of the mathieeedoubbas library itself, but these 
system libraries have standardised identity 
information including version and revision 
numbers stored internally in the library module. 
There is also a separately embedded text string 
giving the library name, a combined 
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version/revision number and a creation date. 
This means that, in theory, there are two 
possible sources of version/revision number 
information within any library. Having 
experimented, however, it's clear that Syslnfo 
always reads and displays the individual 
version and revision numbers and takes no 
notice of the embedded text string contents. 

Things are slightly different when the 
Version command is used. If the library being 
examined isn rt currently present in memory then 
the Version command gets its version details 
from the library's embedded text string. As 
soon as a library has been opened once and is 
present in memory, the Version command uses 
the same individual version and revision 
numbers that Syslnfo uses. The version 38.2 
that you get displayed by using Version to 
examine your original Workbench disk then 
suggests that the library's embedded text string 
information specifies this version number. In 
theory, both sets of version/revision details 
present in a library should be kept in line 
automatically but although there are system 
macros available for this, their use is not 
mandatory. Coders often handcraft all version 
and revision information and my guess is that 
this is what has happened with the 
mathieeedoubbas library and, for some reason, 
the two sources of version/revision information 
have simply become out of sync. 

In short - the two different version 
numbers you see are coming from the same 
library. Once a library has been used it will 
hang around in memory (unless memory ts 

tight). This explains why you saw the 
mathieeedoubbas library details in the Syslnfo 
display after you had deleted the disk version 
of the library. Its possible that VirusChecker 
only briefly opens and closes the 
mathieedoubbas library and that the attempted 
loading of Maxiplan (a large program) then 
caused the library to be flushed. This might 
explain why Maxiplan was unable open the 
mathieedoubbas library. 

Whether your other Analyse and Maxiplan 
problems stem from the mathieedoubbas library 
or not, and whether they are related to the 
Version command crashes, I've no idea. The 
only thing that is certain is that you must keep 
your (one and only) mathieeedoubbas library 
present in your fibs: directory! 

Paul 

Double Drive Dilemma 
I am experienced in all aspects of 
the Amiga, but I am limited by my 
lack of cash My current system 
has a Seagate 127 Mb hard drive 
which is full, and I was recently 

given a 60Mb drive. I want to connect and use 
both 2.5inch drives at the same time. I have 
heard that there are incompatibility problems 
with the Conner drive. Is it possible to overcome 
them? Where could I buy a suitable lead? Also 
could you tell me how to configure the drives as 
Master and Slave? I intend to place my whole 
set-up inside a modified PC Tower case. 

David Collingwood, 
Yarm, Cleveland. 

Connecting two IDE drives to one A1200 or 
A600 is not recommended. The internal IDE 
interface is not buffered and may be damaged, 
and you may find you need a beefier power 
supply to provide enough juice. Also, chaining 
2.5-inch drives is not easy. The 2.5-inch drives 
were designed for Notebook PCs where space 
is a real premium: no-one really thought that 
anyone would need more than one drive. For 
this reason, most 2.5-inch drives lack the 
necessary jumpers to select between Master 
and Slave, and so even if you could find a lead, 
they would not function together. 

But 3.5-inch drives are designed for larger 
systems and all modern drives will support 
Master/Slave configurations. I once had a 
problem with a Seagate/Connor combination, 
which I solved by swapping the Master and 
Slave settings around. But since Seagate now 
own Connor, there shouldn't be any 
incompatibilities. Once again, using two drives 
in one machine is not recommended. 

Instead I suggest you sell the 2.5-inch 
drives to A1200 or A600 owners who need to 
install a hard drive with minimum hassle. With 
the proceeds, buy the largest 3.5-inch drive you 
can afford - you should get close to 1Gb. 
Either squeeze the new drive into the A1200 
(ask a company like Eyetech for instructions 
and cables) or mount it in your new tower case. 
By the way, have you solved the problem of 
using an external keyboard with the A1200? At 
the recent World of Amiga Show Micronik were 
selling such a device (^ 00 49 2171724560). 

John 

in and get answers to your questions AS64 

If you send in a question for the Amiga Answers experts, please fill 
in and include the form below (or a photocopy if you don't want to 
cut up your magazine). If you have several questions in different 
fields that should be addressed to more than one of our experts, 
please send in your queries on separate forms. 

Send your form and question to: Amiga Answers, Amiga 
Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. 
Name:  

Agnus chip (if known)  .  
Extra drive #1 (3.5in/5.25in) as DF : Manufacturer 

Extra drive #2 (3.5in/5.25in) as DF : Manufacturer 
Hard disk:  Mb as DH  

Manufacturer 
Extra RAM fitted - typeT size in Mb and manufacturer 

Address: Please indicate details of any other hardware which could help us 
to answer your question: 

Your machine 

] A50Q 

A1200 
□ A4000 
Approximate age of machine 

A500 PIUS 
A1500 

Post code 

A600 
A2000 

A1000 

A3000 

Kickstart version (displayed at the "insert Workbench" prompt) 
LJ 1.2 1.3 2.x 3.X 
Workbench revision (written on the Workbench disk) 

□ 1.2 □ 1.3 D 1.3.2 □ 2.04/2.05 

2i Daj) 

PCB revision (if known). Do not take your machine apart just to 
look for this I  
Total memory fitted (see AVAIL in Shell for Workbench 1.3)   
Chip memory available (see AVAIL in Shell)  

Now, use this space to describe your problem, including as much 
relevant information as possible. Please continue on a separate 
sheet if necessary. 
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Create documents 

with AmigaGuide 

Design your own documents 

for easy reading with 

Workbench's AmigaGuide 

AmigaGuide is an incredibly powerful 
document system which has been part of 
the Workbench since version 2.04. In many 
ways AmigaGuide is like the World Wide 
Web language HTML. 

It consists of a set of tags embedded in a 
plain text document, and the tags control the 
appearance of the text and define links. The 
links add a hypertext1 element to the document, 
as it enables the reader to click on a highlighted 
word and jump to a new page. For example, 
click on a word and up pops a description. The 
power of AmigaGuide should not be under 
estimated. If you want to see how useful it can 
be, check out the Aminet CD-ROMS which 
create AmigaGuide documents on the fly to 
provide an easy to use way of locating files, 

AmigaGuide DIY 
In AS62 how to create a basic AmigaGuide file. 
Now we'll look a little more at designing and 
creating documents. When writing a lengthy 
AmigaGuide document, it pays to sit down and 
plan it out before starting. Remember that the 
object is to make it as easy for the reader as 
possible - it's not to create a kind of text-based 
adventure game. 

Advanced use 
Using AmigaGuide is not hard, and it's actually 
quite fun creating documents in this way once 
you get the hang of it. Advanced users can build 
support for AmigaGuide into their own programs 
- when the user presses the Help key, up pops 
the AmigaGuide help. For an example of how to 
achieve this using C. see the file called 
'SimpleGuide' on Aminet. For more AmigaGuide 
documentation, get the file called 
'amigaguidedocs.lha' from Aminet (or a PD 
library or BBS of course). 

When you start reading up on AmigaGuide 
you'll discover that there are actally two versions 
available. The new version fixes a few bugs, and 
adds a few new features so look out for it. 

Remember the key to making an 
AmigaGuide document which can be launched 
from the Workbench is to use a Project icon 
which has the default tool defined as 
"AmigaGuide" or "Multiview". 
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Contents 
(MAIN node) 

Body pages 

Index Page 

Step I: A guide AmigaGuide document Witt have an introduction and contents page as the first 
(the main) node. When the reader moves away from this page, the CONTENTS box at the top of 
the AmigaGuide display can be clicked to return to it This is why it is important to make this a 
wetf-designed and efficient page. 

Step2: The main body of AmigaGuide pages 
should provide information in a concise and 
accurate way. Don't go overboard, stick to the 
facts. If you use a term which the reader may 
not be familiar with, make it a fink to a page 
which defines it, include cross-references when 
necessary. However, try not to make the links 
obtrusive, Don*t say 'C/ick here for explanation 
of Fish *, instead, make the first occurrence of 
the word 'Fish' a iink and let the reader decide if 
they want to fotiow the fink. 

Step3: Defining an index is not hard. You need 
to include an extra tine at the start of the 
document, like this: @lndex index-node. This 
informs the AmigaGuide system that this is an 
Index page, and it is associated with the node 
catted 'index-node'. You can, of course, cati it 
whatever you like. 

At another location in the document, you will 

! <J Brcww * J 
Hrlooa* 1o my ftaigi Guide Doouwnl 
Htr* tl a Hil of tht thlngi you'll find in it. 

Dibitrosal 
!Wo*iC-*l t"1*^ BirndnJ 
ESUtt*rf 

A 
V 

Htr* is tht Indt* 

3 ; 'Mfi.-TrtT 

need to define the index node in detait. Here is 
mine as an example: 
@node index-fist "An index" 
Here is the index 

m{b\A@{ub) 
@{"Aardvark" link aardvark-node) 
@ {"Albatross" iink albatross-node} 
^["Anatomical bitmap" link anatomical-node} 

@{b)B@{ub} 
@ {"Barcodes" tink barcodes-node) 
®{"Blitter" link blitter-node] 
©{"Bronchial disease" iink bronch-node) 

@endnode 

You can see how each item in the index (not 
including the letters) are actually links to other 
nodes in the documents. This makes it easy to 
hop directly to the page of interest 

□| flU you wanted to know about fiardvarks 

Contents |   Index   i    Help      Retrace ( Browse < | Browse > | 

Here is the informal ion on Rarduarks 

Rardvarks are crunchy on the outside. They are our friends. 
They talk in very high pitched voices, which not many people 
can hear. There are good reasons why you shouldn't confuse them with 
toasters! for example. Inserting 
slices of bread into an flardvark will not make toast. It 
will however make the Rardvark upset. 

A 
V 

-l<l>l*3 

Step4: With a targe document, make an index. You if notice that there is a button marked Index at the 
top of the screen. When an index node is defined, this witl jump immediately to this screen. For 
example, if your document is ait about Fish, the Index screen coutd provide an atphabeticat fist of ail 
the different subjects and Fish included. The list would also be a link, and so provide the reader for a 
quick way to locate a particular subject 
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OWtO— 

Build an LCD 

Easy guide to interface and 

control a Liquid Crystal Display 

to your Amiga 

One of the enchantments of 'relic* 
computers like the Commodore 64 is, of 
course, their low prices and therefore their 
replaceability if anything should go wrong. 
That's why hardware fanatics have always 
been interested in interfacing the most 
arcane things to their various expansion 
ports. Here's one such opportunity. 

Although the current Amiga series is far 
from easy to repair, my ownership of a 
Multifacecard II has strengthened my 
confidence enough to implement this quick 
project. All electronics-illiterate Amiga-owners 
needn't skip to the next article, though! This 
hack involves minimal electronics-knowledge, 
since the only hardware involved is connecting 
some wires, the right way, to a parallel port 
connector - which isn't difficult. 

But before we start building the circuit, it 
makes sense to tell you what it s all about. This 
project is a way to interface and control a liquid 
crystal display to your Amiga. Not an LCD as 
you know it from laptops, but rather the ones 
you find as little status displays in all kinds of 
consumer electronics nowadays, varying from 
laser printers to cashpoint machines. They have 
from one to four lines of text and each line can 
have up to 40 characters on it. 

So what's the point of building such a little 
display that can't even hold graphics, when you 
have a monitor that does all that? Well, I use 
mine as a status monitor, constantly showing 
the date, time and available Chip and Fast 
memory. More interesting applications might be 
a system load indicator or a debugger. And, of 
course, to poke the eyes out of passing owners 
of Intel-based arrogant operating systems {not 
literally though, please). 

How to build it 
Now to the fun part; how do I build it and what 
will it look like when I'm done? On the pictures, 
shown to the right, you can see my A4000, with 
a two line 20-character LCD installed in the 
51/4-inch drive bay. It has backlighting to ensure 
a great visibility. The previous model I built is 
portrayed in the picture above. It connects to 
the end of a standard printer cable and features 
16 characters on two lines, but with no 
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backlighting, due to its high power demand. 
Never try to draw power for backlighting out of 
your parallel port' For all those who are now on 
the verge of building this device, but wonder 
how it would actually behave, there is some 
relief. There is a pseudo driver included that 
opens a window on your Workbench and 
emulates an LCD in it. This driver requires 
Kickstart 3.0 or higher. 

Shop around 
Now that you're finally convinced, let s see 
what's needed. The obvious part is the LCD 
module. These can be bought in electronics 
stores, and come as a pre-assembled module. 
You could choose to go for a 40-character, four 
line display worth over £100 when bought new. 
But the one built into my Amiga 
has 20 characters on two lines, 
with backlighting, and cost as 
little as £10. So it really pays 
off to have a look around, or to 
try and find a module in some 
old equipment somewhere. 

If you want a backlighting 
type, be sure to enquire as to 
the type of backlighting. Some 
have LED backlighting, 
requiring the connection of 5 
volts and ground, whereas 
others use electro-luminescent 
backlighting. These types 
require a special voltage inverter to produce a 
high-voltage AC, The backlighting circuit is 
completely separated from the actual LCD 
electronics, so you needn't worry about the high 
backlighting voltage. As I mentioned earlier, the 
backlighting often draws 1 00 times more power 
than the LCD itself, so don't try to feed it from 
your parallel port. 

^^^^ 

The LCD showing the time and 
usage of memory. 

When you buy the LCD, make sure you get 
a data sheet with the pin descriptions of the 
connections. You'll need these to wire it properly 
to your parallel port. Various types have different 
pin outs, so it is vital to get this data right. The 
contrast control is optional. On both the LCDs I 
tried, the contrast was optimal when connected 
to ground. If contrast is poor, you can alter it by 
connecting an adjustable resister of ten 
kiloOhms between +5V and -5V (or ground) 
and tapping into a voltage in between. 

Soft option 
Three drivers (daemon programs) are included 
for the software. One is for the Amiga's parallel 
port, another for the Multifacecard Hrs second 
parallel port, and a third is the window-emulation 

driver I mentioned earlier. But 
if you own another card, feel 
free to use the included 
source code to write your own 
and link it to the base 
program. Or you could mail 
me the programmer's 
information that came with 
your card and I'll see what I 
can do. The daemon program 
opens two inter-task 
communication ports: one 
named LCD rendezvous'. This 
port allows the programmer to 
send commands that directly 

control the LCD. The port named LCDaemon' is 
a real ARexx port. This makes it easy to control 
the LCD from any application. You could for 
example program LightWave to display a 
message once the rendering has completed, 
thereby allowing you to switch off your monitor 
when rendering time-consuming animations. 

If this article has whet your appetite, take a 
look in the LCDaemon drawer in the Technical 
Zone on this month's Coverdisk. You'll find 
information on the actual connections as well as 
some additional utilities. Don't forget to check 
out Resetlntercept (m the Utilities subdirectory); 
this can prevent invalidation of your hard disk. I 
can be reached at hpd@barco.be or my address 
is in the .guide file so please send me your 
comments and suggestions. Happy hacking! ■ 

Above: The prototype LCD built as an 
externaf unit for non-boxed Amigas. 
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Above: The completed Liquid Crystal Display 
(LCD) m place in my 44000, 

Left: As you can see it makes your machine look 
very smart indeed. 
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ShopperPublic Domain Domain Choice Sieve Liddle 

You don't have to spend a fortune to get your hands on great programs and utilities. From artwork to 

blankers and emulators to Workbench enhancers, they're in the PD. Steve Liddle checks them out, 

To make sure you find out 
about everything on the Public 
Domain, as well as the usual 
selection of disks we've gone 
one step further this month 

and searched the Internet for an even 
wider choice of programs and utilities. 

Artworks Clip Art (Trees) 
This disk of clip art images of trees has been 
released by Roberta Smith DTP under Licence 
from ArlWorks. Roberta says the disk is not PD, 
but a commercial release. The packaging looks 
good and a printed booklet shows each clip art 
image with a reference number which allows you 
to quickly locate any image on the disk. 

The quality of the images range from 
average to excellent, and for a disk that is only 
58% full it's quite a lot to pay. However, if you 
want quality you have to pay for it, and if you 
want trees you know where to go. 

Verdict: 75% 

AMOS Blankers 
This is a screen blanker written in AMOS and 
although it has a few limitations due to AMOS 

tf you tike a 
nice 

herbaceous 
border, then 

you'ft love this 
Artworks disk 

since it's tuft of 
trees. Green 
ones, mainty. 

itself, it is quite effective. The main attraction of 
this disk is the fact that you can code your own 
blanker routines using AMOS- Simply write a 
small procedure, slot it into the supplied code 
and compile it. The blanker will even work on a 
stock A500, The main editor program gives all 
the usual blanker options such as Test' 'Set 
Delay1 and 14 different blankers to play with. 

Although the author has done the best he 
can, AMOS is the wrong language for this type 
of program. The program cannot blank the 
mouse pointer, doesn't multitask well with other 
AMOS programs, and mouse and joystick 
buttons are not detected, though movement is. 
You can live with this, but you shouldn't have to. 

Verdict: 50% 

I 1 

AMOS is a difficult language to use for this type 
of application, and hence it doesn't quite work. 

Workbench 95 
This compilation disk from Pixel Digital has six 
programs on it which all attempt to improve the 
look and feel of your Workbench, To make use 
of most of these programs you will need at least 
OS2 and a hard drive. 
Workbench 95. The main attraction of this 
compilation disk of Workbench 3 
enhancements/patches. But WB95 has a lot of 
bugs, although AmigaDos looks great with a 
Windows 95 look, 
ForcePens. Emulates Magic Workbench's 
palette, source code included. 
PIP. Stands for lPicture-ln-Picture' PIP draws a 
window of other intuition screens not currently in 
view. This is a really good program that will save 
you flipping from screen to screen. Say, for 

Who, what, where, when, why, how... 

Product No of disks Type of product Price SLI pplier Contact Verdict Page 

Artworks Clipart one Clipart £7.99 Roberts Smith PD 0181-45616206 75% 42 
AMOS Blankers one Utility £7.50 S. Hargreaves 4 Moon St, 

Oldham OL9-6PW 50% 42 
Shad-Art #3 three Slidcshow £3.50 Pixel Digital PD 0151-2594017 90% 43 
Workbench 95 one LJtit collection £1,50 Pixel Digital PD 0151-2594017 85% 42 
Share world #6 two Disk magazine £130 Roberta Smith PD 0181-45516206 89% 43 
Lottery Syndicate one Utility MS Roberta Smith PD 0181-45516206 64% 43 
Picture This one Util Collection 90p Roberta Smith PD 0181-45516206 70% 43 
EmuCpc one Emulator 90 p Roberta Smith PD 0181-45516208 72% 43 
Beginners Wb3 one Tutorial Disk&stamp F1 Licence ware 01392-493580 90% 44 
Guide To Blitz two Tutorial £4.99 F1 Lieenceware 01392-493560 90% 45 
Sound & Anim Stn two Utility £4,99 Horizon@Seasoft 51903-350378 82% 44 
Big Top Fun one Education £3.99 HorizonrffiSeasoft 01903-850378 61% 45 
FileQuest 242k Utility srcdoc icac u k/Ami n et/d isk/ m isc/f i 1 eq u est 10.1 h a 95% 45 
H TM Less VI .1 9K Utility ic.doc.icac.uk/Aminet/text/misc/ HTM Less. I h a 85% 45 
Re mail VI. 1 25K Utility srcdoc. icacu k/Ami net/com m/mail / rema il.lha 68% 45 
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example you are rendering a picture in Imagine, 
you can go off and do some Workbench type 
things and at the same time see how your 
picture is domg in the background through PIP's 
window. Neat. 
Taskbar. Windows 95 has a menu bar at the 
bottom of the screen called the Taskbar which 
allows you to switch between active programs. 
Taskbar is an emulation of this feature and is 
more than just a novelty - it is quite useful. 
AStart. A rather nice looking menu bar that is 
still in development, but has many features and 
is worth a look. There are tons of options and 
everything is just a couple of mouse clicks away. 
AWin 95. A Windows 95 taskbar emulator, 
similar in operation to Astart and Taskbar. 

Verdict: 85% 

Shad-Art #3 
pr^^q   I am in awe of people who can draw 
Kin   almost photo-realistic images on 

their Amigas, while I have trouble 
K^fl   drawing a straight line in DPaint. This 

three-disk set of pictures contains 
some outstanding artwork. See the screenshots 
below for two of my favourites. 

The main theme of the disks are Ferraris, 
but there are other odds and ends. The disks 
require an AGA Amiga and are autobooting. You 
don't need me to tell you that the artist, Dez 
Hoyle, is extremely talented and I am sure he will 
be rewarded with commercial work as soon as 
word gets around. Good luck Dez. 

Of course, these disks are in the PD mainly 
to promote Dez's talents so from a PD buyer's 
point of view the disks are just a collection of 
pictures to look at and admire and therefore of 
limited use, otherwise I could have given this set 
an even higher rating, damn. 

Verdict: 90% Star buy 

CyberCraft Shareworld 

Volume #6 
Shareworld is a disk magazine devoted to - you 
guessed it - Amiga Shareware and PD. There is 
a lot of editorial, as well as reviews, opinion, 
comment, programming tutorials, art gallery, 
stories, and so on. This issue comes on two 
disks and uses an antiquated magazine engine 

3! WMTWHfH S«i<t Ifttcrrafttw *1.M, IB 
lIZ-1tl'   V* H»k* ttrtnirtf * 

■ ■JirM li* toiltHMire 

Mttaafeja Th* So* "■Or* 
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The Shareworld disk mag even has 
its own response program to send 
feedback to the editor. 

Lottery syndicate isn't a state of the 
art program, but it does work. 

Jliiff 

called Magnetic Pages, which was good in its 
day but is now showing its wrinkles. 

However, Magnetic Pages works, in a 
clumsy sort of way, and only detracts slightly 
from the good content of the mag. The editor 
(Car! Reed) likes plenty of feedback from the 
mag and has even provided a nice GUI for filling 
out a response form, Worth a read 

Verdict: 89% 

Lottery Syndicate 
This program allows you to keep track of a 
lottery syndicate. You input each person's name 
and ticket(s) and save them to disk. When the 
lottery result comes through, you input the 
winning numbers and the program picks out any 
winning tickets. Simple and straightforward. 

The doc file on the disk uses 'Ed' as its 
default tool. When you attempt to read the doc 
you have to start chopping lines of text about so 
you can read them, what is wrong with 'More' or 
better still PPMore"? All said and done though, 
the program works and appears to be reliable. 
Chuck in the drawer with the other 5,000 
Lottery programs that you must already have. 

Verdict: 64% 

Picture This 
This is a disk of PD picture utilities. There are 
four on the disk and they all require Workbench 
3. The first is 'DTView' which is a small picture 
viewer that supports datatypes. Next up is 
'QBistAmiga' which produces computer 
generated abstract art. Visage' is another 

Dont know what Dougai had 
his mind on doing... 
Shard Art #3 contains some 
realty stunning artwork, with 
Ferraris as the biggest theme. 
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# Enter a ticket 
# Delete ticket 
# List tickets 
^ Check numbers 
#» Store tickets 
4) Store and Exit 
# Exit 

picture viewer with an extensive list of extras like 
being able to set it up for use as a slideshow 
and a module for screen blankers. The last is 
'V-lnfo* and allows the user to simply look at text 
and graphics through one of the worst front- 
ends I have seen. This disk contains an average 
set of utilities, but nothing much new and 
exciting is on here except maybe Visage1. 

Verdict: 70% 

EmuCpc 
This is an Amstrad emulator, I tested it on a 4Mb 
A1200 and it is pretty slow, as you would 
expect. On a standard A1 200 it is diabolical. 
You will need an accelerator to get anywhere 
near normal running speed of an Amstrad CPC 

The good old bad old days of the 464, EmuCpc 
helps you relive them on your A f 2Q0 now! 

The PD directory 

More details of names 
and addresses of PD 
companies, and how to 
get hold of PD software 
can be found in the PD 
Directory on the 
Coverdisk. It used to be 
printed within the 
magazine, but had to 

be in very small text because of the amount 
of information it contained. To solve this, we 
have updated and recompiled the list and 
put it on our Coverdisks as a text file in the 
Informal ion Zone. 

The InformationZone contains both the 
PD Directory and the list of User Groups 
(which also used to be in the issue). They 
are both in two formats, AmigaGuide and 
ASCII. The AmigaGuide enables you to point 
and click your way to the information, 
making it much easier to find the details you 
require. Read the ReadMe file for more 
information- See page 10 for details. 
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464 - I could buy loads of Amstrad 464s for 
half the price of an emulator I know that isn't the 
real point of the exercise, but it is a thought. 

On the disk there are a few games to play 
with, but I couldn't get the disk to run anything 
and believe me I tried. There is also a utility on 
the disk to convert Amstrad games to run on the 
emulator, but since I haven't seen an Amstrad 
game for years I couldn't test it out. 

To test the emulator I resorted to typing in 
the Hello world' program and other nonsense. 
So, if you have a very fast Amiga and want to 
fiddle about with an Amstrad then EmuCpc may 
be of use to you. 

Verdict: 72% 

Absolute Beginners 
Guide To Workbench 3 
Vol 1 (v 2) 

A long-winded title indeed, but a 
descriptive one. You may remember 
this disk from an Amiga Format 
Coverdisk back in December 1995. 
The updated version has many 

improvements, mainly responding to feedback 
from users. It is now hard disk installable - just 
drag the floppy disk icon to your hard drive, or if 
you prefer you can still boot the disk. There are 
many textual enhancements in the main guide 
and odds and ends have been tidied up to make 
the disk very easy to use. 

The tutorial is aimed at total beginners with 
A1200s and is free from F1 Licenceware - just 
send a disk and a stamp to F1 (see PD 
directory on Coverdisk). But the catch is that if 
you want the other four volumes they will cost 
you £3.99 a disk. This first volume, though, 
concentrates on essential Workbench duties like 
formatting a disk and copying files. It also takes 
a detailed look at what all the menu options do. 
There is plenty of useful information for 
beginners and you don't have much to lose, bar 
a stamp and a disk. As a special offer to AS 
readers, mention this review and you will also 
get a free F1 catalogue disk and a free 
beginners booklet. 

Star buy Verdict: 90% 

PD submissions 

if you have some exciting PD disks that you 
would like to be considered for review In 
Domain Choice, send them in to Amiga 
Shopper, Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth 
Street, Bath BA1 2BW, cJearly marked as a 
PD submission. We welcome any type of 
disk, except games. 

If you are a PD house, make sure you 
include all the information necessary, such 
as how to contact you, how much the disks 
cost and how people can pay. If you are the 
author of the program, state where people 
can get your program from, and whether 
you would like us to consider it for inclusion 
on a future Shopper Choice Coverdisk. 

Information about new PD houses 
or PD authors is accepted for inclusion in 
the PD directory (see box on page 43 for 
further details). 
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Sound and Animation 
Station's Object Editor works 
a treat and its Music Editor is 
fun and easy to use. 

□El 

mm 
ISO 

ddjj ctdj^ij JJ d d d d ^ 
gjd^   ~ ■ *^ d d d dl if you could load a 

brush orAnim Brush 
into this editor it 
would make using it 
a lot more fun. 

LicencewareChoice 

Sound and Animation 
Station 
This two-disk set looks splendid and is quite 
interesting. It allows you to create little animation 
sequences. First off, you have to load in a 
picture for a background (example pictures 
are supplied on the data disk), then you must 
nip into the 'Frame Designer' where you can 
create animations- 

Once you have a background picture and 
some animations drawn you will want to top it 
off with some music. The Music Editor is easity 
the best and most fun part of the package. It 
has a selection of built in samples and you can 

IF tm MTCI turn rm iltt ft THS fttfltUTi tLH 1*11   IHJ1 kU:»L 
J 

Stilt getting to grips with your A J200? Maybe the 
Absolute Beginners disk can help. 

Roll up, roll up 
for the Big top 
Fun main menu 
(right); Word 
Balance (below), 
he wilt drop it if 
you get it wrong; 
and Seat-A- 
Grams game 
(beiow right). 

easily create good tunes by clicking on the 
musical scale to create a simplified form of 
sheet music. 

Once your creation is complete you can see 
it all running together by clicking on 'play1. This is 
where the whole package disappoints. The only 
thing you can do with your saved creation is 
load it back into Animation Station! I was 
expecting an executable stand-alone fite or a 
least a player that would allow you to 
incorporate the animations on your own disks. 

You are left to your own devices on most 
screens and the help screen is back on the main 
menu which means a lot of flipping back and 
forth, also a 'brush' or load DPaint Anim brush' 
option would have been welcome. 

What this means is you have to use the 
supplied tools in the package to draw your 
animations from scratch or use the supplied 
animations. There are some rather good tools 
though, like Mirror Flip, Rotate and Copy. The 
non-standard file requester only accepts DFO: 
which is weird and annoying and the finished 
animations are pretty jerky on a standard 
A1200, although they run perfectly on a A1200 
with Fast RAM. 

Despite its problems, the presentation of 
the program is top notch and lot of youngsters 
will have fun with it, for a while at least. 
Animation Station would have had more appeal 
if it was easier to create animations of your own 
and if it had a standalone player I really wanted 
to recommend this program since the concept is 

feLa 
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good, but because of its glitches I have serious 
doubts about its longevity. Perhaps the next 
version will do better? 

Verdict: 82% 

Guide To Blitz 
These two Blitz disks are meant to 
replace or complement the manual 
that comes with the Blitz 
programming language. The main 
AmigaGuide documentation is huge 

and comes out at a staggering 600K of text. 
Every Blitz command is covered including a lot 
of the commands of the PD extensions that 
were available at the time of writing - around 
December 95/January 96. 

Disk two is no slouch either, with example 
programs and snippets of example code of 
virtually every command covered in the main 
guide. There is also some useful source code, 
as well as example code for a platform and a 
shoot-em-up game, and a drawer full of 
miscellaneous source. 

The whole task of writing these disks must 
have taken a lot of time and it is a job very well 
done. The only gripe I can find is that the 
AmigaGuide docs could have done with more 
cross referencing. 

Guide To Blitz is a good alternative to the 
new Blitz V2.1 manual, which is slightly spartan 
compared to the original Blitz manuals, and 
should help out a lot of beginners by giving 
example code and an alternative explanation of 
each command. 

Verdict: 90% Star buy 

Big Top Fun 
This disk contains a set of four educational 
programs set in a circus. On booting the disk 
you are presented with a colourful flashing 
screen and some fairground type music which 
adds atmosphere. On this option screen you 
can chose which of the four games, known as 
'acts' that you wish to play. 
Word Balance invo ves a juggler on a unicyde 
who presents a word to match with a picture. 
Match Play is a better game and simply 
involves turning over cards one at a time and 
trying to match the pairs. Each card has a 
picture with accompanying text, so there is a 
real chance of your child learning something 
with this game. 
Seal-A-Grams, In this game the child has to 
re-arrange letters to form a word. The letters are 
on balls which, in turn, are balanced on the 
seal's noses. 
Balloon Burst may be more fun for older 
children. A clown is badly animated across the 
screen and the child has to click the mouse at 
the correct time to make the clown shoot a 
balloon which contains the letters of a word to 
describe a picture. 

Although there may be some fun and 
learning to be had from Big Top Fun, it is a bit 
dated compared to some of the other quality 
educational software around. 

Verdict: 61% 
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Playing samples, mods and displaying pictures 
and text are but a click away using File Quest. 

InternetChoice 

FileQuest 

FileQuest, put simply, is a Directory 
Opus 4 clone (forget Dopus 5 - 
yuk!) And it's excellent. FileQuest 
claims to be faster than Dopus4 and 
takes up a lot less memory, which 

just happens to be the two things I most disliked 
about Dopus1 so I was eager to have a bash at 
this new upstart. 

Installation is simple - copy the FileQuest 
drawer to your hard drive and add an assign to 
your 'User-Startup' so FileQuest knows where 
to find the config file. There is no installer 
supplied, so a simple script may have been 
helpful for beginners. But is it as configurable as 
Dopus? Nothing serious has been left out. You 
can create buttons to link to programs, you can 
set up filetypes and change the look and feel of 
the BGUI1 interface in every way. 

FileQuest is good even when using just the 
default configuration. It has Lha and Lzx buttons 
built in, it can read most file types by being 
linked to 'Multiview', plays mods and samples, 
displays virtually every picture format you could 
want, and so on. Documentation is brief, but 
useful, and it has a great configuration editor. All 
this for free! Well, it's Shareware, but there are 
no crippled features - all you get is a requester 
occasionally to remind you it is Shareware, 
which of course you should register in order to 
encourage quality products like this. 

Verdict: 95% Star buy 

HTM Less V1.1 

HTMLess is a utility that converts HTML files 
(Web pages) into a readable text format. If your 
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Guide To Blitz is a massive reference work for 
Blitz Basic Programmers. 
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File Quest's - a Directory Opus 4 clone - is a 
welcome and excellent program. 

Web Browser can't save Web pages as an 
ASCII file, then HTMLess could be very useful. 
HTMLess is fast, written in Assembler, and is 
small at only 8888 bytes, so can be run from 
CLI (with parameters) or from Workbench. 

Other good features of this neat little utility 
is that it can keep any WWW addresses in the 
output text, a handy option. To top it off, 
HTMLess is easy to use. You just use a fife 
requester to select a HTML file to convert, then 
use the file requester again to save the 
processed ASCII file. 

Out of 50-odd Web pages I tried out on 
HTMLess, it failed and crashed my Amiga on 
one of them - not bad, but there is a bug in 
there somewhere. Also, it would have been 
good to be able to convert batches of files in 
one go rather than one at a time by hand. 

Verdict: 85% 

Remail VI.1 

Remail is a handy E-mail utility that allows you to 
quickly edit E-mail messages that are waiting in 
UUspool1 ready to be sent next time you log 

onto the Net. All you have to do to install Remail 
is copy the program to 'sysx/1 or the 'bin1 

drawer of AmiTcp. 
When you next change your mind about an 

E-mail waiting to be sent, or if you just want to 
edit it further, then type 'Remail' in the shell to 
get a list of mailings waiting to go. To edit a 
message just type in a keyword from the E-mail 
message, for example 'Remail Taylor1 if you were 
trying to edit an E-mail waiting to go to Dave 
Taylor. MeMacs is run for you and loads in the 
E-mail ready for editing/deleting/saving, 

I hate using MeMacs so I renamed my 
original MeMacs to MeMacs_old' and then 
renamed a copy of 'Ed1 to 'MeMacs' which 
worked. That aside, it's a good little utility. 

Verdict: 88% 

wL*w i.i r   13 v.nr w im - 
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Here Remail listing the E-mail messages I am 
about to send to a weft known celebrity, 
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ShopperTlitorial CanDo John Kennedy 

Part One showed you the first stages of creating a multimedia database, and now in Part Two 

John Kennedy helps you build up your program by adapting buttons to suit the way you work 

Making more buttons. 

Step 1: 7b add new features to fast month's 
Deck, we need al least another four buttons to 
provide a way to exit the program, move to a 
previous record, move to the next record and to 
add a new, blank record. Using your favourite 
paint package, create new buttons for these 
purposes and save them as IFF brushes. In the 
screenshot above you'll see I've used Personal 
Paint to make snazzy looking images: two for 
each button. As we saw last time, CanDo allows 
each button to have two images: one for each 
clicked state, By offsetting the image slightly, I 
can make the burtons appear to pop into the 
screen when clicked. If you don't want to spend 
time on fft/s, you can either use a text-only 
button or use one of the button images supplied 
with CanDo. If you do make your own, the 
colours in the button brush must be the same as 
the colours in the background image. 

f you remember, we are creating a 
multimedia database: a database 
which will contain names and 
addresses, as well as sound 
samples and images. The aim is to 

make the database both as attractive and 
as easy to use as possible. In the first 
tutorial, we saw how to create a new deck 
and use a pre-defined graphic as a 
backdrop. We ended by creating a new 
button and assigning a simple action - it 
made a noise when we clicked on it. 

We shall carry on from this point and start 
to add a little functionality to the program. 
Before we get stuck in, it's only fair to point out 
that the creation of the database itself is 
handled very nicely by CanDo itself. CanDo will 

look after the records' which make up the 
database with only a little work on our part. In 
case you're not acquainted with database 
terminology (and you don't need to be an expert, 
honest!) think of a 'record' as being like a single 
piece of paper in a riling cabinet. The filing 
cabinet is the database as it holds all the 
individual records. Each 
record can contain several 
fields'; for example, the name of 
a person, and their address. 
Each of these pieces of 
information is called a 'field'. 
With the database 
management lecture out of 
the way, we can start to 
build our CanDo program. 

Is all the 
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Step 2: The easiest way to add the new 
buttons is to copy the existing button. From 
the control paneit EDIT is selected and then 

click on the button gadget. Then select 
'COPY OF* and you'll see a new Button 
window appear. 
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Step 3: Edit the new button settings. 
Remember to change the graphics to the new 
brushes you created, and also to update the 
position on the screen. You can either do this 
by entering co-ordinates or use the on-screen 
crosshair. At this stage don't bother altering 
the scripts - the buttons should inherit the 
sound effect and that's alt. 

Step 4: Repeat these operations to add the 
new buttons. Space them out neatly (entering 
the co-ordinates by hand makes this an easier 
task) and use BROWSE mode to make sure 
they ail dick nicety I've still got the last button 
to add in this screenshot. By the way if you 
can think of a better icon for ADD' or *NEW 
please let me know! 
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Configuring CanDo 

The default operations of CanDo 
can be altered to suit the way you 
want to work. To adjust the 
settings, use the 'Configure 
Cart do' option from the scrolling 
list on the far right of the screen, 
You'll see a new window appear; 
on the left Is the list of the type of 
feature you can change, and on 
the right are the settings. You can, 
for example, change the default 
appearance of buttons, fields and 
documents if you click on the 
BORDERS option. You can also 
switch on and off the sound 
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Adapting CanDo's operations to 
suit the way you work is easiiy 
done with a few commands. 

effects, and speed up the scrolling 
of the control panel, If you select 
'Expert Mode' yon can stop the 
helpful (but eventually irritating) 
requesters from popping up. 
Flicker fans will enjoy the option 
to use an Interlaced display. 

Finally, here is a fun tip for 
you. Using a paint program, draw 
an arrow at around 18 pixels wide, 
and save it as a brush. Now, in the 
main card's 'After Detachment' 
script, add the command: 
SecPointer '{path and filename 
of your brush)* 

and when you run the deck after 
saving it, you'll find the normal 
pointer has been replaced with 
your brush. You can included two 
numbers after the command to 
define the pointer's *Hot spot1. For 
example: 
SetPointer ' ram:bmsh. i f f', 
2,2 
If you are creating a keyboard 
controlled program only, and 
want to switch the pointer on 
and off, use the command Pointer, 
like this: 
Pointer On or Pointer Off 

Making even more buttons (2)... 

Step 5: The close gadget in the top left hand 
corner of the screen is mildly irritating. The 
screen at so has a border around the image 
which tends to /essen the effect of the marble 
texture. We can solve both these problems by 
editing the attributes of the screen. 
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Step 6: Now you'll see a display tike this. First 
of alt, delete all the text in the box which says 
'Untitled**' This wilt remove the title from the top 
of the screen. Next, click in Attributes...Objects 
and turn off the Close Gadget and the Borders. 
When you return to the main display (and then 
re-select the current card) you'll see the 
differences at once. 

Step 7: Now we have removed the Close 
Gadget, how can we quit our program? No 
problem: edit the script for the EXIT button 
which we created earlier After the sound effect, 
add the command Quit. Now, when you use the 
Deck in standalone format, clicking on the EXIT 
button wilt exit the program. 

Step 8: It's time to start adding some of the 
Database commands* We'll make the buttons 
do something (other than make a noise) by 
making them caff suitable sub-routines. Sub- 
routines are scripts which float around inside 
the CanDo system unfit they are called. They 
aren't permanently attached to anything. 
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Step 8a; Click on the 'Routines' button and 
you'll see the editor Now get ready, for you'll 
have to start some serious typing! 
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Step 9: You'll need to enter a few routines 
using this editor I could be cruel and fist them 
all, but you'll find that the listing are already on 
one of the CanDo disks. Find the drawer called 
Decks, fnside you ti find another drawer called 
'More Ex amplest and inside that you'll find a 
deck called 'DBBase Deck'. Load it, and look at 
the Routines window. You can look at each 
Routine's script in turn, and save it out to RAM 
disk. You can then re-toad them into your own 
Deck and save a tot of typing! 

Step 10: When you have finished all that 
loading and saving you'll he ready for next 
month, when we assign the routines to the 
buttons and start to add some fields to the 
database* 
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ShopperTkitorial Programming Paul Overaa 

HiSoft BASIC2 

More help once again from Paul Overaa with HiSoft Basic 2's Amiga O/S links and this month a 

step-by-step guide to creating Gadtool gadgets finally comes under the spotlight... 

This month's tutorial has but one 
aim - to explain the overall steps 
associated with the creation of 
Gadtool gadgets. The main 
function used. CreateGadgetA&O. 

requires a data block known as NewGadget 
structure, and so the first step in gadget 
creation is to allocate one of these structures 
and store some suitable values in it. The names 
and offset values for the NewGadget fields are 
defined in the HiSoft gadtools.bc file and 
essentially they represent a structure that has 
this type of arrangement: 

struct NewGadget 
2 Byte 
2 Byte 
2 Byte 
2 Byte 
4 Byte 
4 Byte 
2 Byte 
2 Byte 
4 Byte 
4 Byte 

ng LeftEdge% 
ng_TopEdge% 
ng_Width% 
ng_Height% 
ng_GadgetText% 
ng_TextAttr% 
ng_GadgetlD% 
ng_Flags% 
ng_Visuallnfo% 
ng_UserData% 

The purposes of many fields are straightforward 
- for example, ng_Width% and ng_Height% are 
used to specify the width and height of a 
gadget, ng_LeftEdge% and ng_TopEdge% 
represent the co-ordinates of the top left corner 
of the gadget and are used to fix its position in a 
window. The ng_Visuallnfo% field is particularly 
important - Gadtools needs to know about 
various characteristics of the screen in which 

■1 (OVlR»IIK_COOE .EI<DJ 
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You'll find both the source code and runable 
version of the example on the cover disk. 

the window opens and this information is 
obtained by making a call to a function called 
GetVisuallnfoA&(). The returned value (actually a 
pointer to a private Gadtool Visuallnfo data 
structure) has to be stored in the NewGadget 
structure's ng_Visuallnfo% field before the 
NewGadget structure is used. Before a program 
terminates, incidentally, the allocated Visuallnfo 
structure needs to be released and this is 
achieved by using the Gadtool's 
FreeVisualllnfoO function. 

Structure Allocation 
And Initialisation 
The gadtools.bc h file contains the size of a 
NewGadget structure as a constant called 
NewGadget_sizeof%, so one easy way to 
allocate a NewGadget structure is to use a DIM 
statement like this: 

DIM ng (NewGadget_sizeof%\2) 

Why divide the structure size by 2? It's because 
the DIM statement is allocating an integer array, 

CI4cfc   On n* I 

Above: Get into the habit of using HiSoft Basic 
2's editor to view and search the header and 
constant files provided with the package. 

Left: The 
BUTTON KIND 
gadget produced 
by this month's 
example code. 

Left: Sets of 
identical gadgets 
like this can be 
produced just by 
wrapping some 
loop code around 
CreateGadget 
A AO function! 

with each element being two bytes in size, 
whereas all of the offsets and size values in the 
header files are expressed in terms of byte 
values. If we didn't divide by 2 we'd end up with 
a structure twice the size we need. This is OK 
for the above allocation, but similar ideas have 
also been used in examples provided with the 
HiSoft Basic 2 package. Values have been 
placed into structures using statements like: 

ng (ng_LeftEdge%\2) =215 

The important thing to understand about this 
method is that it only works when you are 
storing, and intending to store, 2 byte (ie a word 
sized) values into a NewGadget structure. But if 
you wanted to store a long word (4 byte) value 
into the field called ng_UserData% you'd need 
to revert to the structure access approach that I 
mentioned in the very first instalment of the 
series. In other words - find the base address of 
the NewGadget structure, add the appropriate 
offset for the field in which you are stonng data, 
and then poke the value to be stored using a 
POKEL statement. For instance: 

POKEL VARPTR (ng (0) ) +ng_UserData% j 
SOMEVALUE 

Of course, for the equivalent word (2 byte) 
storage we would use a POKEW statement. So, 
rather than dividing the ng_LeftEdge% offset by 
2 in the expression mentioned earlier, I could 
have set the field to the value 215 using: 

POKEW VARPTR(ng(0))+ng_LeftEdge%, 215 

When placing word values into structures, the 
'divide by 2' method does make the code easier 
to read. But the fact that most Amiga system 
structures have a variety of field sizes means 
that both POKE and 'divide by 2' invariably need 
to be used and. in the case of the examples 
which come with the HiSoft 2 package, this has 
caused confusion with some users. Because of 
this, I'm going to usejust one approach to 
structure initialisation (the POKEing method)! 

Gadget Creation 
Creating a single gadget involves inserting 
suitable values for position, size, etc., into the 
NewGadget structure like this: 
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Gadgets catered for Intuition functions 

BUTTON KIN DA 
These are simple Boolean 
gadgets used for things such 
as OK a nil Cancel buttons in 
requesters. When a user hits 
one of these types of buttons 
the application is sent an 
I DC M PGA D G ETU P & 
message, 
STRING KIND* 
String kind& are used for 
entering text and are 
basically Intuition string 
gadgets. There is a tag 
called GTST String* which 
can be used to specify a 
pointer to the default text 
used when the gadget is first 
drawn and a 
GTST MaxChars& tag 
which specifies the maximum 
number of characters the 
string gadget should hold. 
Again, when a user hits one 
of these types of gadgets the 
application is sent an 
IDCMP GADGETUP& 
message. 

INTEGER KIND& 
Gadgets used for collecting 
numbers and two useful tags 
you'll find that relate to these 
gadgets are GTIN Number*, 
which is used to specify a 
default number, and 
GTIN Max Chars* which 
specifies the maximum 
number of digits the gadget 
is allowed to hold. 
IDCMP GADGETU P& 
messages are again sent 
when such gadgets are used, 
CHECKBOX KINDS. 
IDCMP GADGETUP& 
message generating toggle 
select gadgets used for 
presenting options that are 
either on or off, 
MX KINDS. 
Mutually exclusive radio 
button gadgets which 
generate 
IDCMP GADGETDOWN& 
messages, 
CYCLE KIND* 
Cycle gadgets are also used 

to provide mutually exclusive 
options but in this case only 
the current choice is 
displayed so the display is 
more compact. Whenever 
these gadgets are used 
Gadtools will send 
IDCMP GADGETUP& 
messages, 
SLIDER KIND & 
Sliders are proportional 
gadgets used to set levels - 
eg, a music program might 
use a slider gadget to adjust 
playing volume- Scroller 
gadgets (SCROLLER KIND&) 
are a bit like slider gadgets 
but are used for adjusting 
the position of a limited view 
into a larger area. Listview 
gadgets (USTVIEW KINDS) 
are for scrolling list displays. 
Display only numeric 
(NUMERIC KIND&) and 
stri n g (STRIN G Kl N D&) a nd 
palette gadgets 
(PALETTE KTND&) are also 
catered for. 

POKEW VAR PTR (ng (0)) +ng_Wi dth%, 3 5 
POKEW VARFTR (ng{0)) +ng_Le f t Edge%, 215 
POKEW VARPTR(ng(0))+ng_TopEdget, 20 
POKEW VARPTR(ng(0))+ng_GadgetID%, 1 

and calling the OeateGadgetA&() function. 
You'll see from the function box outs that a 
gadget type needs to be specified and this is 
done by specifying one of the types specified in 
the gadtoois be file. You'll find details of the 
basic gadgets that Gadtools caters for in the 
accompanying box out (boxoutl). For simplicity 
this month's example is creating just a single 
BUTTON_KIND gadget like this: 

gadget_p&=CreateGadgetA&(BUTT0N_ 
KIND, gadget_p&, VARPTR (ng (0)), _TAG_END) 

Gadget creation however is not just a matter of 
calling the CreateGadgetA(A) function. Several 
other steps need to be carried as well: first, 
Gadtools needs to store a number of private 
data items relating to the gadgets placed in a 
window and it stores this 'context' information in 
a dummy gadget which actually forms the start 
of a Gadtools gadget list. Because of this a call 

to a CreateContext&O function needs to be 
made before any real Gadtool gadgets are 
created. Second, once a window is open it is 
also necessary to make a call to a 
GT_RefreshWindow() function. The last step 
concerns window closing. After this has been 
done all gadgets created using the 
CreateGadgetA&{) routine need to be freed. 
Since Gadtool gadgets are automatically linked 
together this step involves just one call, to a 
FreeGadgetsQ function, no matter how many 
gadgets are involved. 

Event Collection 
There's good news in this area because very 
little change needs to be made to the code I 
presented last month. Providing we set an 
additional IDCM P_GADG ETU P& flag in the 
WA IDCMP& tag data when opening the 
window Intuition will send our program 
IDCMP GADGETUP& messages whenever a 
user selects the BUTTON KIND gadget. All we 
have to do in the event handling loop is check 
for these additional messages and do 
something. For this month I've kept things dead 
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More 
complicated 
Gadtool 
displays make it 
necessary to 
check gadget 
identification 
fields in order to 
tell which 
gadget is being 
used. 
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Gadtools also provides easy menu 
creation facilities* These are on the 
agenda for next month. 
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Intuition Function: CreateGadgetA&O 
Description: 
The Gadtool gadget creation routine 
Call Format: g p&=CreateGadgetA&(type&f 
prcv pA, new p&, tag pA); 
Arguments: 
type& gadget type 
prev p&      pointer to previous gadget 
new p&      pointer to a NewGadgel 

structure 
lag p&       pointer to a tag list 
Return Value: 
g p& pointer to new gadget (NULL 

if routine fails) 

Intuition Function: FreeGadgetsQ 
Description: 
The Gadtool gadget freeing routine 
Call Format: 
CALL FreeGadgetsCgadget list p&); 
Arguments: 
gadget list pA pointer to list of gadgets 
Return Value: none 

Intuition Function: CreateContext&O 
Description: 
The Gadtool gadget context creation routine 
Call Formal: 
gadget p&=CreateContextoV(glist p&); 
Arguments: 
glist p&     a pointer to a NULL initialised 

location chosen to hold the 
returned context gadget pointer. 
This then becomes a first gadget 
in the gadget list' pointer. 

Return Value: 
gadget p& initially a pointer to the context 

gadget (of NULL if routine fails). 
By setting this pointer to the 
return value of subsequent calls 
to CreateGadgetA&Q it becomes 
a 'previous gadget' pointer 

simple in this respect. Whenever an 
IDCMP_GADGETUP& message arrives I just 
call an Intuition DisplayBeepO function: 

IF g_class&=IDCMP_GADGETUP& THEN 
CALL DisplayBeep{NULL&) 

All that happens then, when the user hits my 
gadget, is that the screen flashes. OK, so this 
month's example is no big deal as far gadget 
displays go - but the important thing is that the 
framework I've discussed is pretty much the 
same whether you are creating one gadget or a 
hundred gadgets. 

The Coverdisk Code 
An awful lot of this month s example code 
(tests.bas) will be familiar from the program 
provided last month. This should make it 
relatively easy to appreciate the additional 
gadget related code that I've discussed. Of 
course, there is still an awful lot more to 
Gadtools and Gadtool gadget handling than I've 
been able to cover this month. When you start 
creating whole sets of gadgets, for example, it 
becomes necessary to start checking the 
ng_GadgetlD% fields in order to tell which 
gadget caused the Intuition event to be 
generated. Needless to say, I didn't need to do 
this month because only one gadget was in use. 
For details on these fairly minor complications, 
plus details of Gadtooi menu creation and use, 
I'm afraid you'll have to wait until next month! ■ 
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ShopperHitorial Music John Kennedy 

Sounds 

simple 

Breaking down a song into small building blocks makes producing your own music relatively simple. 

John Kennedy tells you all about trackers and sequencers and gets your song moving along smoothly. 

^HL hen you listen to a 
flk !P°P song, you can 

■ B    quickly pick out the 
pattern of chorus and 
verse sections. You 

know the way it goes, it's usually 
something like: 'Intro, verse, verse, chorus, 
verse, bridge, chorus, fade out ending'. 
Practically all modern dance music has 
gone beyond this rather dull Euro-pop 
pattern (or at least cleverly disguises it), 
and instead alternates between slowly 
building trance-like sections and 
percussion frenzies. Or something like that 
- you II have to ask Darren to explain acid- 
funk techno jungle. 

Anyway, the point is that every song has 
definite building blocks of sound. You'll hear the 
same sections again und again, although often 
they'll be combined in different ways to keep 
them fresh and happening (dude). 

When you start using a sequencer to create 
your own music, you'll find using the computer 
opens up brand new ways or working. You can, 
of course, sit at a keyboard and try to play out 
every part of your song in one go. Remember 
that you now control everything from the 
percussion to the bass, to the keyboards and 
possibly even vocals. Using samples or MIDI 
instruments means that you can play any 
instrument you wish, so you could record the 
piano part, then the drums, then the strings and 
so on, complete take after complete take. This is 

Building up the basis of a song 

Using a tracker, a 
song is built up by 
arranging blocks in 
order. The blocks 
contain up to four 
tracks containing the 
individual samples. Hi-hats 

Define tracks 

Base 

U 1 

Create blocks 

Arrange 
blocks to 
create a song 

very difficult, and requires a lot of planning. How 
many of us know what a finished song is going 
to sound like until we've finished it? 

Moving to a section-by-section approach 
can work wonders. You can think of it as 

completing first the verse, and then the chorus if 
you are a Euro-pop fan, but it can be a lot more 
flexible You can use the technique both using a 
tracker program or a MIDI sequencer. Let's look 
at a tracker first. 

Making music with a MIDI sequencer 

A MIDI sequencer like MusicX works in a 
broadly similar way to a tracker, in that many 
different tracks can be combined to make the 
finished song. When using MusicX with a 
multitimbral sound module, you should be 
able to achieve some excellent results with 
very little effort 

These kind of tricks take on a whole new 
meaning when you have a quality MIDI sound 
source to play with. Most can play 32 or 64 
sounds at once, which means you can add layer 
onto layer to build up extremely rich 
soundscapes. 

By defining blocks of sound in this way, you 
can make composing the finished song 
straightforward. Try following these four steps 
to see how creative you can be, 

Step 1: Create a sequence containing some 
notes, such as this simple repeating pattern, 
and make it about four bars fong. 

Step 2: Now copy the notes, move them up an 
octave and paste them down. Already the 
pattern sounds a tot more interesting. 
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A sound tracker program such as OctaMed 
is quite rigid about how your music can be built 
up. A track/block/song approach is used, and 
depending on the tracker, four or more tracks 
can be played at once. The tracks are then 
arranged into blocks, and the blocks are shuffled 
around and re-ordered to make up the finished 
song. For example, it might work like this: you 
decide on the length of a track, and enter the 
notes or sounds to be triggered - you might 
start with a track containing hi-hat sounds and 
then make another with some bass/snare 
sounds. This gives you two tracks which you 
can then use over and over again. You might 
alter this track to create a bass/snare track 
which ends in a huge drum-roll. You then create 
another track - let's imagine it contains a bass 
synth sample. Next you create a track which 
triggers a swelling string sound, and finally you 
create a track with some vocal snatches. That's 
a lot of tracks so far, and we still have to arrange 
it into blocks, never mind songs. 

The six tracks 
1. Hi-hats 
2. Normal kick/snare 
3. Kick/Snare with drum roll 
4. Bass synth riff 
5. String sounds 
6. Vocal snatches. 

Now we can start to create blocks: these are 
collections of tracks which will play at once. 
How you arrange your tracks is up to you, of 
course, and you can have a lot of fun altering 
the tracks to create different arrangements. 
Here is only one example of how you can create 
different blocks. I'm assuming a standard tracker 
which can play up to four tracks at once. 

Block one: 1 - Hi-hats, 2 - Normal Kick/Snare 
Block two: 1 - Hi-hats, 2 -Normal Kick/Snare. 
3 - String sounds 
Block three: 1 - Hi-hats, 2 - Kick/Snare with 
drum roll, 3 - String sounds 
Block four: 1 - Hi-hats, 2 - Normal Kick/ 
Snare, 3 - String sounds, 4 - Bass synth riff 
Block five: 1 - Hi-hats, 2 - Normal 
Kick/Snare, 3 - Bass synth riff, 
6 - Vocal snatches. 

Now we can arrange the blocks in order to 

How to set up your hardware 

Amiga 

When using the Amiga with external MIDI hardware, for 
example a drum machine, you'll need to combine the audio 
outputs as well as connect them via a MIDI interface. 

"By arranging the 

blocks in a different 

order you end up 

with a totally 

different tune." 

create a song. Remember, there is nothing to 
prevent you from repeating the blocks as you 
see fit. Here is one arrangement: 

Block one, Block two, Block two. Block three, 
Block four, Block four, Block three, Block five, 
Block five. Block two, Block two. 

And so we have a tune1 Obviously, by arranging 
the blocks in a different order you end up with a 
totally different tune. 

Using other hardware 
OctaMed can drive external musical hardware 
by means of its MIDI interface. MIDI is the 
electronic communication standard which is 
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Step 3: Then shift the new notes in time slightly, 
or even alter the channel so that they are played 
in a different voice. 

Step 4: The coloured bars aren't notes, but 
previously defined patterns. As you select which 
ones to play you can alter their timing or key. 

used to trigger notes and select voices, but rt 
can also be used to send timing information by 
means of the special 'MIDI clock' timecodes. A 
MIDI system can either generate its own time 
signals, or work from an external clock. This 
means there are two ways of using external 
MIDI hardware. 
1. You may have a MIDI drum machine which 
has its own sequencer built in. You could 
therefore use the drum machine by itself to 
compose a killer percussion pattern, and use the 
drum machine's sequencer to store the entire 
song. Then, by setting the drum machine to 
accept external sync - that is, work with an 
external clock - you can connect it to your 
Amiga running an OctaMed module and know 
that both systems with be perfectly in time. 
2. MIDI drum machines play a different drum 
sound depending on the note value they receive. 
For example, a Middle C may trigger a kick 
drum, and a D may trigger a snare. You can 
therefore set up a track in the Amiga tracker 
program which transmits C and D notes to the 
drum machine. The result is a pattern which has 
no effect on the Amiga, but triggers sounds on 
the drum machine. 

Which technique you use depends on how 
you like to work. Some people find the drum 
machine's sequencer easy to use. and are 
prepared to work around the problem of storing 
two sets of song data: the tracker module, and 
the percussion song stored in the drum 
machine. Incidentally, this doesn't only apply to 
drum machines. Many sound modules also have 
built-in sequencers and so you have the choice 
here too: trigger the notes from the Amiga 
tracker, or simply use the MIDI clock to keep the 
two systems in time. 

Which ever you use, you will need a way of 
combining the sounds from the Amiga and the 
external instruments. You need some form of 
audio mixer, capable of combining the stereo 
output from the Amiga with the output of the 
instrument, and then passing the signal to the 
amplifier or tape recorder or whatever. Sadly 
this can be an expensive business, but we'll deal 
with recording another day. 

See you next month, but until then - start 
making music1 ■ 
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Shopperllitorial Comms Darren Irvine 

)olumn 

Once again, Darren Irvine 

delves into the world of 

Comms, checking out the 

latest news on the Net 

Along with general Comms- 
related news, this month 
I've looked at a couple of 
Amiga mail systems that are 
on the Net and which offer 

different answers to the question of how 
an E-mail system should work. 

Thor Mail Systems 
When Thor first appeared. I considered it to be 
a potentially useful system, although overly 
complicated and daunting to install. But the 
latest version is much neater - even the lengthy 
set-up process has been simplified. Thor is a 
mail system which can operate in many 
ways - as a BBS off-line reader, a Fido netmail 
and echomail system or even as an Internet mail 
reader and Usenet news reader. If an application 
relates to mail or news, then the chances are 

Sale of AT 

The main Amiga 
news in general 
this month is, of 
course, the sale 
of Amiga 
Technologies to 
VISetup. The 
text of Petro 
Tyschtschenko's 
(pictured here) 
keynote address 
at the World of 
Amiga show in 

London on April 13th can be found on 
Amiga Technologies' Home Page: 
http://www. a m iga .de/ 

The Main Message window in Thor doesn't took 
like much at first, but it's logically organised. 

Code for Portuguese! 

If you read Portuguese, and have an interest 
in writing HTML code on your Amiga, check 
out the WEP Pre-HTML processor at: 
http://www a I u ,clu m i n ho.pt \&S 86 / - si15603/ 
wep/ 

With a bit of luckT they'll have a fully 
English version soon. 

that Thor can be used for it. 
In many ways Thor looks similar to a 

dedicated Fido system such as Spot, but it is 
much more flexible, and also has a slightly more 
multiple window look, with a floating control 
panel. If you use more than one sort of mail 
system already (Fido, Internet, and so on) then 
Thor may well be worth taking a look at to 
replace all of your existing mail software. If this 
sounds like the sort of thing you need (and you 
can face a still rather extensive set-up 
procedure), check out the Thor homepage at: 
http://www.cs.uit.no/-kjelli/thor.html 

YAM Mail Systems 
YAM is an abbreviation for Yet Another Mailer 
and, of course, that's what it is. It's a modular 
system with MIME {Multi-purpose Internet Mail 
Extensions - a form of message encoding) 
support for outgoing messages, and a selection 

Amiga Resources on the World Wide Web 

Each month I'll point out a 
few interesting Amiga related 
sites on the Web. One 
extremely useful site is the 
Pure Amiga homepage. Pure 
Amiga has a lot of Amiga 
news and rumours, as well as 
software and hardware 
reviews and useful links to 
other sites. Their URL is: 
http: //www. n etl i n k.co.u k/use 
rs/PureAmiga 

I'm sure that you're 
already familiar with Ami net 

the extremely comprehensive 
collection of Amiga PD and 
shareware, but it can 
sometimes be tricky keeping 
track of new stuff that is 
added to the list, so I've 
decided to note here any new 
useful Comms related 
software that goes on-line, 

This month, along with 
some obscure Fido ARexx 
stuff, the main Ami net news 
from as far as Comms is 
concerned is the latest (1,1) 

version of A Web, along with 
A Web documentation in 
PostScript format. The 
UK Am met mirror can be 
found at: 
http://src.doc. rc.ac.uk/public/ 
aminet 

Another useful site with 
some Amiga Shareware 
available to download is the 
homepage of BevelStone in 
Denmark. Their URL is: 
http://www. login.dk netd k 
/-bvlstone 
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in addition to plain text, Thor has excellent 
support for ANSI encoded mail messages. 

of excellent add-ons such as a fully featured 
address book, and context-sensitive help 
bubbles. As well as MIME, YAM also has 
automatic support for UUencode/ UUdecode. 

It s either an advantage or a disadvantage 
depending on your viewpoint, but YAM makes 
extensive use of MUt. To me, it's an advantage, 
because fonts and window size are all under 
your control, so YAM is extremely user friendly 
and smart looking. YAM also has a built-in 
POP3 client making it simple to install and get 
working alongside an existing Internet TCP/IP 
system, Support for incoming MIME messages 
should be available soon. Whether you prefer 
YAM to the already fully operational (MIME wise) 
MetaMail, is a matter of personal choice. More 
information about YAM and the ability to 
download the latest version can be found at: 
http://bitcom.ch/ - mbeck 

Offhm i To OC I    BCC | 
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YAM's fully featured address book is a very 
useful feature to have. 

YAM's multiple window layout looks fairly smart, 
and MIME support is good too. 
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Shopperlbtorial Steve and Malcolm AMOS Column 

Part 

1 

AMOS 

Welcome back to the AMOS column. So many readers wrote in asking for its return that we had to do 

something about it Steve Bye starts you off writing a complete utility - with the expert help and code 

written by Malcolm La very. Are you ready to write your own program? 

This new AMOS series will 
again be over a six month 
period, but this time we only 
have room for one page a 
month. I have been asked to 

put together a breakdown on writing a 
complete utility, so it is not going to be 
easy. The only way of doing this is to leave 
out explanations of the more obvious bits 
of code, or at least only give the 
straightforward bits a brief mention, so no 
letters of complaint there please. 

The utility I have chosen to look at is a great 
little lottery predictor written by Malcolm Lavery. 
You may of heard of Mai - he has written a 
string of top PD/Licenceware titles including 
MagicPaint Box, Codename Nano and Teeny 
Weenys. For this series. Mai has done all the 
coding and I will do all the yapping, A lottery 
predictor program may not sound the most 
exciting of utilities to write about, but Mai's 
program is very well written and beginners will 
learn a lot from the routines we will look at. 

Most of the code is in procedures that can 
be easily used in other programs. In fact, a lot of 
the procedures are from Mai s library of routines 
he has written and uses in many of his 
programs, and now you can too. The code 
covered this month is on the Coverdisk, so for 
clarity I advise you get AMOS up and running 
and load in the code while following this article. 

Luck of the draw 
Right. Time to get on with it. The first part of the 
program sets up some simple variables for use 
later on. The next part, which is remmed as 
LOAD IN LOTTERY DATA' does just that, it 
loads in an AMOS bank which contains the 
numbers so far drawn in the lottery. This Abk file 
is used to save any new data typed in by the 
user and therefore must be loaded in at the start 
of the program. 

As you will see from the code, bank 8 is 
reserved for the file, the next line checks that the 
file actually exists, if it does then it is loaded into 
bank 8. Whether the file was loaded into bank 8 
or not a Poke$ inserts the string 'LOTTERY' at 
the start of the bank, which in effect creates our 
own custom data file. 

The lPOS' variable is a marker so we know 
whereabouts in the bank we are looking at, to 
start with it is set to the beginning of the bank. 
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Start(8), The next lines set up some more 
variables, but these are global variables which 
means they can be accessed inside as well as 
outside of procedures. 

Following procedures 
The next part of the code calls the SETUP1 

procedure. This procedure actually just calls 
another procedure called _Menu_Display' for 
reasons that will become apparent later The first 
four lines of the Menu Display' procedure 
opens a nice high res screen of 8 colours, sets 
up the palette display and then limits the mouse 
pointer so it can only be moved around the 
button parts of the screen. Lots of calls are then 
made to the '.SD.Display1 this sets up the 3D 
look of the program. 

Mai's '_3D_Display' procedure may look 
complex, but it is a well written and flexible 
procedure that you would do well to keep 
available for use in future programs. It simply 
draws 3D boxes of any size anywhere on the 
screen. You can have an 'in' or 'out' looking box 

This Is what you will get if 
you run the code we have 
covered so far. 

and you can ' FILL1 it with any colour you want. 
The proc takes six parameters. X and Y are 

the co-ordinates of the top left-hand corner of 
where you would like your 3D box to start. 
Width and height are the size you want the box 
in pixels, INJDUT' can be set to either 0 or 1 
(experiment) and "_FILL has to be set to the ink 
colour you want your 3D box to be filled with. 

Some info about how many lottery weeks 
are contained in the Lottery bank that we loaded 
earlier are then printed on the screen. This is 
calculated as 'MANY=Length(8)/7-11 where the 
variable 'MANY' will hold the amount of lottery 
weeks, this is arrived at by dividing the size of 
bank eight by 7 and then subtracting 1, 

The last part of the k_Menu_Display1 

procedure renders Mai's 3D buttons to the 
screen. We will look at this next month. The 
screen is then faded in. Tne code covered so far 
is on this month's Coverdisk, In its current form 
you can run the code and you will see a bare 
bones version of the lottery screen, a mouse 
click will end the program. Be patient - we will 
have the program up and running soon. ■ 
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ANIM 1 PD 
AN IMATION S/ SLID6 SHOWS/GAME S/UTlLmE S 

2 FARTHER WE U. AVENUE, WEST MAILING 
KENT ME19 6NG 

PD DISKS 85pPER DISK 
POSTAGE 50p PER ORDER UK 

CATALOGUE FREE WITH ORDER OR SEND 
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NORWICH PD WEIIWSE PD 
THE BEST IN PD & SHAREWARE 

1000'S OF DISKS AVAILABLE 

Only 75p per disk 
FREE 1st class next day return postage 

FREE disk with every 10 ordered 
FREE catalogue disks when SAE & 2 blank 

disks are sent (or 3 first class stamps) 
We only use good quality DS/DD disks' 

• Assassins • ISO legal Tools • A6A • Fonts • Games 
• Utilities • Husk • Clip Art • Ham Radio • 17 Bit 

• Graphics • Business • 5th Dimension licenceware etc 

43 Motum Road, Norwich, 
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Tel: 01603 504655 
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7386-LZX 1.21 (1 Disk) 
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Programmers Required 
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educational titles to add to our licenceware scheme 
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MSR MUSIC Volumes 1 fc 2 
Collection of copyright free rmi»k modules for use 
in your own programs. Exclusive new modules for 
only £2 95 per disk 
WAC #8 (Whitby Amos Club) 
A superb disk magazine dedicated to all AMOS users 
Beginner or expert. WAC can offer you advice tips 
gossip, reviews, and loads of hot new source code. 
Only £2 95 Post Free 
Tel/Fax: 01709 888127 

E-mail: Phil@wareSd.demon.co.uk Payment to SADDLETRAMPS PD 
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"he Him & Vidmi Institute 
24C West Street. Epsom. Surrey,. 

Membership includes: 
■ Bi-monthly magazine 
• Film & Video Lihrutr> 
• Copy right ('li-.Lram ■ M     : M i 
■ Training/User Groups (computerised video t 
■ Competitions/Festivals 
• Junior tt Youlh members welcomed 

Desk Top Pu op Publishing 
Full design Si print sen ice. 
From laser printed leaflets 

l« full colour brochures. 
Call today for a t'Rliti brot hurel 

For ill Your I'rititittf* Requirements 

AMIGA - 
Call (0' 

Write to: 45 Bi 
Cn 

Independent 

Wanted 
PfO£Fcimm©rS • Gat any rxciting nrw project? 
lined up for rhe AniigA? Serloui RppNflarion* or 
|imH. finished or part-flniihtd, Pro-Soft would love 
to heir from you. 
We're looking for quality software to publish u part 
of our budget range, and will pay TOP royalties. 
If ytm woo Id \ikr to »h*rr PrO-Sotfi futurr 
%uccr», thrn call Alt PrlOT on 097]  70171 fl 
for an Informal thai. 

'ARNOLD COMPUTER SUPPLIES^ 
Blank Disks Li 5 00 per 50 inc. labels 
DSHD Disks    £21-50 per 50 (Pre-forautted) 

PD LIBRARY HOW OPEN! 
MMSI »nd tour 1 it doss it amps for urialogua 

Many more rtems slocked. 
Picasc phora or (ait for latest prices. 

Tel: 0115 W 4m Fax: 01 is 05b 1661 
Barry Voce, II Campion Street, Arnold, 
v Nottingham NGi SGR 

Amiga Public Domain Sr Sbirawm 
Pick and Mix u^wart priced p*r tUm of compressed data 
Equivatenl to 3Qp per disk As many tides as wilt fit on a di*k 
N*w Aminei Daily. Fish 1 to 1100. many eotl*ci»or»s 
Send 1 Hirsi second class stamps or Up for detailed cat. 
Please phone for advice or help on 
tefhrtfi or hardware 0121 357 2487 

61 Hollywood, Great Bawr. Birmingham B43 6EJ 

Contrrt you* * 
UR MONITOR £10 ild Amur id Momror <otoi,u- pictwrt & 3 sound. 

Dlr MADE £10 £40 £15 £10 ■lagan tli ttromct, .erness, Kont ME 12 HJD 
Money bacfc apprcivaJ   PAP inc 
*\ DELIVERY 2 DAYS 

AMIGA REPAIRS 

FIXED PRICE 0NLY£4Z.99 Incl. *?S&5 
* Price includes PARTS, LABOUR, DELIVERY & VAT 

I 14 YEARS * 90 Day warranty on all repairs 
* 24 Hour turn-around on most repairs 
* All upgrades purchased from us fitted tree with repair 
* Includes FULL DIAGNOSTICS, SERVICE & SOAK test 
4c If drive or keyboard need replacing add £10.00 
AMIGA A1200 Repairs only £$2«99 Fully Inclusive 

SPECIAL O 

8372A 1Meg Agnus 
3375 ?Meg Agnu$ 
LISA (A 1200) 
8374 Alice (A1200) 
8362 Derise (A50O) 
8373 Super Deriise 
5719 Gary 
8520 CIA (A500/+) 
8520 CIA (A600/1200I 
8364 Paula (A500/+) 
8364 Paula IPLCCI 

£11.70 
£9-^0 

in, oo 
Ul.OO 
tn. J 4 
tI*+70 

£4.lO 
£lb.SO 
IIZ.40 

£29 SO 
£18. DO 
H500 
£59.CO 

(      CHIPS | 

PC keyboard adaptor tallows, you to use a PC keyboard on sour Arnica} 
Mailable for A500/+ A600 A1200 A2WIA3000A4000 and CD32.     PHC€ Ofll\ £25.00 

PC Keyboards (C^erry/Chicony) ...... £16 00   A500 Motherboard v6 A   £59 00 
CD32 Power suOOfv £25 00    Fu'^ WutelW f*S205J power supply  EZ5.00   A500 imernal Drive   £29 95 
CD32 Rom Drive  £35.00    A6OQ/120O internal Drive  £35 95 

CHIPS 
6SQ00CPU 
Video DAC fAl200) 
Kick£tait1.2 
Kicksian 1.3 
Kickstart 2.04 
Kickstart 2 05 
Kickstart 3,1 (A500) 
Rom Sharer 
NEW Modulators 
Xchange Modulators 
C032 ROM DRIVE 
A50O Motherboard 6A 

A500 Keyboai 
A600 Keyboard 
A1200 Keyboard 
A50DV60Q/1200 PSU 
CD32 PSU 
A200GVA3000 PSU 
2 5 HARD DRIVES 

£18.0-0 
£19.00 
£14.00 
czs.so 
£2S.OO 
tfcSOO 
RO.A. 

WE CAN SUPPLY ANY AMIGA 
500/600/1200 SPARE PART 
AND KEEP A FULL STOCK 

Add £1.50 P&P on chips, £3.00 P4P on Drives 4 PSUs We reserve the right to refuse repairs 
ATTENTION ftLL DEALERS • ■ - 

[ 
Our Company otters the most c 

Credit facility available. SEND FOR FR SUE 

SenriceHOTUKTel (0116) 2470059 
FAX (0116) 358643 
0ART Computer Services (AS) ^HB^f   t 'tnttpnfrrlServlc.pv 
11B London Road Leicester LE2 OPf      u c^u ^    04^ A Division 01 D A compuiers Ltd 

-D 

CD Rom Drives & Hard Drives 
Hard Drives + controller for: 
A 5 o o C+) / A15 00/Azo 00/ A3000 / A 40 00 
120MB £159.00 M0MB £209-00 l.OGIG £279.00 
250MB      £179.00  850MB      £239.00   L2GIG £299-00 
340MB      £189.00 4MB External RAM for A5O0/50O+ £149.00 

Hard Drives for A6O0/A12OO 
2.5" 120MB £79.00 2.5'1420MB £199.00 
2.5" 250MB £129.00 2.5" 540MB £249.00 
2,5" 340MB £179.00 15" 810MB £349.00 
(includes instructions and installation software) 

3.5 
3.5 
3.5 
3.5 
3 5 

540MB 
850MB 
l.OGIG 
1.2GIG 
2.0GIG 

£149.00 
£159.00 
£179.00 
£199.00 
£295.00 

IDE Quad Speed CD-ROM Drives 
for A500/50O* 
(requires AlfaPower v6.8 + Hard Drive) 
for AfiOO/A 1200 {ire; CD32 ernulalion) (PCMCIA) 
for Al5lX)/A2(XK)/A3fX)O/A4000 (inc Tandem) 

AMSA 

This Month's Special 

Grade A Double Density Disks: 50 disks £12.00 100 disks £20.00 

%Sk CnyScaJv Scanners/AIEJSCJII Plus E99.00 
Scanner Pad t9 9S (Fn£E Wrm Axt SCAHKUI) 
Multif ace III card 
AT Bus zooS IDE controller 
Octogon<zoo8 SCSI controller 
Tandem CD & IDE controller 
AlEaPower A 500 IDE controller 

Ram Cards/Memory 

Crystal Trackball 
£34.95 

A5(M)+ 1MB 
A600 1MB 
A1200 1MB 
A1200 2MB 
A1200 4MB 
A1200 HMB 

w/o 
w/o 
with 
with 
w ith 
with 

clock 
clock 
clock 
clock 
clock 
clock 

£29.95 
£29.95 
£69.95 
£99.95 

£119.95 
£229.95 

7Zpin SIMMS 
2MB £49.00 
4MB £59.00 
8MB £129.00 

ZIP RAMS 
£89.95/2MB 

Optical Mouse £29-95 

Optical Mouse Mat £5.00 
Amiga PSU for A500, 
AbOO & A1200 £29.95 

Apollo lizo zSMHz Accelerator 
Give your A 1200 350* r Perlbrnunce 
Includes Clock & 28MHz FPU 
1220 Bare Board £99.95 
1220 with 4MB Memory £169.95 ^^^^^ 

Auto Mouse/ 
Joystick 

Switch £12.95 

80 watt Speakers £39,95 
240 watt Speakers £49,95 
3D Sound Speakers £59.95 

External 
Floppy Drive 
£39.95 
with ThrauoH Port 

Mega Mouse 400 £9.95 
Mega Mouse Plus £12-95 

(Three button version with 8' cable 
Performance 97% A,U.I) 

All prices include VAT. Please add £3.50 P&P for items under £30.00, £5.00 for items over 
£30.00, £8,00 P&P for Scanners. Speakers & Hard Chives, £10.00 P&P for next day. 

Goldcnfmagc accepts Access, Visa, Cheques &. Postal Orders. E&OE. Prices subject to L-hjnge withoui notice. 
OOJMJS suhjeut m availahility. Spcxificaiions suhjeel lo change- withoui notice. 

Goldenlmage (UK) Ltd 
11nit fi5* Hallmark Trading Estate, M 
Fourth Wnv. \\cnihk\ . Middx NAl> (H it ^HSv 

Sales Hotline Not 0181 900 9291 Fan: 0181 900 9281 
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ShopperVievynjgg Letters David Taylor 

Are magazines more to blame than 

pirates?; is Amiga Shopper rude and 

arrogant?; is David a spaceman? 

AS readers once more ask the 

burning questions and teii it like it is. 

How to contact us 
This month's 

selection of letters 
shows the level of 
concern that Amiga 
owners have about 

the future of their machine. We 
can only hope VlSeorp heeds 
their cries better than Escom. 

Piracy point 
Firstly I must say that 
I naturally don't agree 
with the theft of 
software (aka piracy). 
When the Amiga is 

II always remember 
£25 Winner 

no more, I w 
what kind and generous people 
you were, 
giving us that 
(nearly) free        v --^J^^^. 
software on your 
Coverdisks 
each and 
every month 

During 
the Amiga's 
recent decline, I can't 
help but notice that 
magazines seem to use piracy 
as a scapegoat. Piracy obviously 
causes people to stop producing 
software. I mean, piracy is not 
exactly an incentive, is it? 

Although looking at the 
situation through a consumer's 
eyes, why should we buy full price 
software when possibly in a few 
months, a high proportion of this 
software will be given away on 
Coverdisks? This would suggest 
that magazines are also helping 
pirates destroy the Amiga user 
base. 

Unfortunately I feel the Amiga 
user is going to suffer yet more. 
W H Smith no longer seem to be 
stocking Amiga magazines. 
Electronics Boutique stock only a 
few games; not even your 
magazine includes many 
advertisers selling serious 
commercial software titles. 

What realistic chance have AT 
got at the moment without 
software being readily available on 
the high street and Escom staff 
actually knowing how to promote 
(or even plug in for that matter) the 
Amiga? They have two hopes. Bob 
Hope and no hope. 

Mark Chatworthy 
Herstmonceux 

We//, / don't think that magazines, 
or AS at feast - I can't speak for 
others - cite piracy as the main 
cause of the Amiga's downturn in 
luck (see AS60 for a full feature 
on piracy I sadly no more back 
issues of AS60 are available as it 
is sold out}), ft certainfy 
contributes to developers 
abandoning the Amiga. If they 

can't sell an 
Amiga 

product, there's 
no point them 

developing it, is 
there? 

f Having said 
■   that some companies who 
H   were turning their back on the 
^   Amiga have come to reafise 

that a considerable market 
stiff exists. Team 17 for one. If you 
check out the games charts, you'll 
see that the Amiga stiff figures 
highly. As for commercial 
applications, the answer is 
different. The prices of top quality 
software in this market are 
considerably higher than for 
games and as they are easier to 
copy, it makes piracy a seductive 
option for Amiga users. 

Whether magazines are partly 
responsible too is a good point, 
but one which has its advocates 
and its detractors. 

Some companies believe that 
free software deters users from 
buying products, while others see 
it as an ideal way of getting more 
users to try - and buy - their 
software. More often than not, the 

Write in to Talking 
Shop, Amiga 
Shopper's letters 
pages, and you 
could win yourself 
some cash. The Star 

letter published every month 
receives £25. 

So, put pen to paper and 
send your letters in to: 

Talking Shop, 
Amiga Shopper, 

Future Publishing, 
30 Monmouth St, 
Bath, Avon BA1 2BW 

Alternatively, you can E-mail your 
letters to: 
amshopper@cix.compullnkxo.uk 
davetaylor@futurenetco.uk 

All the letters received at these 
addresses will be considered 
for publication, unless you 
specifically advise us otherwise. 

Coverdisk programs are versions 
which have been updated and 
there is an offer for readers to get 
the fatest version at a discounted 
price. 

This hefps the reader, who 
can see whether the program is 
right for them, and saves them 
money on getting the best version 
available, ft helps the company by 
getting what is effectively a 
complete demo of their product to 
a wide audience. 

Of course, this does then 
wear well with any competitors 
who see the program on the 
Coverdisk as giving someone an 
unfair advantage. This tends to be 
levelled out by sourcing programs 
from as many different places as 

AT contacts 

If you want to contact Amiga 
Technologies, write to the 
following addresses: 

John Smith, 
Amiga Technologies GmbH 
(UK), Hunting Business 
Aviation Buildings, tst Avenue, 
Stansted, Essex CM24 1QQ. 
■ 01279 6S0617. 

Retro Tysehtsehenko, 
Amiga Technologies GmbH, 
Berliner Ring 89, D 64625 
Bens helm, Germany. 
Fax: 0049 6252 709 520 
E-mail: gbo@llsa.amiga-tech.de 

possible - so that everyone gets a 
crack of the whip. Naturally full 
programs on the disks don't do 
magazine sales any harm either, 
but it is exceptionally rare that a 
new program will appear complete 
on a disk within months of 
release. If users would rather wait 
years for a program to appear on 
a disk, then it's unlikely they were 
ever going to fork out for it full 
price. 

As newsagents add to our 
problems by stopping stocking us, 
readers have two choices. They 
can place an order with the 
newsagent and reserve their copy 
or they can subscribe. 
Subscription has the advantages 
of saving money and getting the 
extra offers and, of course, the 
extra disk. Irregular readers, 
though, are stuck with the pot fuck 
of whether a newsagent stocks 
the mag and whether they have 
any left. 

As to AT's chances, it remains 
to be seen what they can achieve 
under the new VlSeorp owner. 
Initial signs from people dealing 
with VlSeorp have been very 
positive, much more so than 
under Escom. It appears they are 
working hard, and fast, and 
actually getting results. Read more 
about it in this month's news. 

By the way Mark, you didn't 
send us your complete address, 
so if you want to claim your £25, 
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David Taylor Letters J<L*!\ ^Shopper Views 

then please write in and let us 
know where to send it! 

A change of tone? 
First of all, congratulations David 
on becoming the new editor of 
Amiga Shopper. As far as I am 
concerned, your appointment 
could not come at a better time. 
Allow me to explain myself. 

I have been a subscriber since 
issue 3 (seriously!), and have stuck 
with AS through the good and bad 
times. However, I was actually just 
about to write and cancel my 
subscription - so fed up had I 
become over the ^new look' AS. I 
found the style to be very 
aggressive, especially towards any 
readers who wrote in with anything 
other than glowing praise. 

An example, if I may, would be 
a letter in issue 54 (I know it is 
nine months ago, but it was the 
first issue which came to hand 
right now) in which Mr Cornwall 
asks why AS does not follow in 
the footsteps of other Amiga 
magazines which had at that time 
started using PFS/AFS as the file 
system on their Coverdisks. What 
was the editor's (Ms Grant's) 
reply? Was it something 
reassuring such as "We have no 
plans to move away from the 
current filesystem"? No. It was the 
somewhat aggressive and 
downright rude "Err which disks 
use PFS/AFS? None that we 
know ofM - hardly the sort of way 
to treat someone who had taken 
the time to write in! 

Sadly, this tone has been 
more and more prevalent in AS in 
recent months. 

I noticed that you made 
mention of the 'relaunch1 by Ms 
Grant of AS - would this be the 
relaunch which say the price rise 
by 58% overnight, and say the 
circulation drop by 50% more than 
it had in the previous six month 
period? Just wondered... 

However, now that there has 
been a change in editor, I shall 
stick with AS for a while to see if it 
improves - I remember being in 
this sort of position a few years 
ago, and the then new editor 
(Baggers) made significant 
improvements and made the style 
much more friendly, and I hope the 
same will happen again. 

Keith Blakemore-Noble 
E-mail 

Thanks for your words of support, 
butI have a confession to make. 
The response to the ietter about 
AFS was actually penned by me. 
Sorry I would have written a more 

Compo winners 

We have not one, 
but two 
competitions to 
announce winners 
for this month. 
Firstly, there's ten 
lucky winners of our 
£1200 multimedia 
giveaway. Then, 
there's a winner 
from the Siamese 
System com petit ion 
and the Surfer 

compo from the 
World of Amiga 
show, The ten lucky 
winners who each 
receive a copy of 
MM Experience, 
OctaMED G CD, 
Artworx CD, Pahse 3 
CD, Nucleus, DMS 
and Disk System 3 
are: T Richardson of 
Tad worth, M Moore 
of Ipswich, I Worrail 

of Barrow-in- 
Furness, W Betesta 
of Derby, G 
Freeman tie of 
Fareham, C Meilicke 
of Bonn (Germany), 
G Clarke of Leeds, A 
Stevens of Red car, J 
Eliassen of 
Sjovegan (Sweden) 
and B Curran of 
Coupar Angus. Your 
prizes should be 

with you either 
already or very 
shortly. 

M Bond 
of Tip tree was 
the lucky 
winner of the 
Amiga Surfer 
bundle which 
was given away 

in the WOA 
competition, 

well done 
to all of you. 

- J 

detailed response, but space 
didn rf permit, so maybe it came 
across as slightly more abrupt 
than intended. In which case, my 
apologies to Mr Cornwall as well. 

The truth is that the AUf disks 
referred to were created by me 
and so I was in an ideal position 
to comment that they didn't use 
AFS at all; they used Diskspare 
which is a different system (with 
simitar results, I admit). 

As you went on to point out 
m your letter, though, (sorry, we 
had cut it down), we ail make 
mistakes. But the relaunch I 
referred to was the one that saw a 
title that was in danger of being 
closed because of falling 
readership successfully survive for 
over another year by attracting 
new readers from a broader 
spectrum. It afso saw AS record 
the lowest decline in readership 
among any Amiga magazines. 

As I said in the Subscribers 
letter this month, AS has suffered 
a sad blow by the loss of a 
Ooverdisk, but we had no choice. 
The decision was made (way 
above editor level) that the only 
way to remain open was to move 
this way. Every magazine in this 
sector is under pressure and 
feeling the squeeze. All we can 
do is provide the best coverage 
we can and the best software we 
can on the disk with the 
resources we can afford. 

Some readers will doubtless 
decide to stop buying us, while 
others will continue to see AS as 
a worthwhile read offering three 
or four disks packed onto one, top 

quality reviews and roundups and 
expert advice. This is not meant to 
be an aggressive reply, but bear in 
mind that we are as frustrated by 
the Amiga s situation as you are. 

Penpals request 
Before I begin, I'd like to say I 
think your magazine is brilliant. I 
buy it almost every month and was 
especially pleased with AS621s 
Can Do giveaway 

When I was looking through 
the User Groups and PD Houses 
on the Coverdisk, an idea struck 
me - why not include a penpals 
section? I've already seen people 
looking for penpals in the Reader 
Ads so why not make a full section 
out of it? This way, we could all 
write to other Amiga users around 
the globe and send each other 
hints and tips, PD software and 
talk about our favourite computer. 

Why don't you ask everyone 
out there who wants a penpal to 
send in their name and address 
and include them on next month's 
disk? Go on, do us all a favour! 

Advertisers' index 

Surely, you have a few Ks spare 
on your excellent disks? 

By the way, does anyone else 
find that whenever they look at the 
photo of David Taylor, they keep 
thinking he's in some kind of silver 
space suit? All he needs is a 
goldfish bowl on his head! 

Alan Hennebery 
7 West court. Ira lee, 

Co.Kerry, Eire 

Well, as you can see from this 
issue, Coverdisk space is at a 
premium and people can already 
find penpals in the Reader Ads 
section. However, if readers do 
want it added as a separate 
section on the disk, then it's 
certainly possible. Write in and tell 
us and if you include your details r 
please do so as a text file on a 
disk - I can't sit and type in all 
your addresses! Until then, Alan, 
I've included your address so that 
people can start writing to you. 

And you're not the first 
person to ask whether it's a space 
suit In fact, John Kennedy 
mentions it in every E-mail he 
sends me! It isn t It's a rather 
tasty raw silk sweater that I still 
like and the picture is me 
modelling it in the Yorkshire Dales 
on holiday. So there! 

Forgotten author 
In your May edition, you made use 
of the AmiTCP installer for your 
DIY tutorial, but didn't credit the 
installer's author. Shame on you, 
especially as you do have the 
decency to credit Coverdisk 
contributors, 

Kevin 
E-mail 

You're quite right. My apologies 
again. Thanks to CountB for the 
installer that makes it all so much 
easier as you could see from the 
piece. We do try to give credit 
where it's due, because it is 
important, but with so many 
products dealt with in so many 
different ways, some do slip 
through the net. 

1st Computer Centre TT 01132 311738 page 59 
Analogic TT 01 81 546 9575 page 23 
Dart Computer Services TT 0116 247 0059 page 55 
Gastei ner TT 0181 345 6000 page 24 
Golden Image 0181 900 9291 page 55 
GTI Grenville Trading inL GmbH u 0049 2017 88778 page 60 
Owl Associates TT 01543 250377 page 27 
Quantum Leap Software TT 01508 461917 page 2 
Samsung TT 0800 521952 page 11 
Shakti TT 0141 333 1411 page 27 
Siren Software TT 0161 796 5279 page 4A5 
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The essential magazine for Amiga enthusiasts 

Next month 

Way above 

the rest? 

What benefits can an external tower system add to 

your A1200? There are now several systems that 

offer SCSI housing, additional IDE bays, Zorro slots, 

video slots... We wanted to know which ones offered 
the best expansion capabilities and which ones 
suited different users. So, we set John Kennedy 

on the case (if you'll excuse the pun) and next 
month he'll be presenting a full round-up of the available 
systems. If you are looking to expand your A1 200, this 
report will be the one for you. 

AMIGA 

MAG* 

Reserve your copy today! 

Remember that the easiest way to ensure 
that you get hold of the August 1996 issue 
of Amiga Shopper is to reserve yourself a 
copy at your local newsagent. Fill in and 
cut out this form, or photocopy it, and 
give it to your newsagent. 
Dear Newsagent, 
Please reserve/deliver a copy of Amiga Shopper 
magazine each month. 

Name„  

Address,. 

Phone no   
To the newsagent: Xmi^a Shopper is published 
by Future Publishing ir 01225 442244. 

Reviews 

Well, release date changes 
caught us out last month, but 
we're going to put our neck 

on the line again and say that 

next month we'll have reviews 

of the Surfin' Squirrel, 
Photogenics 2, the Genius 

121 2HR graphics tablet and 
Infrarexx - the system that 

allows you to control infra red 
controlled systems with your 

Amiga! There's more, but let's 
not tempt fate by mentioning 
their hallowed names. 

Why not take advantage of our 

special six-month subscription 

deal? Telephone the Subscription 

Hotftne on tr 01225 822511. 

Regular, 

All the AS 

regulars will be in 
next month. As 

well as Answers 

and the Public 
Domain, there'll 

be the Comms 
column, the 
excellent 

Coverdisk and 

the How to... 

series. The 
tutorials continue 
with HiSoft 
BASIC, CanDo, 

Music and AMOS 
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Open Sunday HOW TO ORDER LOW COST DELIVERY    Telephone 0113 2319444 

COMPUTER CENTRE 

Order by telephone quoting your 
Credit Card Number* If paying by cheque please make payable to: "FIRST COMPUTER CENTRE" In any 
correspondence please quote a Phone Number, Post Code & Dept. 

Allow 5 working days cheque 
clearance 

SHOWROOM ADDRESS*. 
DEPT. AS, UNI T3t ARMLEYPARK 

COUR T, STANNINGLEYRD, LEEDS, j mi4r 

V 7 DAYS A WEEK 

#2-4 Week Days             £3.50 24 HR M 
•Next Week Day            £5.95 E      . _ N£WB 
•Saturday deli very         £ 10.00 www.dernon.cp.uk.'first 
DeWvery subject to stock ovof/oW/rty ^OTBTTTTT 
•All prices include VAT @ 17,5% UdQJiifa 
•Large showroom with parking K*Hh| 
• Multi-million pound company 
•Overseas orders welcome 
• Educational purchase orders welcome pWjWffliM 

24 HR MAIL ORDER SERVICE FAX: 0113 231-9191 
NEW BBS Sales & Technical line Tel; 0113 23 Ul 422 irlteorn.demon, eo.uk j^mrj.jjijn rj■ ■ .,n ITT^, ESS FROM M62. 

lM»ti«mH«l.f*i ^ubrAM. Ttwrmnjn ftt fcrmtrf entpncni I ^JrtmjjMTjvir.AtluJtnnltytpurr. rTHlfe Al Like BV Uimoff br AM. LTSH mtf«rt wich Hw Aili brf-patsnf town ctntrrl **ith mccb Annk 

Hardware 

UK'S cheapest 
Amiga's 
A1200 

Magic Pack 
Inc. Word worth 4se 
Personal Paint V6.4, 

Photogenic* etc* 
£354.95 

Amiga 1200^ 
Surfer Pack 

Magic Pack 
software + 260Mb 
Hard drive 2Mb of 

RAM & 14,400 
Modem with 

Internet/Web 
software 

y £559.95 

\\IG\A4000T 
MC68040-25 Mhz 

• I OGig SCSI Hard Disk, 6Mb of Ram. 
•Scala MM-300 Pre-Installed. 
•6804Q*25Mhz CPU. £2089.95 

Amiga A1200 
Magic Pack+HD 

Magic Pack 
software + 170Mb 

Hard drive & 
Scala MM-300 

software 

£469.95 

First Starter Pack 
• A1200 dust cover • 10 x DSDD diifcirtibs • Top quality joystick ■ Deluxe mouse mat V 1 X A1200 game* 

£19.95 

win;1 M1438S *£28S.9S ^ - S.-p.i.- err £295.99 

f 3.5" Hard Disk Drives 
with A1200/600 install kit 

inc. sofrwa-rp, cables and instruction* 
630Mb..£l85.95 850Mb...L1 99.95 

f 

Hard Drives 
2.S" Hard Drives for A600/ 
A I 200 with installation kit 

inc. software, screws, cables 
and instructions 

External Hard Drives 
for all SCSI aware Amiga's 

500Mb SCSI £199.95 
I.OGig SCSI £3 14.95 t« HghquKKy SCSl-M Quantum nmluntvn mjjemm—mm, 

Requires SCSI interface, ie. Squirret'G VP 

(W Seagate Fufrsu CGXMCR 
60Mb £89.95 I 30Mb„£ I 09.95 
170Mb,.£ I 14.95 250Mb..£139.95 

340Mh..£l75.95 5 40Mb.,£ I BB.95 
0 £237.95  I.OGig..£382.95 

3.5" Hard Drive install kit £ 111.95 
Include* set up software, cabktt and ful Wrttrucdom, no Hard Drfv*. 

RAM Expansion    CD ROM Drives/Squirrel I/face 

LOWEST PRICES EVER!! AI200 I MB RAMSpeooJ p/ice'f £79.95 200 1 MB RAM £99 9i A   . -ii J MB RAM i I 29 9 5 A   :DQ -H MB RAMI £ I 90 95 6HHHJ 31Mhi Co Pro add      fib 00, 
PRIMA A500 512k RAM noelocfc. PRIMA AJfl&* I Mb RAM 
PRIMA A60Q I Mb RAH no clock 

£19.95 £29.95 
£29.95 

MASSIVE REDUCTIONS I Mb • .' Pin SIMM 1 Mb 72 Pin SIMM 4 Mb 11 Pin SIMM « Mb 72 Pin SIMM 16Mb 72 pin SIMM 1Mb JO pin SIMM 4 Mb 30 SIMM 256 by 4 DRAM (DI Ls) 25*b>r4ZlPPS 

£19.95 £19.95 £50.95 £.99.95 £209.95 £24.95 £70.95 fMCMil 95 <r*rh)£S 95 Part ncti*ngf available on your old I■?mi o Xi, C aFI f(3r pricing. 
Accelerator Cards 

Viperll-28 £119.95 
Viper II-50 £199.95 
Falcon dB040 RC £379.95, 

\\W\iA\ 

M1438S 
18 dp, I5.'3> KHz, all Arnica mod*i, AC>A compatible. Slrretj speakers, Ciht and iwtvrll i tand. 

only £295.95 
or without speakers £264.95 

Amitek 1084 S       £ I 99.9^ 

RENO Portable CD ROM 
Prima shareware CD ROM Valued at £10 free with Reno drive 

ZFZZL. £129.95 
tbtrnicrHnpmd • I Mm* Accrm Tkt» 

Toshiba 5401 B,4Speed £134 95 
Toshiba 3701 B*6.7Soeed £232.95 1 aihiba CD ROM drives Are Suitable to fit  inside A4Q0Q systeroi. j 

SCSI Enclosures 
Single Case £69,95 Dual Case £89.95 
PRIMA 

Zip Drive 

£189.95 

LZip t»oh divjilablf ^t-paratcly £16.95 
fSyquestEZ-135     £ 194.95 
I       additional media £ I 7,95 

I [Amiga External drive£49.95] 
A I 200/600 inu-rnal drivt£ 3 9.95 

Squirrel SCSI II 
lnteKace*£45.00 

Surf Squirrel 
SCSI II Interface 

•£79,95 

OctagonSCS11'Ram Card     £99.95 | SCSI II noWace card ior btf ban Amifa'i A^CWIOW rtc 

Qnternal SCSI CD ROM drives) 

Amiga Technologies 
1241 Q-Driv<> 

Quad ipecd external     £ I AA AT CDRam Dn*«.ftir        L I 77t7J lA 11W. vi a PC M C FA,      a^rtwwai I 'f■« ntriri; 
Hewlett Packard CD-R 4020i 
CD-Recorder *.r„d2.wr,<, £81 1.95 
Master-ISO CD-R software 
CrritrTW ■»« CO ROM \ imlCD Auditi iliw i <»i 
v A , KJ Call for detaih £ I 29,95 

NewMrga Mnuu-* 400 dpi i i button) £ I 2 V5 
Mega Mouse 400 dpi (2 button) £11.45 
Newi'An .1^,1 un. U 5*0<ipi <J burton Jill 45 
Quality MBu«-mit<4mm) £J.9S 
AlfaOau Crystal TrackbaJI £ 34J.95 
ZyFi-2 Speakers (I watts/channel) 
Z)d=iPro5peakers(l6wattsSchann«l) i17 9S 
Robo^hift (Auto mpui*fj.itick switch) £9.95 Kkkstart 2.04, 2 05 (forutein A6Q0) £74 95 ClAASlOAh'Orontrollor £.16.95 4SU2CaPra25mhiPLCC £14.95 6SBS7.CoPro31mhzPLCC C19.9S Zipititk Juysutk £11.95 Saitek Mcgagripll 
Amiga Modulator Amiga P$U t34 95 £14.95 

Tu rboteeh realtime dock cartridge 
£ 14.9S fits any Amiga 

SupraFAXModem Modems U 

jWE ARE PREFERRED ■    USR DE ALERS 

^^^^^^■L       e > u4H>D«nan d 
^^^^^V VCiMDIscrirnHnacMMi 

« 14,400 Data/14,000 Fax £98.95 
I 13JM Dataj'14,000 Fax £166.95 
New!! SupraExpress 288 

Only 
H53.95J 

• LED Duplj-, 

• Up la 11 S,20W^ r,41bl*) tlfwWvnMy 

SuprqFJUfmoelem 288 
• Up [« I I   IMbpi 4   Ibii) 4 Cl»*i IllFu e Sikrnt ft Adaptiw Annvrre Unique LCD DripU^ • V14&r»Klard • FIj^hKOM I NComm tiltwin * STwWirrjiity 

yj[}'fe&^| 
(onty £ 188.95^ 

Courier V34+ llyati dtau(hi VllbU wu lur CTf VJ4. 
£246.95 

33,600 bps. 

_ ( GP Fax software £49.95 
Us* your Amiga Modem as a 

Wide range of Software always\ I 
in stock Cal f for pricing, 
eg. Blitz Basic only,~£29.99 

Software Specials 
Music-X V2 £29.95 

| Tech.sound 2 Pro £27.95 | 
Pro Midi l/face £19.95 

| Vista Pro Lite £19.95 
Blitz Basic V2.1 £29.95 I 

I WordworthS.O £74.95 | 
Studio! £49.95 

Power Scan v4.   £89.95 | 
I lS6£.'icalc on A.GA Amijai. 64 g.'icale non AGA 
Power Scan Col. £1 74 ,95 | 
Epson GT 5000£399.95 

| Epson GT 8500£529.95 
•   •'    :  ■ '■    -I ;' i- i » r ■ 

Power Scanner Software 
Including cable  £59.95 J 

Delivery £ 1. 18 per —   — _   _ ^ 
au^s" CD ROM Software 

17 Bit The 5th Dimension £17.45 17 Bit Collection {Double) £24.15 ■ 7BitContiriu*non £14.45 17 Bit PhaseS £14.45 I 7 Bit/LSD torn prndiurni lor2 £16.95 I 7 flit'l SD HTf>mprndiurn I C I 6.9 5 
New.1.'Ami net I I £12.45 Aminetft/t/IO U1M AiYii«iet*et I collection^A<vtn« I-4) £24 45 AirHoet set 1 colterbon (Arrwwt 54) £14.45 

| AmoiPDCDVerl, hmtftaM (Doubi*-) I Artwurjt I Atuiiins 2 (Double) I BCI Net I or 1 I C64 Sensations I CAM ; Dmihli -1 
I CD-F*D I ErcDunlrn UFO Phrnom I Eric Schwartz CD | DenioCD 2 uroscene 2 I Fractal U niverse I Fr?*h Fkh « I Globa.1 Amiga Esprrirncr- I GnldFivh {ft 

lib *i £17 45 £«.9S £17.45 £8 95 £li45 £22 45 £8.95 £14.95 £24.95 £8 95 £1 1.95 ilT.45 £27.45 £24.95 £24.45 

£8.95 Light ROM 3 £40.95 Light Works £29 95 Magic Illusions £11 45 Meettnc Pearls] t$.tS MultiMed4aToolKit2(2xCD'i) £19.95 N- rv,:.rk :CL) £12.45 NFA AGA Experience £1 7.95 Octamed6CD £24.95 Prima CD Vol. I Cf.fS Professional Gifs £1745 Professional Utilities £17.45 Sci-fi Sensations £17.95 Space And Astronomy £ 14.95 SprcCrurn SrnsatMJM»96 £17.45 Ten an Ten pack (I OxC D's) £37.95 UPD GoW CD (4 H CD's) £24 « WPD Hottest* £17.95 Weird Science SoundWFontt £8.95 Weird Science Clipart £8.95 Wi-r:l Sni no■ Aniri.i! i:m £18.95 WorkbenchAodOns £22.95 Nc*"WoHd Adas £24.95 World Info 95 £19.95 Zoom 2 £18.95 
FREEH Prima Shareware CD-ROM worth £ 10 with every 

order of CD-ROM software over £30 

Canon 
Canon &J30 f. I 69.9 5 Ponatik mpnonnntrr. }Up«Jp- A5F bi»l! in Canon BJ C70Cokxir      £ 13 S 9 S Pnrtafalrtotw pnitr', 19 pice AW. Canon BJ2f>0cx £183 9S HNrfi quality mw*o prmttr, vlrtuaJ 730 dpi. NewtfCanonBJZIO £215,95 
Newi'CAnonBJC4IOO £283.95 Ijulllly.innur.tiil num, prv.,1 ,n,j. 7 I0» 140 Hp Newf:CanonBjCfrlO £410.95 EnhiiN-Kl r ii4c»ir pmlfr. vir1»i*> TJO dpi 

iter 

Printers 

CITIZEN 

ABC Colour printer £135.99 Simple-1" <-«y *• ABC) <•> u*» 14 p*i pnntrr C4m*SW«ar^rd wid> 10 *xr( Auto inert ieeder. Tractor *rc<l DfiDonal i[(H vv Citizen Printiva 600c £383.95 400 dpi colour, 1100 dpi moAO prtntf, Drdi.iUKl AmlItdnvrr wftwirr, UK'I idvaicrd Micro Dry print T«c hnatofy. 

Consumables 

Star L C •» C i p,r „•.>,-,■ £ 105,95 ASF built in, p.uih tractor optional. 
Star LCI 00tp.ncolour     £1 19.95 
II3!F.J-J'I.^.|:IHLO Airiji <ln„T, 
StarLC240i4pinmo™> £117.95 113 C|Jtd]r»^.»,th ASF buiH m 
StarLC240C2apmCoh>ur £132.95 

HEWLETT® 
PACKARD 

HPilOPtirtablf £220.95 C clour po rtabk prmtcr 
HPAOOCoinur i \ B5.95 
HP660Colour ™ 

EPSON 
Stylus Colour II £314.95 
Tlttdpi. 4|i,m. BUr U. IppmCciUuir 
StylusColourlls £219.95 
7I0dpi. I "5 [igi •-. BUck. IppmCnlaur. 
Stylus820 £161.95 710 dpi, J.SpfUM BI*Ck. Culuur Up)frji)rjl:l» 

OKI JVupkr Iu fViy4i HchfH*-^ 
Authorised OKI dealer 
OL60C-* £374.95 LID laser printer, tpVpi'm, IHbofllam. 
OLnl0.-x £476.95 LtDluer printer, tp.'pi'm, lHboTAam. 

4 LQ h 
StarSjl44coW J iramhrr primer, low 
mm* 

£330.95 Maw tofour kthlct Irwn HP. HPtMCom £423.95 t00« »00 tfp- up to I pv'pVm <THHW, IpJpj'm coloue HPSLLaserprintcr £436.95 4 prpJm. *£Kl dpi, I Mb of ft Am 
£229,99 HP 5P Laser printer £743.95 p.pirn AaO.Uii  IMli.ifft.i — 

Miscellaneous 
Prtnttr Switch Boa: lwir £ I 2.95 Printer Switch Bon] war £17.95 Printer Stands (Universal) £4.95 1.8 Metre printer cable £4,95 J Pli*trp printrr cable £6,95 5 Metre printer cable £i.9S 
10 Metre printer cabl* £11.9$ ""afallel port ex tension cable £9.95 

Ribbons 
Citiien Swift1 ABC m one Citiien Swift/ABCcalnur Star LC90 mono ribbon Star LC I Of 100 mono Star LC I Or 100 colour Star LC 240c colour Star LC 240c mu no Star LC240 mono Star LC 24-10/200'} 00 Colour Re-Ink Spray for mono ribbon 

£}.9S £12.95 £4 95 £3.65 
C U v5 Lb rE. £5.95 £13.95 £ I I 95 

We stock A widr range- of 
toriiumables for all printers 

Lasfri, Dot Matrix arid 
Inkjets old and new. 
PREMIER-INK 

Cartridge- Refills Sa*e afonuiva in running iuiii w>ch your InkJ 
!:,.1:1.1, .,'i r.. —r..i hk*r|fhlK«HPD*tW*1 «r*n. Canon BJ 10,20,'tOi I JO, 100.3 M,'3 3 0. Star 5J'k, Cltlten Proj*t and MUI other*. Single refills       (22ml) £6.95 Twin refills (44ml) £ 12.9! Three colour kit (66ml) £19.9! Full colour hit (66ml) flM! Bulk refill* < I 25ml) £24.95 

Ink Cartridges 
Canon BjlO/Star SJ48 Canon BJ2OO/230 Canon BJ30 (} pack) Canon BJC 76 mono (3 pack) Canon BJC 70 colour {3 pack) Canon BJC 4000 colour (single) Canon BJC 4000 mono (single) Canon BJC 4000 mono nigh cap. Canon BJC AOOr menu high cap. Canon BJC 600e colour HP Deskjet colour HP. Deskjet double mono HP. Deskjet 660 double mono HP.Dnkjet 660 colour Ey^uii Stylus mono Epson Stylus colour EpionStylutCol. M'S.'BiO Monti Epson Stylus Col. ll'S/820 Colour 
Star SJ144 mono/colour (single) Printer Du*t Covert 

er 

£17.95 £ I» °5 £ I 2.4 5 £10.95 £17,95 £16.95 £6 95 £21.95 £B.t5 £7.9S £24.95 £22.95 £73.95 £25.95 rl I 3 95 £27,95 £17.95 £24 95 
£7 95 £5.95 

Disks 

Papc 

'   Printer rc?pair spectaJists 
Fret? quotes available!! 

Fanfold(tractor feed) 500 sheets £6.95 Fanfold (tractor f««d)| OQOfhwti £ 12.49 Fanfold (tractor feed) 2000 sheets £21.49 Smplc sheet   SOOshccts £6 95 Single sheet   1000sheet* £12.49 Single sheet   2000sheets £21.49 Epson Stylus 720 dpi paper pack £13.95 H.Packard Glossy paper pack( 10) £9.95 High quality Inkjet Paper(500) £9-95 

Bulk DSDD 
10* £3.45 100 x 
30 x £9.95 200 a 
50x £14.95 5O0x£ 
Branded DSDD 
10 x £4.95 lOOx 
30 x £13.95       200 x 
50 x £11.95     500 xi 
Bulk DSHD 
10 ,(£3.95 lOOx 
30 JI £10.95        200 x 
50 x £16.95     500 x£ 
Branded DSHD 
10 x £5.95        100 x 
3Qx£l5.¥S 200 
50x£2J.9 5      500 x£ 

£2o.95 
£49.95 
I I 4.95 

£41.95 
£74.95 
175.95 

£29.95 
£S5.9S 
129.95 

(44.95 
£02,95 
IA9.95 

fDivkUU>tlsx500 £6.95^ 
[Pibk labels x I 000 £9.95J 



(IOM^XDROM»XD-ROM„XD-ROM»XD-BOM»XD-ROM„XD-ROM„XD-ROM„XD-RQM«XD-I 

Workbench Add-On 

Volume 1 

The Workbench Add-On CD-ROM 11 ihe ideal compa<i<an to your 
workbench On this CD you will nod only Find the best programs, that 
ure available Far the Amiga.. bid you wilt oho gel them feady-1orur» 
Irons the CD In addihon ro this there h pn installer script that inslolls 
ihe dented programs to ycwi* Fwrddkik 
The CD covers all areai a* interest, aw, th* programmer, th* user. Ph« 
ceative and 'he garner will find whal Ihey a«e looking for On this 
'. !)8QM rhe-'e ore many shareware program njme oF ihem al a 
special price, <f you get reentered There 15 e g Shopeshifter Far JO - 
CM [instead of 50- DM), in addition to rlirs ihem it a 50 Me Moo 
partition, so mat you can itori playing araund with Wot apphccmoni 
right away Then there » FWerWayer for 20 ■ DM (instead of 30 ■ 
CM|. there are. ol course, loads modules with if, so that you can 
try il right away AmiWjn, the n#w XH-serv»r For the Amiga IS 
available For (40. instead of JiO You can sa ve mare man tOO 
DM with this CD. Therefore you only haw to send in the appropriate 
j^ge in ihe booklet to the author of the program £24.95 

CD-Write 

vvhaJlft lau Hill can't write to your CDs* CD-ROMs have long been 
an mentlol part ol Am»go computing Many uivt already own a 
CD ROM drive, and the number ol software packages available on 
CD ii increasing steod«y Until no*, though, rt was not possible to 
write 1a CDs We have salved rhrs problem with our new revolutio- 
nary product Ralph Babel and Stefan Otsowski's SchoWruhe art 
proud la present what can be considered a morvel al technology 
CD-Writa enable! you to virtually write to CDs with an ordinary CD- 
ROM drive. From now on. you will be obi* to write, delele. and mo 
dify data art your CD* This product wll 1OA* you into a new era, and 
vou will be able to utilise CD-ROM technology to its fu-est £44.95 

FreshFish 10 

„ The Fr*shF,ih CDROW.j*r.e». produced d**c*y by Fted Fish, prori 
% des Armga users with hundreds of megabyte* of she latest freely re 
mi distributable software FNibkshed appro««i»Q(efy every two months, 
j each volume is a two CD set containing new submissions since the 
5 latest volume, a* welt a* on ever growing selection ol 1pols. libraries. 
* uj'.jrnenralior c-J slhe- tse'L-i male-iul        i <.iru'ji«J w ih v,-v,y 
5 release. Cl?95 

CDBootl.O 
CDBou" is a Fantastic new product that enables you to trie alnioH 
any CD32 games on on A1200 or A4000 [with AT or SCSI-CO 
ROM drive and any hlesyst&m) You con create o confcgufriion K1e 
lor each CD. containing Jiiarmc#icm on tFte Joy pad emirlaUon Vou 
con also save the hlghicote of each CD32 game The uwge and 
mstollalson of CDF^XJt is very easy, also For beginners, due to the 
excellent Ervghsh nsonual Since the compatibility is very high, you 
can use °9% ol CD3? games currently available. CDEoot is On 
excellent software tolutiarv for alt Amigo-f reakv who would like to 
enter the wodd of CD32 garnet' £34.95 

Aminet Set 1 
Amiin" is ihe wot Id s loraesl rollection aF freely dislrtbutabte Am^gu 
software Up to 10 000 users access the vast orch^ves twy day 
and countless programmers publish directly via Aminet Until recently 
access to Aminet was restricted 1o ifiternaitonal network users Wiifi 
Aminet Ser 1. consishng ol 4 CDs. the complete archive is published 
the fug time This CDJtOM-coltetttori, which is dated January 
offers an almost inexhouslible reservoir of lop value Shorewate A 
wide variety of programs n included Applxotions, Gomes Demos, 
F'K-nnes Modi. Animations Developer Marefid, ... H Contains 
approximately 4 g«gabytei of software m 12 500 archives and you 
will en|oy the camFarloble user mlerFoce £29.95 

Aminet Set I 
AMINET SET 2, dated November 1995, consists ol approximately A 
gigabytes of software In 12 000 archrves Whether you lifce appt»ca 
hons. gomes, communications or programming, the SET gives yOu all 
you need Easy to use index hies and search Facilities make 
accessing ir a pleasure. £3 4.94 

  
pear 1 s 

Meeting Pearls Vol. Ill 

The Meering Pearls Volume Itl contains 650 MB oF the finest FD soft- 
ware via a special uter interface, winch has been created to allow 
you tp Find the program af your choice with ease The contents 10 
MB Packer, Cruncher, Archive Programs 3 M6 CMOM Utilises 
21 Mfi Communication and Network Programs 5 MB Debugging 
Tools 29 MB Develop'ner.i Tools 13 MB floppy. Hard Disk ons 
SCSI Programs 6 MB Educational Programs 9 Mfi Gomes 35 
MB Graphics Programs 39 Mfs Internet Mow* Database. Updated 
Version 7 MS Midi Tools and Programs 77 MB Mods 12 MB 
Munc Programs 21 MB Pictures 13 MB AmiTCP and mare for 
Networking 00 Mfi Documentation. CD ROM Darlobaiei, etc. 96 
MB PosTeX I 4 - not previous available on any CD*OM 15 MB 
Unlities 30 MB HTML Pages Collections of datatypes, benchmark 
ptograms, icons, programs For amateur radio and electrical/elec 
Ironic engineering ore also included C9.95 

Aminet 11 

Still ovo.loble< £14.95 

Aminet 11 

Artxnet CD 12. doted June 199a. consist Moximcrtefy 1,1 
gigabytes ol software in 3800 archives Since the release oF Aminet 
CD 11 more than 710MB n«w software nas appeared. The current 
eddion has a special Focut on mods, mote than 1000 music-modules 
From the internet were included User friendly access software makes 
the Aminet CD 12 a pleasure ro use CI J °5 

XiPaint V4 
XiPa-nt 4 is the new version of the Feeding edge. 24 bit pom) 
program It's suited io the demands of ncmce and expert alike, and 
wrrhm a short time, you too wiH be able to produce colourful and 
creative an m 16 3 miHion colours, this version of XiPamt features 
animations as well as easy-to-use roytracing<Qpafeilrries 
Overview of features Diverse paml functions including colour, 
contrast and saturation ctdiustmen* Mask, outline, recoiour and fJI 
functions Airbrush wrih adjustable spray hmCltOAS bghMabie 
function for manipulating montages and animations Text (uncnons 
with anti-aliasing using Compugraphic fonts Support for a variety of 
graphic formats Unlinked Undo - Diverse manipulation ol alpha 
channel Supports many graphic cends Layers to combine different 
pro|ec's ARexx por> Drog S, D»op colours tjfternol fVfrer module 
Extensive documentation AO textures, 50 landscapes, 30 Other 
pictures and many forns included C*° 95 

The Light Works 
Raytrocing A foscMiating area of the computer graphics Picture* 
from the computer, perfectly rendered. Fascinate people oil over me 
world The Amiga was the First computer to be used lor raytrocing 
and today il i* Still « leader, with many htgh quo My programs A real 
orhst of raytrocing it Tobias J fckhier ham Cologne/Germany, 
whose detailed abject* stun the people Especially his space ships of 
famous science hction films are used to demonstrate the capabnrhes 
ol a roytrocing program The objects ore highly detailed and 
ex'remly leaUsiic due to the application of complex surface textures 
of ihe models Until now ii was difficult la acquire these objects in 
order to create ones own scenes of animations £29.95 

EHEJEWS 
FLINE 

NetNews Offline Vol. 1 
NetNews Offhn* Vol I is the first disk of a new btmanihly published 
ser«es of Amxgo CD-ROMs which contains all Am*go-reloied news- 
groups ham the internet Every volume features about 50 000 
articles whsch contain hot rumours, important information about ol 
aspects of the Amiga, press-releases discussions and flame wars. 
A newsreader is included NetNews Offline is the cheap arternaeve 
oF gertrng m touch wrfh Usenet CI4.95 

Gamers' Delight II 
This CD contains 1070 games For the Commodore Arnigo from differ- 
ing categories Action. Jump & Run, Card Gomes, Puzzles. Strategy 
Comes a whole range aF computer enlertainme-n* awaits1 Gome's 
DeUght will hold you captivated far hours ond guaranteei long lost 
mg pleasure 70 games are camme«ciol versions - no public domain 
OJ no demosl This CD con be run on any Amiga wirh CD-ROM 
drive,1 MB free memory and Joystick/Joypod £2fi.9S 

All products are available in your local Amiga-shop 

or through national mail-order-companies 

International Distributor: 

\ 

GTI 
Grenville Trading International GmbH 

Zimmersmiihlenweg 73 
61440 Oberursel - Germany 

Tel +49-6171-85937 
Fax +49-6171 -83 02 

EMail: Compuserve 100336,1245 


